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Our Thespians Met

SALE

Butler received special recognition
i by being awarded the added distinc1 tion cf “Double Star Thespians.” Mr.
And Stars and Double Stats !Smith also praised the fine conWere Recognized—A
1 tribution cf Bertram Snow to dra
matics in our school.
Radio Skit
Departmental report s including
The monthly meeting of the Na , Current Movies, Arthur Schofield;
tional Thespians Troupe 431, was Radio pregrams, Betty Munro; acheld Thursday in the High Aehool I tors and Actresses in the News, Her
ibrary. Tliere were 22 present In bert Riling wood; and Current Plays,
cluding four old members and two Nancy Howard and Ernest Dondis
hcnorory members.
Pour new i were delivered and proved to be very
members were formally initiated. | interesting. After thts a short radio
These were Douglas Cooper, Bar fkit entitled “Sire de Maitroit’s
bara I amb. Jeanette Shannon, and Door” by Ernest Dondis, Harrison
Charles Huntley. After citing the Dew, Herbert Ellingwood, Douglas
creditable record which they have Coper and Margaret Havener was
r . ieved in Rockland High School enjyed in the auditorium,
crema tics, Mr. Smith named Her j Light refreshments and amusing
bert ETnawood, Carol Hail, Doro- , games delighted all before the meet
♦ hv Peterson and Betty Munro “Star ing adjourned at 10.45 p. m.
Thespians.”
President Harrison
Dow and Vice President Walter
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

THIRD ANNUAL

EXHIBIT OF
SALON PRINTS
by

KNOX COUNTY
CAMERA. CLUB
Open from 2.00 P. M. io 10.00 P. M.

COMMUNITY BUILDING
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
.JANUARY 16-1T

nnland
Ithers!

COATS

Special showing of natural color Kodachrome pictures
at Interval* throughout each day
ADMISSION IS FREE
AND THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND
5-7

THE CLERGY PLEDGES ITSELF

Knox County is being treated to a
remarkable demonstration of re
ligious unity in the present war,
brought about through the efforts
of a local pastor who modestly de
clines to have his name mentioned
in that connection.
So today the great emergency
finds Knox County preachers, rep
resenting every religious faith,
standing shoulder to shoulder, ready
to do everything in their power to
merit the common enemy. For the
first time in the history of this lo
cality all of the religions are blend
ed—the way through the various
creeds which find worshippers in
Knox County.
This assembling came about in
response to the following letter, sent
out the first of the year by Morris
B. Perry, Civilian Defense Co-ordi
nator for Knox County.
“We all realize that morale is In
dispensable in National Defense and
that complete unity is vital to Na
tional morale.
Religious leaders
have it in their power to lead the
way to local and national unity.
“With this thought in mind, in
my capacity as co-ordinator of Ci
vilian Defense for Knox County, I
am issuing a call for a meeting of
the clergy and leaders of all religious
bodies in the County at the Com
munity Building in Rockland at 10
a. m., Monday, Jan. 5, 1942, for the
purpose of considering what steps
can be taken whereby our religious
bodies can co-operate with each
other in presenting a common front
of unity in the interest of Civilian
Defense.

CONSERVATION OF IMPORTANT MATERIALS ESSENTIAL
FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE
Now makes it absolutely necessary that we revise our de
livery schedule. We have tried to arrange this new sched
ule so that all will receive the same prompt service to which
you are accustomed and entitled. All we ask is your co
operation. Please order all your food needs for one de
livery as it wil, be impossible for us to make more than one
delivery daily to each of you.

iCCOONS

0

ORDER TODAY WHAT YOU NEED FOR TOMORROW!
ROCKLAND DELIVERIES
Monday Through Friday
ORDERS received before 9.00 A. M. will be delivered before noon.
ORDERS received after 9.00 A. M. up to 3.00 P. M. will be delivered same after
noon.

ATS
ISKINS

2nter Backs)

Saturday
ORDERS received before 9.00 A. M. will be delivered before noon.
ORDERS received after 9.00 A. M. up to 6.00 P. M. will be delivered Saturday
afternoon and evening.

J LAMBS
Hudson
Seal
Dyed
Muskiat

$139

OWL’S HEAD DELIVERIES
Monday—Wedn esday—Saturday
ORDERS received up to 12.00 noon of the day of delivery will be delivered that
same afternoon.

ROCKPORT AND THOMASTON DELIVERIES
Tuesday—Friday
ORDERS received up to 12.00 noon of the day of delivery will be delivered that
same afternoon._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

POSITIVELY NO ORDERS UNDER $1.00 EACH, EXCLUSIVE
OF SUGAR AND FLOUR, WILL BE DELIVERED!

Above schedules and conditions effective
MONDAY, JANUARY 12, 1942
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

PERRY MARKETS
/ z

lan!

TELEPHONE 1234

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
»
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
“Our civil and religious liberties These papers consolidated March 17. 1897,
are at stake. They are threatened
with extinction. Surely we can find
[EDITORIAL]
common ground on which we can
stand! together in their defense. I
OUR SCHOOLS AND THE WAR
trust you will make a supreme ef
fort to attend the meeting next
Joseph E. Blaisdell, principal of Rockland High School,
Monday morning.”
is closely in step with the march of the National Defense
And here is the list of Knox
movement and the pupils of his large and important school
County preachers who responded:
are responding eagerly to the very practical suggestions which
John A. Cummings
he has made. Rockland High School is meeting Hitlerism
W. S. Stackhouse
through the purchase of defense savings stamps, in Red
Solomon Kornfeld (Rabbi)
Cross activities, in radio classes, in model airplane clubs,
Herbert B. Pulslfer
in auxiliary' fire units, and in any other way that home de
Weston P. Holman
fense may be served. Many of the boys are rapidly nearing
Maurice Dunbar
the enlightened age, and there'll be no holding them back.
Mildred McLean
Eva M. Johnson
FOR BELFAST HARBOR
John Wallace Ames
The War Department lias indicated its intention of
William E. Berger
Hattie Carle
studying a harbor improvement project at Belfast, according
Arthur W. Gwynn
to Senator Brewster and Representative Margaret Chase
Victor B. Osborne
Smith. The announcement will awaken some oldtime memo
A. Thompson
ries on the part of elderly Belfast citizens, for the attempt to
C. Vaughn Overman
have the harbor dredged was begun a quarter century ago
Helen Sims Overman
when shipping was active on the river, and when the resi
F. Ernest Smith
dents of the up-bay city had dollars and cents interest in
Robert Carle. Jr.
seeing navigation conditions at their best. Tiie sailing vessels
L. Winfield Witham
have departed, mostly, but tliere are oilier forms of shipping,
Hubert F. Leach
and Uncle Sam pricks up hts ears when he hears anything
Guy Wilson
mentioned that might help speed up National Defense. If
L. Clark French
Belfast cannot get the improvement now another century may
John Smith Lowe
roll around before it is achieved.
James F. Savage
Father Kenyon
COHESION IS LACKING
Leo F. Ross
The Courier-Gazette yesterday received the following
H. S. Kilbom
communication,
which, while unsigned, contains an excellent
J. Charles MacDonald
suggestion.
L. G. Gordon
Why not publish a list in eacli Issue showing meeting
C. M. Richardson
dates of various Civilian Defense Classes and also informa
Charles A. Marstaller
tion the public would like to know such as how long these
Chester B. Staples
classes have been in operation, what is being taught, length of
class, and number of lessons per week, as well as number of
Hazel Lane
weeks to complete each course. It would seem this informa
Mrs. Annie G. Bowden
tion would keep the public advised of what is going on, and
B. C. Springer
clarify information, also stimulate more interest, and have
IP. E. Miller
more enrollees.
And with what result? Words
We are in full agreement witli this proposition, but with
could tell it no better than through
forty-leven committees working on forty-leven subjects ar.
, the passage of the following reso
attempt to gain co-ordination is manifestly a most difficult
lution:
task. Hie Courier-Gazettes' columns are open to any reason
Whereas, our country, in spite
able proposition which will help whip Hitler, and will con
of its earnest efforts to preserve
tinue to be given over to propositions like the one suggested1 if
peace and good-will, has been
the material can be assembled under one head and presented
plunged into war, and
to us.
Whereas, our civil and religious
Everybody is working hard, in the interests of defending
liberties are threatened with de
our homes, but the numerous forces have not yet reached the
struction by enemy countries
point of cohesion. An instance of this is seen in the lengthy,
whose rulers have repudiated
and confusing advice as to what the public should do in case
solemn treaties, principles of in
of an air raid.Y The question wa.s put before a local service
ternational law, moral acruples
club one day this week, and of the score or more members
and the ideals of humane civili
present only five raised their hands to indicate they could
zation, and
answer the question. Twenty percent was not a very effective
Whereas, the emergency thus
showing, but alas the five had different views. Probably none
created is one that calls for ab
of its knows just what he would do.
solute national solidarity, be it
therefore resolved, that we, the
MORE TO BE THANKFUL FOR
assembled clergymen and lead
(Boston Globe)
ers in our several congregations
in Knox County, do hereby
While we are on the subject of feasts and festivals it may
pledge ourselves to whole-hearted
be worth while to record here that the Quartermaster’s De
partment of the Army is enormously cheered abcut the dietary
co-operation in behalf of na
prospects
for the nation. In fact. Col. R. A. Osman, who runs
tional unity, and
that section of the military establishment which concerns
Be it further resolved, that we
itself with feeding some 1,600,000 troops three times a day, be do hereby pledge to our Nation
lieves that a dietary revolution is in progress for America.
our unmost in personal service
• These multitudes of young men, he remarks, are now being
given scientifically balanced meats in adequate quantities, and
to the end that righteousness and
this has already begun to produce startling changes in
truth, liberty and justice shall not
physique and health and, especially, in attitudes toward food.
perish from the earth.
Col. Osman sees these lusty youths leaving the Army to return
to their mothers and wives and sweethearts when the emerg
ency is over, bursting about ideas for breakfast, dinner and
supper.
Since he possesses vision, the delighted colonel looks to
consequences of what the diplomats like to call “a farreaching nature” in the realms of national health. Assum
Lobsters Caught In Novem
ing. of course, that the returned dietitians, unbosoming them
ber Were Valued At
selves to their wives and sweethearts, are not greeted with
feminine equivalent of “O, yeah!”
$201,017

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 5.

The Black Cat
E. ?

A Remarkable Wartime Action By Leaders Of
Many Religious Faiths

IMPORTANT NOTICE
RSIANS
INS

Rockland, Maine, Saturday January 10,1942

Sea Yielding Well

Another heavy increase in income
for Maine fishermen was rung up
in November with total sales of
$390,184 nearly double the $202,000
received during the same period in
1940 according to Sea and Shore
Fisheries statistics released by Com
missioner Arthur R. Greenleaf.
Although totals for the entire
year 1941 have not been completely
compiled, Greenleaf said that it was
the greatest year for the fishermen
since the department started gath
ering statistics 25 years ago.
Lobsters were far out front with
1,200,107 pounds bringing $201,017
while 127.701 bushels of herring re
turning $71,518 were next in line.
Big increases were also listed in
rosefish, clams, bloodworms and
scallops.
Prices were generally
higher.

' OUR PATRIOTIC FINNISH
Have Raised $439.85 Toward the Red Cross
War Chest

Saturday
Issue

-

Sri

(By The Roving Reporter)
Liston P. Evans of the Piscataquis
Observer recalls that in 1884 an
Englishman gave an entertainment
in Dover-Foxcroft delivering a poem
called “Punch, Brothers! Punch with
Care.” The lines ran:
"Conductor, when you receive a fare.
Punch In the presence of tiie pasM*ngare:
A blue-trip slip for an eight cent fare,
A buff-trip slip for a slx-cent fare,
A plnk-trlp slip for a three cent fare.
Punch In the presence of the passen-

Two thin wisps of sugar cane
blossoms lay on my desk yesterday
and dispelled for the moment any
thoughts of the outside frigidity.
The blooms were sent to me by Mrs.
Vernita Jorc Arey of North Haven,
and came from her son, Harold
Joyce, who is serving in Hawaii, and
a letter from whom will appear ia
our Tuesday issue.

Jare!”

When they get to talking about
patriotism beat the record of Oliver
R. Hamlin, past commander of the
Maine Department, V.F.W., has just
bought $150 worth of Defense
Bonds; who has two sons in the
service; who served in the last war,
and is seeking admission to the
present war. And if that isn’t
strong enough add the fact that
Oliver has just expended $40 in put
ting his teeth in shape to bite Army
rations.

An interesting sideline is that
Isaac H. Bromley on the New York
Times worked out the idea; and the
poem was copied widely. Even Mark
Twain served it up with his experi
ences. It is doubtful if another per
son in Maine could repeat the oldtimer from memory, as Mr. Evans
did, offers the Lewiston Journal.
What a fund cf interesting memo
ries this veteran Piscataquis County
Editor has to offer, and what a pity
they cannot be assembled in book
There may have been colder
form for future generations to en
places
in Knox County Thursday
joy.
morning than at The ’Keag, but
when R. Waldo Tyler stepped onto
Owens Novelty Co. sends me a his piazza and saw the thermometer
black cat calendar, emphasizing the registering 22 below zero he went
words “Good Luck.” This particu back into the house and swapped his
lar cat has yellow eyes, yellow “shorts” fcr red flannels. ,
claws (very sharp) and a yellow tip
at the end of its long black tail—and
One year agp; Capt. Charles W.
a good luck smile on its broad Kalloch was home frem Genoa,
mouth.
Italy, telling of his experience with
French bombs—Dr. Blake Annis
Hew often do you call ‘‘Informa headed the Knox County committee
tion” at the Central Telephone office. for the celebration of President
The company informs me that the Roosevelt’s birthday—Ada F. Dal
number of daily calls in the New zell. 69, died at her home on Me
England service is 123,237. It is re chanic street—Rev. Willis A. Luce, a
quested that patrons do net make native of Union, died in Sacramento,
such calls unless it is absolutely Calif.—Deris Jordan was elected
necessary—this in the interest, of matron of Golden Rod Chapter,
the war effort.
O.ES.

CAMDEN FIREMEN ENTERTAIN
Annual Banquet Last Night Attended By 200—
Medal Presented To Charles C. Wood *
The Camden Fire Department in an excellent little speech. Alderfleld its annual banquet in the Cam- men John J. Perry and Osgood A.
den Masonic hall last night with an Gilbert Were introduced,
attendance of 200 citizens, who al- I The set program included the fol
lowing speakers: Chief Engineer
Van E. Russell of Rockland, County
Attorney Stuart C. Burgess of Rock
land, Rev. Fr. William E. Berger of
Camden, Chief Engineer Edwin An
derson of Thomaston, Town Manag
er Percy R. Kellar of Camden, and
(Continued on Page Six)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Tf I had my life to live again X
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The lose of these
tastes is a lose of happiness.—Charles

The Finnish people of Knox Thomaston ........................... 23.25
Darwin
County have already raised their So. Thomaston ...................... 45.10
quota for the Red Cross War Fund St. George ............................. 41.00
HYMN TO THE HOLY NAME
and it is with great pleasure that Friendship ..... -.................... 17.25
O Holy Name of Majesty and Power,
O Sacred Name of God’s own Son.
they turn the sum of $386.35 over to Cushing ................................. 22.00
In every Joy and every weary hour.
,
The
Finnisth
Relief
Committee
Be
Thou our strength until life’s
Captain Rice of the Rockland
war Is won.
■
of
Rockland
and
vicinity
also
held
Chapter of the American Red Cross.
Fierce Is the fight for God and the
Right
■an entertainment for the benefit of
A report of each town follows:
Sweet name of Jesus In Thee is our
might.
Rockland ............................... $44.50 the American Red Cross at the War
All o'er the earth the hearts of men
Owl’s Head .......... -................. 22.00 ren Glover Hall Dec. 13. The
are dying.
Chief Engineer Allen F. Payson, Chilled
amount realized from this enter
Rockport ............................
52.00
by the storm of greed and
Union ...................................... 37.00 tainment was $35.50 and also 18 ac who wsa given a rcmrakable recep All ostrife;
’er the land rebellion's flag ia
flying.
Appleton ............................... 6.00 tive memberships in the Red Cross tion last night.
Threatening our altars and the na
($18),
making
a
tctal
of
$439.85.
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps Warren .................................... 76.25
tion's life.
Fierce Is the fight for God and the
ways give the department their
Right
whole-hearted support, and who un Sweet name of Jesus In Thee Is our
might.
failingly give their presence at this
Ages
ago, our fathers firm and loyal.
annual event, which is one of the ( Fought
for the faith, forever the
“WHERE YOU BOT THE PEANUTS”
same;
features of the year in Camden.
We are their sons, our heritage la
With David Crockett, song leader
loyal.
And we shall conquer In the Holy
and Frank A. Winslow, editor of The
Name.
Courier-Gazette as toastmaster, the
Fierce Is the fight for God and the
Right
program proved a highly entertain
Sweet name of Jesus In Thee Is our
MAIN ST., CORNER PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
might.
ing one. led off with a short speech
Soldiers, Christ who goes
PcutfoyJttftcdj
by Lieut. Alvin Hero, who is super Up. Christian
before us.
Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco, Ice Cream,
intending construction work at what Shows us His cross and leads the
the toastmaster was pleased to term Plus, way:
our Pontiff, guides, and God la
Fountain Service
“6.1. C.” Frozen Foods
o'er us.
the “Camden Navy Yard.”
Victory Is ours. If we but watch and
Mayor Edward R. Veazie was un
pray.
Post Cards, Magazines, Newspapers, Light Groceries
Fierce is the light for God and the
able to attend because of National
Right
Sweet name of Jesus in Thee Is our
Defense work at home, and AiderHome
of
Oxton
’
s
Super-Delicious
Peanuts
might.
MAIN ST. AT PARK, ROCKLAND
man Louis R. Cates was called upon
—By His Eminence Cardinal O’Coa*
ss to represent the city, which he did J aeli.

OXTON’S

OXTON’S
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The Courier-Gazette
TOREE-TIMES-A-WEER
I have chosen you, and ordained
you, that ye should go and bring
forth fruit.—John 15: 16

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
By the Pupils

Pnnri-»r-Gp7<‘.H!*.

r '-v-

’onnar’' *0
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CAPT. KALLOCHS BACK HOME
European Director of American Steamships
Leaves Countries Where Bombs Reign
and War Threatens

Plans are being formulated by blanketing the spirit of a fine
Principal Blaisdell for this school squad. Members are: Lettermen J.
to take an active part in the de Storer. S. Snow, S. Sak), A. Storer,
and players O. Staples, W. Dow, R.
fense program.
Kennedy. R. Jones. R Welker. K.
On
Thursday
of
each
week,
pu

Set Lobster Traps For Seapils will bring their money to buy M.gnault. M Jackson. A. Havener,
1940. to be effective at midnight,
son’s Catch—First Hauls defense savings stamps, and on C. Mitchell W. McLellan, C. Phi'l- Back across the “snake" infested and
that night Genoa was bombed
Atlantic has come Capt. Charles W.
Are Average
Friday these stamps will be dis breok. K. Hurd, and B. Mitchell.
by
French
planes. An anti-aircraft
• • •.•
' Kalloch. who for some years past
shell
which
had not exploded
Monhegan fishermen closed the tributed to them, to be put in their
"The Green Hand,” a seven- has been officiating as European
album. Total purchases by mem
old year by busily removing lob
bers of the school this week were reel mot cn picture, was shown director of the American Export
ster traps from their berths cn $58 85.
to th? Junior Business Training Lines; back io his former heme alboats, ar.d wharf where they have
The school w’fll participate, un and Civics classes this week. It most a year to a day from the date
cf nis last visit to America, but this
been snugly stowed for the past der the leadership of Mr. Smith, is the story of how one boy, en
time to again beceme a permanent
two weeks in preparation fcr a in Red Cress activities. Registra couraged by the sympathies and recident—maybe.
stimuli
of
a
vocational
teacher
and
talt bath in the icy Atlantic. The tion has taken place this week, and with the help of nis aescciates in
After a vacation of two or three
classification of the registrants in
first hauls have been brought in to the proper work groups will a Future Farmer chapter, finds weeks in Rockland, Capt. Kallcch
and the men agree tnat the be finished very soon.
himself and develops a whclesome plans to visit the general offices of
“catch" is average.
Radio classes are to be formed philosophy of life, selecting ob the American Export Lines in New
They had a perfect day for this and also model airplane clubs. It jectives and reaching gcals worthy York, and until then his plans are
annual event. A clam sea, and a has been found in England that of the finest efforts cf American very much “in the air." The ships
which he has been managing from
gentle, cocl breeze—quite the con boys who have had training in youth.
/
•
•
•
•
the
European angle have been
trary to other "Trap Days" re model adrplane construction do
membered when snow blotted out superior work as airplane gpetters.
“Goed Neighbors," a motion pic stripped from tlie seas because of
the harbor, and strong winds made
ture
presented1 by the U. S. Mari the world-wide war. and remaining
An auxiliary fire fighting unit
the beaches almost unlandable.
time
Commission, was shown at in Lisbon, Portugal, with that coun
has 'been formed, and a group of
This Winter the “gangs” are 11 seniors is receiving regular in both the Senior High and Junior try teetering in the pathway of the
fished by Hiram Collomy, Lewis struction from Chief Russell, dur High assemblies Tuesday and Wed rapidly spreading strife, would
Day, Henley Day, Jr., Albert ing school hours. In this group nesday mornings. Alain LeGloa- avail him nothing.
Capt. Charles IV. Kalloch, out of
So bundling himself up carefully, one
Quinn, Raymond Chadwick, Al- are Charles Huntley, Walter But hec was announcer and conducted
frying pan, but ready for the
phonso Spe^d. “Tcm” Orne, Adolph ler. Bradford Ames, Everett Small, devotions for Junior High, and against a perilous ocean jeurney, fire.
Stevens Frank Fillmore, Manville Arthur Schofield, Robert Kalloch, Milton Wooster conducted devo and accccmpanied by his wife. Capt
Davis, Walter Davis, Raymond Eddie Olson, John Munsey, Herbert tions for Senior High.
Kalloch took advantage of the first crashed through the roof cf his
• • • •
opportunity leaving for the United apartments, fortunately in his ab
Philips, Everett Carter, Everett Ellingwcod,
Clarence deRocheTlie fourth in the series of Pitt States, where they arrived in due sence; and he saw where bombs had
Wincapaw,
Harvey
Cushman, mont, and Sam Rankin.
Parker programs will be given next season, and after an uneventful landed, killing a number cf persons,
- • - •
Dwight Stanley, Ellsworth Wallace
and Alfred Stanley. This little
Increased emphasis is being Wednesday afternoon by L. Verne veyage. Capt. and Mrs. Kallcch but he never saw anybody killed in
group is all that remains of a once placed
on
mathematics
and Slcut's Theatre Workshop and are occupying the residence on that manner.
large band of fishermen consisting science for those boys who are Players. This group presented a Union street recently bought by the Capt. Kallcch was also in Naples
of 4O-cdd men, each running a preparing for college. Principles delightful program here two years former’s brother, Capt. Ralph Kal during a bombing, was standing 20
vast "string” of traps.
loch, who sails next Tuesday fcr the feet from where a shell struck on
will be applied in the most practi ago.
•
•
•
•
Red Sea, in command of a freighter. his ship. It injured three of his
As usual, the men continue to cal manner, and the laboratories
J.
F.
Gregory
Sons
Co.
have
abide by the “close” season law will be kept open for a longer
During most of his stay in Europe crew, but Capt. Kalloch was un
all setting their traps on the same period than usual, even on Satur given beautiful calendars to all , Capt. Charles Kalloch was lccated scathed.
date. This year a low price dis days, that the equipment may be rooms in Senior High, picturing jin Genoa, Italy. June 11, 1940. Italy
The ships of tlie American Export
couraged them from setting Dec. available In this present prograrm. “The First Salute to the Stars and entered the war, and two weeks later Line are operating in ether services
Stripes,” by the artist, Edward Capt. Kalloch boarded a military
1 — the date that
• • • •
under the direction of the United
* makes lobster
fishing legal out here — ending
Helen Searles, freshman, has the Moran. The first salute ever given plane and transferred his office to States government.
June 25 when E traps are taker distinction of being the first and by a foreign power to the Ameri Lisbon. Portugal. The change be j ‘‘I may enter the service again,"
from tha water.
cnly child born at Nubble Light, at can flag was fired by the French came a necessity after the American Capt. Kalloch told The Courier-Ga
ships in the harlbor of Quiberon on Export Line had received order to
York Beach.
zette yesterday, recalling how he
Feb. 14, 1778, in return to the clear its ships out of the beligerent
• • • •
had been in the U. S. Navy between
The basketball game which was salute fired by Captain John Paul zone.
jl917 and 1922, and hew his ship had
scheduled
with Lincoln last night Jones «frcm the American ship of
Additional contributions to the
The last ship of this line to leave been ordered to Archangel, where
Red Cross War Fund are here tab was postponed because of an epi war, “Ranger.” This picture wlil Genoa cleared from that port June it remained six months, sending an
ulated—and the promoters of the demic cf measles in Wiscasset.— be the 'basis for the annual Greg 27. 1940, and among those cf the occasional landing party ashore and
ory Essay Contest during the steamship staff in that city, who
drive wish it understood by the Eileen Beach
taking part in a few unimportant
Spring.
•
•
•
•
residents of Knox County that this
had been ordered home.
I skirmishes.
■
•
•
•
Kippy Kamival, which is the
is the cnly drive for funds the or
But when Capt Kalloch reached i Like everybody else. Capt. Kallcch
The Junior High School Heme
biggest
social event of the school
ganization will make the present
Lisbon
he saw the possibilities of has no idea how the present war will
Economics classes are completing
year. It is the one opportunity to year, will take place as usual at
that
port
as the only outlet in Eu terminate except that he thinks
j the work on their aprons, dresses
support the outstanding disaster the end of this quarter, in Febru
rope for the Westrn Hemisphere so 1 American dollars and Air.erican
and housecoats
_ and beginning a he directed the steamship Excaliber focres will eventually win. He is
relief organization In this country. ary. All class officers met with I
new project. This new work con
(Red Cross War Fund as of Jan. 9, the general chairman, Betty Mun
sists
of sewing for the Red Cross into Lisbon and took eff some of the a bit dubious as to what may happen
ro, Thursday and chose their
at 5 p. m :
—making babies’ slips, rirer.se es and American staff in order to handle the the coming Spring, and thinks Hitlei
JTank A. Wheeler Ins. Co........ $5.00 booths as follows: Seniors, hot
nightgowns. Much enthusiasm is business which he expected wculd has something up his sleeve. He
E. C. Moran Co., Inc............ 25.00 dogs, hamburgers, and grabs; ju
being shown by the girls in “work come through the new headquarters. remembers a conversation with a
W. T. White ....... -................... 50.00 niors, pop corn, ice cream, and
The service in Lisbon continued suc young German friend before Italy
gallery:
sophomores, ing fcr defense.”
Miss Daly ............................ ... 10 00 shooting
cessfully
until^the last ship sailed j entered the war, with the latter
w • • •
Pencbscct Fish Co................... 15 00 darts, soda, and gift shop: fresh
Dec.
14.
that he might be sent to Turkey.
Miss Wood's third period sopho
A. C. McLoon Co...................... 35.00 men, cocked food, and tea room. more English class has just fin
The American Expert Line still
Mussolini, whom Capt. Kallcch
Thorndike & Hix Lobster Co... 25.00 Junior High has not yet decided ished cn “Silas Marner.” Several .maintains a head office in Genoa, had originally viewed in the light
Adriel U. Bird ........................ 50.00 on their activities.—Betty Munro dramatizations of scenes from, the conducted by an Italian staff; has of a statesman dcing much good for
• • • •
Mrs. Euretta Annatoyne ........ 12.00
Mrs.
Adams,
who has succeeded story were given. Those taking offices in Seville and Barcelona, his country, he now finds is rapidly
A. P. Blaisdell ........................ 5.00
the most active parts were Beverly Spain; one in Alexandria, Egypt losing his prestige, not so much
V. A. Leach ........................... 20.00 Mrs. Ludwick, will be faculty ad Cogan, Elsie Norton, Alice Rogers, and one in Saloniki, Greece. But through war reverses, as through the
Dr. Lloyd R chardson............. 5.00 visor of the Press Club. Eleanor Lois Nichols, Elaine Pcust, Ru'oy it is operating no ships except be unsavory features of his private life.
Moor’s Drug Store ................. 1.00 Tracy and Stanley McCurdy will Prock, and Mary Stud'ley. Other tween the United States, India and
Capt. Kallcch's personal appear
George Ryan .......................... 1.00 be in charge of the program at
the
Red
Sea.
ance
has undergone very little
members of the class pass’d in
Cutler’s, Inc.............................. 10 00 next week's meeting of the club.— newspapers supposedly Issued at Capt. Kalloch was a resident of change in the course of crucial ex
Huston-Tuttle .......................... 5.00 Peggy Havener, secretary.
time of the story; posters advertis Genoa long enough to know what periences,—a few hairs graying at
• • * •
Dr. Stratton .......
5.00
ing
the sale of the bock: and va bombing raids mean. Italy declared the temples, but with the virility of
The three Junior Business Train
B. L. Segal ............................... 8.00
war on tire afternoon of June 10, youth marking his every action
ing classes, which have been rious other articles.
David L. McCarty ..................... 3.00
•
•
•
•
Everett L. Spear .................... 5.00 studying “Thift in Economic Liv
Betty Clough from the Senior money fcr this party and the ini- { As you much your Christinas
Friend ......................... -........... l.Oo ing," are now competing with each shorthand class and Howard Ed
Loretta Glendenning .....................25 other to see which best practices wards from the office practice class tiation was raised by sponsoring chocolates (if there are any left to
dancing lessons which have been munch!) you can think the happy
Perry Margeson ............................. 25 thrft in the matter of buying de are assisting Principal Blaisdell in
successfully held in the gym and
fense
stamps.
The
second
period
Donald Haskell ............................. 25
the office this week. Office boys are later in the Tower Room of the thcu=ht lhat supplirs of cocca in
Miss A. Nelson ............................... 59 class has bought $3.50 of stamps Harold Payson, Ervin Wooster, Community Building with Miss this hemisphere are ample. AccordO. A. Gilbert ................................... 50 this week, the sixth period, $1.2» William Brackett, Maurice Amos,
Martin instructing.—Mary Etudley. ing to histcryfl cocoa is ne cf Hie
Alden T. Perry ............................... 50 and the eighth period, $2.75. One Alton Regers. James Baum. Lloyd
» • • •
foods that America gave to the
member.
Clifton
Mitchell,
is
an
Austin Harper ................................. 50
Sncwdeal, and Call Lindstrom
official
U,
S.
Defense
Agent
Tor
de

The Junior High basketball ivorld.
Rockland Body <fc Fender Shop 1.00
• • * •
fense
stamp
sales,
because
he
de

Itooevik Club ........................... 10.02
During vacation 26 under priv team, coached by Mr. Pillsbury, |
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedle .... 10.09 livers a newspaper.
ileged
children were given a happy travels to Waldoboro today to seek
• • • •
Al’s Beauty Shop ......... „......... 3.00
time
when
they attended the an their third successive win of the
The Girls’ Glee Club, directed by
Boston Shoe Store................... 1,00
nual
Christmas
party given by the season. The squad is made uh of
Mrs. Rogers, is working on a beau
Jud Robinson .......................... 2.00
Home
Economics
Club. Games the following players: Rcbert
tiful new selection, “A Persian
Chester Clark .......................... 1.00
Achorn, Harold Axtell. Oscar Flint,
Market."—'Betty Holmes, secretary. w’ere played the first half of the
Jack Green ............................. 2.00
Kenneth
Hartzell, Dennis Trask.
afternocn
with
prizes
being
• • • •
M.. and Mrs. Ralph Wiggin .. 25.00
Harlan
Demuth.
Walter Powell,
The hockey team, coached by awarded to the winners. RefreshO. S. Duncan .......................... 10.00 Leroy Brown, opens its season j ments of cookies, soda, candy, and John Sylvester. Earle Smith. Oliver
Rockland Garage.................... 5.00 Monday night at Gardiner High. ice cream were served. With Lun- Holden, John Murgita. Curtis
Woman's As'n Universallst
Poor weather conditions have de nette Gray as Santa Claus, each Lindsey, Robert Teel, Sebastian
Church ...........................
10.00 layed hockey practice without boy and girl received a gift. The Luizna, Donald Kelsey, Raymond
Marcia Farwell......................... 5.00
1 Rogers, William Rogers and Rich- 1
Anonymous ........................... 5.00
ard Munro.
Mrs. F. O. Cormier ............... 2.00
• • • •
Louis A. Fickett furnished a piano
At the last meeting of the Ju- ,
at Strand Theatre free.
nior High Dramatic Club, Barbara ,
Koster resigned as secretary and
Visitors in Washington, D. C.
Here is a story that
Lucille Mank was elected to fill
can get copies of The Courier-Ga
that office. Dramatic Club officers
starts on Fifth Ave
zette at the Metropolitan News
for 1941-42 are: President. Dennis
Agency, 603 15th street. North
nue, New York, but
Trask; vice president. John Syl
West—adv.
58*tf
vester; secretary. Lucille Mank;
quickly takes you to
treasurer. Corinne Smith
The
the wilds of camp life
program committee for the next
meeting is composed of June Ames,
in Alaska where life
Robert Achom andi Franklin
is tough but bracing
Blaisdell.
and glorious.
AND
Read The Courier-Gazette
Janet Trent found

Monhegan Fishermen

Red Cross War Fund

OF THE PENOBSCOT”

PROMPT

Prepaid By Mail

call, . .

Or sent 0. O. D. if desired

it so. There is love

MBS. JOHN M. RICHARDSON

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
02 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

420 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND, MR TEL. 1073
Office of Dr. Walter P. Conley

Tlie work that Miss Helen Corbett,
the city matron is doing is not publileized—but every day finds her giv
ing relief in some form cr another,
whether it is food or clothing that s
needed — or a
family quarrel
straightened out, cr a distracted
mother worrying over a girl or boy
who has gone wreng or going wrong
and is seeking advice.
There is less privation than last
>‘ear this time, although a man does
not earn enough to suppert his fam
ily the way he wants to in many
cases—he does not call fcr help from
the city, but the people cf Rockland
sending in clothing and footwear,
keeps a good many from asking help
from the city—that is, the man with
the large family.
In visiting these hemes Miss Ccrbett secs the need perhaps of furni
ture or bedding—dishes or kitchen
ware, through the medium of The
Courier-Gazette an appeal is made
—and up to tlie present has never
failed t: br.ng the relief asked for.
A great debt is owing the Courier
fcr this service. Then the Vinalha
ven & Rockland Steamboat Com
pany helps out toe—.for all package
and boxes of clothing coming from
the islands is brought ever by the
company free of charge. North Ha
ven and Vinalhaven have sent a
great number of boxes. All this re
lief is dene in conjuncticn with Mr.
Southard, chairman on the board of
overseers—who works in perfect
harmeny with the work the city ma
tron is doing. From Dec. 1, 1941 to
Jan 1. 1942, there have been deliv
ered to worthy families—the lollcwing articles cf clothing all brand
new: Three dozen Winter under
wear; 21 sweaters, 15 doz. pairs
heavy Winter stockings; 15 snow
suits; 75 pairs mittens; four blan
kets, six quilts, 10 pairs long pants
for beys, 20 pairs of shoes or larrigans, a cord and half of wood, one
ton of coal, $10 worth cf groceries.
Besides this—used clothing such
as 16 Winter coats fcr women, 15
Winter coats fcr children, 25 dresses
for women, 33 dresses foty children;
six beds, two cots, six mattre?ces,
six pillows, 15 quilts, 10 blankets.
A large quantity cf baby clcthing,
shoes and overshoes, dishes and fur
niture.
The city matron appreciates all
that has been given—but sincerely
trusts the friends will not step, but
ceninue sending in such articles as
above mentioned

ttiwKainiTi
Klt>MKT
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TALK OF THE TOWN
George E. Dunton, formerly lo
cated in this city as superintendent
of Eastern Steamship Lines, and for
the past five years employed by
that Company in Bostcn, has been
retired after 35 years of service. He
and Mrs. Dunton have moved to
Northeast Harbor where they will
make their heme fcr the present.
The Third District Council of
American Legion Auxiliary’ will
meet at the Methodist Church.
Thomaston Tuesday evening, Jan.
13. All members cf the Post are
invited
Tlie special session of Legislature
cenvcncs next week. Knox County’s
Senator Albert B. Elliot, is under
stood to have sufficient pledges to
make him the fleer leader in that
branch.
Merrilyn J°an Morgan, 8 monhts
old has saved all new 1941 money
since she was born, and is now help
ing Uncle Sam by buying her first
defense bond She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Morgan,
Main street.
4
Aurora I edge. FA M. elected
these officers Wednesday night:
Lloyd E. Daniels, W. M ; Leland W.
Drinkwater, S. W.; Wilbur A Fcgg.
J W.; Ralph U Clark, treasurer;
Milton M. Griffin, secretary; Roy E.
Danielson, S. D.; Cecil E. Murphy,
J. D. They will be installed Jan. 28.

12 - Shakespeare s
Katherine Der:
Jan. 12 Friendship P
»s8'n meets at schoolhou
Jan.
12 - Knox Count .
Ass'n. meets at First Bai
Jan

with Mrs

13—Waldoboro
at Community

meets

W

House.
Jan. 16 (3 to
Educational Club

(;

9 p ni
opcnii)
h Jan. 16-17—Third Anm.
the Knox County C:im<
community Building
Jan. 22—Camden Chan
rnerce Banquet and Lad.
Jan 23 —Rockport l’i
tion. Fred A Norwood V.
Jan. 28 Knox Count’,
meet at Rockland Cite i
Feb. 2—Candlema-- Da
Feb. 12 —Lincoln’s Bln
Feb. 14 -St Valentine
Feb. 18—Ash Wedne
Feb. 22—Washington's ,t
March 17 St. Patrick
March 29 Palm Siind.
April 3—Oood Friday
April 5—Easter.

—Bv Staff Photograpner.
Do ycu I ke music? Then you certainly like this genial gentleman
from whom you purchase, by radio, sheet, etc. Been on the street qu.te a
few years, and is an honor to it.

The Rotary Club

To Ins’tall Tonight

Hears Some Facts About Salt Limcrock Pomona and Pe
nobscot View To Put New
Water Fishinq and Pre
Officers In Power
sents a Clock
Limercck Valley Pomona will In
iA Maine sportsmen who knows
what he's talking abcut when he i stall tonight in a joint installation
discusses "Sait Water Fishing" was with Pencbscct View Grange at
guest speaker at yesterday’s Ro i Glen Cove. The officers of LimeI rock Valley Pomcna are: Master,
tary meeting.
He advocated conservation of George A. Cunningham of Penobour natural resources, partly in cr- scct View Grange; overseer, Willis
der to provide fcr cur fighters Young, Megunticcok Grange; lec
when they return from the war. turer, Mildred Philbrook; steward,
A new factor is the development Edward M. Tolman of Pleasant Val
of salt water sports, and on this ley Grange; assistant steward, Da
subject he was able to speak from vid Eaton of Pencbscct View
an official standpoint as he is Grange; chaplain, Lillian Rackiiff
president cf the Bailey Is'Jand Tuna (of St. George Grange; treasurer,
Fishing Club.
Leola Rcbn-cn, St. Gecrge Grange;
Time now to tell ycu the speak j secretary. Scott A Rackliffe, Wessaer’s name, which is Ellery Johnson. i weskeag Grange; gate keeper, Fred
One object of the club is to lure ’Rice, Pencbscot View Grange; Ceres,
to Maine cut of State tuna fisher Sara Young, Megunticcck Grange;
men who now feel that they must Pomona. Evelyn Cunningham, Pe
go all the way to Nova Scotia to ncbscct View Grange; Flora, Hazel
get their quota of the big game J Clark, Mcgunticock Grange; lady
fish. The supply in Maine is said assistant steward, E ther Munro,
to be even larger than in Nova
Penobscot View Grange; member of
Scctia watersi, where they have
the executive committee for three
had such remarkable success in years.
attracting sportsmen.
The officers cf Penobscot View
President Jchnson was armed
Grange are: Master, M s. Golden
with facts and figures to show the
Munro; overseer, Herbert Gregory;
immediate results which have been
lecturer. David Eaton; steward, Rus
achieved through the extensive
sell Staples; assistant steward, Ed
publicity given Maine tuna fishing
gar Foster; chaplain. Mrs. Laurel
by Dick Reed cf the Maine De
Henderson; treasurer, Mrs. Evelyn
velopment Ccmmissicn.
Cunningham; secretary, Mrs. Helen
Captain Keryn ap Rice chair
Grcgsry; Ceres Mies Laura Myrick;
man cf the Knox Ccunty Chapter
Pomona, Mi's Esther Munro; Flora,
of Red Cross speke briefly in ref
Miss Elizabeth Cavanaugh; lady as
erence to cc-crdinating First Aid
organization and his request for sistant steward. Miss Mary Hawk
the appointment cf a committee ins; gate keeper. Ralph Staples;
executive committee fcr two years,
from the Rotary Club was prompt
the retiring master, George S. Cun
ly granted.
ningham.
The only visiting Rotarian yes
terday was John W Gault of
Portland. The guests were George
Bridges. Portland; F. H. Bird and
The Baptist Men’s League at its
Ernest Crie, 'Rcckl'and; G. A. Law
meeting next Thursday night will
rence cf (Rcckport, and Capt.
Charles W. Kallcch. late ol Lisbon present a decided novelty, thanks
to the elf rts of Principal Joseph E.
Portugal.
Blai
dr'll, who b entertainment ex
At the conclusion or the regular
ecutive lor that meeting. It will
meeting a considerable number
take the form of a debate cn “Fed
cf the Rotarians visited Knox Hos
eral Regulation of Labor Unions,"
pital, where the club has presen
the participants being four Bates
ted an electric cl ck in memory cf
College
.students— George Antuncs
its jrast president, the late Dr.
> of Wakefield, Mass, and Arnold
Walter M. Spear. Rev Dr. John
Stevens cf South Hadley, Mass.,
Smith Lcwe made the presenta
having the affirmative, and Donald
tion speech.' The clock was ac
cepted by Mi'- Ellen Daly, super Day cT Lewiston and Edward Dunn
intendent of the Hospital, and by cf Florence, Mars , fcr the negative.
H. P Blodgett, representing the
William Allen Payscn, son of Mr
board of directors.
and Mrs. William Payson of Ran
kin street, has gone to Boston
where he will report fcr final exami
nations and to be assigned to the
FQSpEFENSE
Naval Training station. He has en
listed fcr six years.

TAI K OF THE TOWN

BUY
UNITED

Grind leftover meat to make
Jiash. Put in baking dish, moisten
with canned vegetable soup, top
with ccarse cracker crumbs buttered,
or with oyster crackers coated with
butter. Bake in moderate oven 12
hour.
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Diocese cl Maine will n)
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croft of the Church to(
p. m. This is the occ(
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and will afford the mt
tunity to meet him n|
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—adv.
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HEAR BETTE
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ADVERTISED

LIF
For Free Au<liom< t

HOWARD W

Morrow's Jewt
CAMDEN
Wednesday,

BEA
AMERICAN EELI
THOMAS
EVERY MONDi
7.30 o'clo
TWO CENTS
Many Special Uamj
With 570.00 Spc<Tin|
and $2 Dooi)
$5 to any winner
or less
Auspices Wiliiams-

BENEFIT
I.O.O.F. HALL, Rock
Plenty of Gf
No admission charge
good for 18
Door and Attend

DON’T LET

OLD MAN WINTER
STEAL YOUR FURNACE HEAT

INSULATE

DAVID G.HODi
OPTOME"
836 MAIN ST., Rf
TF.L.
Office Hours: 9 to 12
Evenings By A)

BE COMFORTABLE AND SAVE

ASK YOUR NEIGHBORS

ASK YOUR FRIENDS

Then Call 511 For An Estimate

and mystery.

REAP IT

Every-Other-Day

A Timely Resume of What Is
Done In City Matron’s
Department

and death, danger

$3.50

TEL. 721

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA

Helping The Needy

by EMILIE LORING

STEAMBOAT LORE

RELIABLE
RADIO
SERVICE

Fvbrv-Other-Day

EAGLE ROCK WOOL INSULATION CO.
245 MAIN STREET,
E. D. MORTON. District Manager.

TEL. 511

' ROCKLAND, MAINE
FAERY MANSCOM, Representative
5-G

,

FUNERAL

Ambulance

T-'
TFLEFH
" 890 or 781-1
110-112

rocki-an

P' ^rv-Other-Day

;amera

Fvery-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Bishop Loring Coming to Rockland and Camk"tS HCaTtAnnCuaaTsrhow-lub
den Churches Sunday on Official Visitation
To Exhibit prints
ing Jan. 16-17

p

i

i

i

i

■

jan 12 Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Katherine Derry.
jan. 12 Friendship- Parent-Teacher
Ass n meets at schoolhouse.
jan. 12 Knox County Ministers'
Ass'n. meets at First Baptist Church.
Bockland.
Jan. 13—Waldoboro -Woman s Club
meets at Community Garden Club
House.
Jan. 16 (3 to 9 p. m.)—Woman’s
Educational Club opening In G A R.
hall.
Jan. 16-17—Third Annual Exhibit of
the Knox County Camera Club, at
Community Building
Jan 22—Camden—Chamber of Com
merce Banquet and Ladles’ Night
Jan 23 —Rockport
Public Installa
tion. Fred A Norwood W R C.
Jan 28 Knox County Poultrymen
meet at Rockland City Hall.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day
•
Feb. 12 Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14 - St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
March 17 St. Patrick's Day.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.

[Bv Staff Phntograpnei.
Ike this penial gentleman
peen Oil the street quite a

is’tall Tonight
Ik Pomona and Pc>t View To Put New
ficcrs In Power
Valley Pomona will in[ht in a joint installation
beet View Orange at
The officers of Limev Pomcna are: Master,
Cunningham of PenobGrange; overseer, Willis
gunticcok Grange; lee
red Phiibrook; steward,
T'.man of Pleasant Val; assistant steward, Dai of Penobscct View
laplain. Lillian RackliK
lorse Orange; treasurer,
icn, St Gesrge Orange;
:t A Rackliffe, Wessaange; gate keeper, Fred
s ot View Grange; Ceres,
Meguntiocck G-range;
'velyn Cunningham, Pcw Grange; Flora, Hazel

amtico k Grange; lady
toward, E ther Munro,
|View Orange; member of
ve committee for three

leers cf Penobscot View
Master, M s. Golden
lerseer, Herbert Gregory;
)vid Eaton: steward, Rusassistant steward, Erichaplain. Mrs. Laurel
treasurer, Mrs. Evelyn
I" ecretary. Mrs. Helen
I
Mi ■, I aura Myrick;
jli Fsther Munro; Flora,
let:: Cavanaugh; lady as|ward, Miss Mary Hawkkeeper, Ralph Staples;
Jxinmittee for two years,
master, George S. Cun-

I*

OF THE TOWN
' Men' i cague at its
Tliur day night will
| decided novelty, thanks
rt of Prine pel Joseph E.
k'lr> e entertainment cxthat meeting. It will
in of a debate cn ''Fedation of Labor Unions.”
I
being four Bates
I
George An tunes
I
Mass, and Arnold
South Hadley, Mass.,
affirmative, and Donald
|'
n in Edward Dunn
Ma s for the negative.

The Weather
The third storm of the year’s first
month is mildly in progress as this
paper goes to press, but a few snow
flakes do not make one half as angry
as sub-zero temperature unless that
one happened to be born on an ice
berg. It’s only 70 days to Spring.
Now if the almanacs would only tell
us how many days to the end of the
war we would buy several extra
copies.

Opeiations are being rushed at the
airpert in Ash Point in an effort to
bring the entire length of the north
east-southwest runway to top grade
and smooth enough to land. Army
ships on in case of an emergency.
To date, 2000 feet of this runway
has been smoothed and would allow
the landing a fair sized ship in an
emergency landing. A total of 35
trucks are now engaged in hauling
gravel from the Anderson pit in
Cushing, each truck making eight
round trips per day On the airport
itself, there are 154 men working
under the W.P.A., engaged in fill
ing in and smoothing the runways
and clearing the gliding areas at the
end of each runway.
Bishop Loring of the Episcopal
Diocese cf Maine will meet the men
of St. Peter’s Parish in the Under
croft of the Church tomorrow at 5
p. m. This is the occasion of the
first visit of the Bishop to this parish
and will afford the men an oppor
tunity to meet him informally.
Sammy Kaye's great new song,
“Remember Pearl Harbor,'” free
with complete words and music
with the Jan. 11 Boston Sunday
Advertiser.—adv.
5 It
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
Main street. Complete Philco Line.
—adv.
60-tf

Learn to fly. Charles Treat, 56
Talbot Ave., Tel. 1203.
150-tf

p*

Allen Pa\ - n. son of Mr.
|''
I’a.vxm of Ranhas gone to Boston
i d rejxnt f r final exatnito be assigned to the
Ining station. He has enlix years.
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meat
to make
in baking dish, moisten
I*
' ■ eta >.e soup, top
era ker crumbs buttered,
rter crackers coated with
like in moderate oven 12

HEAR BETTER WITH
SONOTONE
ADVERTISED IN

LIFE
For Free Audiometer Test Sec
HOWARD W. BEALE

Morrow’s Jewelry Store

CAMDEN, ME.
Wednesday, Jan. 14
5 • 11

BEANO
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
7.30 o'clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Games Next Mon.
With $70.00 Specnal Cash Prizes
and $2 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post
128Stf

BENEFIT BEANO
I.O.O.F. HALL, Rockland. SAT. 815
Plenty of Groceries
No admission charge; Cards 5c each
good for 16 games
Door and Attendance Prizes
•
4'5

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
S36 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1J8 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-28

UR NEIGHBORS

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

ON CO.
'CKLAND, MAINE
SCOM, Representative
6-6

Ambnlance Service

JP
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The- members of the Knox
County Camera Club will present
their third annual exhibit of salon
prints at the Community Building
Friday and Saturday Jan. 16 and
17. Over 1C09 persons have at
tended the two-day shewing each
of the past two years and have
been mere than pleased with the
quality of the work that the local
camera fans have done through
the year.
One of the rules which the club
enforces among its own members
is that prints may be exhibited one
year only, thereby insuring that It
the persons attending year after
year will not have to review the
previous years exhibit. Each mem
ber strives to cbtain new pictures
of a wide variety of subjects, sub
jects that will prove interesting to
the public.
The doors will be open at 2
o'clock in the afterncon and will
remain open until 10 at night
Members will be in attendance at
all times to explain the pictures.
At intervals throughout each
day, there will be a t-howing of
Kodachrome transparencies in full
natural color of scenes all over
this section of the State.
As in the past, admission to tlie
exhibit is absolutely free and
everyone is invited.

1CH U RCH ES
SE8MONETTK

Elijah the Tishbite
This is an era which few can
understand. America is being
tested, certainly in a manner
she has never been before. Citi
zens are hurrying along strange
paths with a speed that is
strangely in accord with the
times. Within the space of five
minutes one hears from Japan
and the Philippines over one
ocean and gets reports from
Russia and Africa over another
ocean—five minutes against
what would have taken five
months 50 years ago.
A period like this produces
great characters who will shine
in future history’. They flash
into the consciousness of man
kind, suddenly unexpectedly
and in great roles. It is well to
look into the past if one would
comprehend how such men in
other ages were used by God to
help their nation and to guide
others.
Through these Winter months
if I live, I hope to call to mind
some of these men who fear
lessly have done God’s bidding.
First is Elijah the Tishbite of
Gilead. Actually that is all
that is known of him, yet he
is the grandest and mogt ro
mantic figure Israel ever .pro
duced. Ahab was king, the sev
enth king of Israel; the story
of these kings Saul, David Solo
mon is absorbing literature. Ahab
and Jezebel sat upon their
thrones. She was the daughter
of a king, the king of Tyre.
This royal, but wicked; woman,
ruled Ahab, her husband, as
women often do.
Suddenly, in the midst of
their complacent sense of safety
and their defiance of God, they
were confronted toy this strang
er Elijah, as unknown to them.
He takes Ahab to task, prophe
sies a three-year drought In
Israel and proclaims the ven
geance of Jehovah for Ahab’s
apostacy. “As the Lord, God
of Israel liveth, before whom I
stand, there shall not be dew
or rain these years, but accord
ing to my word.”
That took courage. Picture
a stranger defying Hitler to his
face. Whatever Ahab’s reac
tion might have been, Jezebel's
was instant.
She would never forget or
forgive him. What matters it?
Elijah was in the care of God.
Nothing matters when God
calls.
—William A. Holman

German Measles Here
Rockland is having a mild epi
demic of German measles.
Here are the regulations:
Patients shall be confined to their
homes for cne week.
Adult members of family need not
be quarantined.
Children who have had an attack
may attend school.
Others if exposed may attend
schcol for ten days from time of ex
posure and then remain out of school
for two weeks if they do not develop
the disease.

'Hie Rt. Rev. Oliver I.. Loring dercroft at w’hich time the parish Corporate Communion of all those
who will make his first visitation family and their friends will have who were confirmed toy the late
| an opportunity to meet their Bishop Brewster.
to St. Peter’s Parish Sunday after Bishop.
Bishop Loring was born in Newnoon and evening. Bishop Loring
Bishop Loring will also make his tonville. Mass., Jan. 5, 1904, gradu
will meet the men of the parish first official visitation on the par ated from the Newton Public
and their friends at 5 p. m. At ish of Saint Thomas, Camden, Schools, received his B. A. degree
7.30 the Bishop will administer Sunday. He will administer the from Harvard in 1926, and the
Rite of Confirmation and preach Episcopal Theological Seminary in
Holy Confirmation and preach.
at the 10.45 a. m. service. He will 1930. In 1935 he was married to
Country Store winners at tlie Park There will be an informal recep also be the Celebrant at the serv- Elizabeth Brewster. They have two
Theatre Jan. 7: Mrs. Gerald Black, tion after the service in the Un ! ice at 7.30 a. m., which will be a children.
George Nye, Fred Putansu, Herbert
Burke, Veikko Walenius, Carl Rog Herbert Teel of Rockland was be
The sugar situation in Rockland The installation of the officers of
ers, John Duff,, Esther Robishaw, fore the Municipal Court Thursday is not yet acute and present indica King Solomon Temple, RAM. took
Robert Young. Fred Clough, Ray morning on charges arising from a tions do not point to any immedi place at Masonic Temple Thursday
mond Hoch, Edward Young, Lcuis break made at the Thurston Oil ate crisis, yet the amount sold to night with M. E. James E. Richan
Hastings, Maynard Marston, Nor Company on Tillson avenue at which each customer is limited in the vari as installing officer; Ex. Harry H.
man, Miller, Sadie Foster, Melzar time a safe was burglarized. Prob ous stores in the public interest. If Hanscom as grand marshal and M.
McCaslin, Edward Pendleton, Louis able cause was found and he was no restrictions were in force hoard j E. James E. Stevens as grand chapCcok, Roland Ames, Ernest Wooster, held in $500 bonds for the February ing would be practiced by some in ‘ lain. The new officers installed are:
Alton DeMass, Irving Keizer, Alton term of Superior Court. He had dividuals. A substantial percentage High priest, Martin Graves; King,
Mank, Lena Young, Oliver Mahonen been implicated in the break by an of the nation’s sugar came from the Robert E. Pendleton; scribe, Robert
and Estelle Jackson.
other bey, Thomas Young of Matini- Philippines, a source now closed. P. Russell; chaplain, Ex. Ralph U.
cus, who had been found guilty on This results naturally in restriction Clark; treasurer, Homer E. Robin BORN
tlie same charge last week and who of supply, a condition further aggra 1 son secretary, M. E. James E. Stev
Wooster—At Portland. Jan 7, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Wooster (Norma testified against him at the trial. vated by transportation and general ens C. of H, Winfield L. Chatto;
Robbins, formerly of tfiis city), a Young also implicated another bey war conditions.
principal sojourner, Ex. Leroy A.
daughter—Linda.
whose lawyer was able to convince
Chatto; R AC., Ex. Roland O. RackThe
sinking
of
a
naval
craft
off
the
court
was
not
as
much
concerned
;
liff; master of third veil, Jesse E.
MARRIED
Beardslee-Creighton — At New York with the crime as the other two boys Portsmouth Thursday led to the Bradstreet; Master cf second veil,
City, Dec. 31, Fred Beardslee of L. I..
report that one of the mine sweep Carleton E. Morse; master of first
N
Y. and Albertina Creighton of and was freed.
“Knowledge or Intuition, the
Bridgeport. Conn, and Rockland.—By
ers built in Snows yard had gone .veil, Wilbur A. Fogg; Sentinel, Ex. "Bourse of Victory,” will be the ser
Rev. Dr. Whelpley.
George S. Cunningham and Da under. But the Stalwart, which Harold L. Rackliff.
mon subject of Rev. Roy A. Wel
vid R. Eaten of Rockport are to start was known to have been in that
DIED
ker at the morning service of wor
Fitzgerald — At Rockland, Jan. 6. classes in First Aid at the Penobscot vicinity the previous night, reached
Among
the
men
accepted
in
Au

ship of the Rockland Congrega
Everett S. Fitzgerald, aged 79 years. 8
her destnation the Charlestown gusta yesterday by the United tional Church, 10.30 Sunday morn
months. 15 days. Funeral this after View Grange Hall, Glen Cove, next
noon at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral Thursday night.
The classes will Navy Yard safely and General States Marine Corps recruiting office ing. The session of the Church
home. Burial in Achorn cemetery.
Hawes—At Malden, Mass., Jan. 9, be held from 7 to 8 p. m., so as not Manager Fred C. Gatcombe, cne were George H Bodman of 33 Lawn School begins at 10 a. m. for the
Arthur L. Hawes, aged 72. Funeral
of the eight civilians on board avenue, Rockand, and Kenneth Junior, Intermediate and Senior
from Good funeral home, hour to be to interfere with the Grange meet
announced.
ing which is scheduled to start at 8. says he never knew a boat to be Munsey Low of 219 Talbot avenue, Departments and at 10.30 for the
Annis—At Rockland, Jan 9. J. Her
bert Annis of Camden. avert 84 years. The classes will be open to Grange have better in that kind of a sea. Rockland.
Both enlisted in the Primary and Beginners. The Com
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from mmebers and others who wish to
regular Marine Corps, to, as they ex rades of the Way will meet at 6.30
residence of O B. Annis, 10 Willow
Crosby Pcarse of Lincolnville has pressed it, “serve their country.” p. m. with a formal meeting. John
street. Interment In Mountain ceme take the course.
tery.
been on the danger list\at Knox They left Augusta ‘Friday night for Munsey is the newly elected Chief
The Rockland High and Lincoln Hospital this week as the result of the Marine Corps training base fo» Comrade John.
CARD OF THANKS
The program
Academy
boys and girls basketball being struck on the forehead by a rperu ts in the South. There they committee met this week and out
This is to thank our friends and
neighbors for the many acts of kind
ness, also those who furnished cars teams were scheduled to meet at stick of wood which severed after will be given thorough training as lined a very interesting series of
and floral tributes, the American Le Newcastle last night in a league being caught in the saw at, “Tlie
Marine recruits before being as meetings for the First Quarter ot
gion and employes of the Rockland
game, but old man “Measles" won Bog’’ mill.
&• Rockport Lime Corp
signed tn further duty.
1942.
*
Mrs. Daniel Martin and family
the match with the Lincoln bas• • • •
keteers ahead of time and forced Arrivals at the O'Hara Wharf Golden Rod Chapter. OES held
At the Methodist Church at 10.45
Beano at G A R. hall Monday at
cancellation of the games.
Thursday were the Helen B with its annual meeting last night and Dr. Guy Wilson preaches on “The
2 15 p. m., Jan. 12.—adv.
(XXX) mixed fish; Boston College.
Howard W. Beale of Friendship 6000; Iva M . 6000; Quepn of Peace. elected the following officers who Values War Cannot Touch." There
^4.4.4.4,4.4.44.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.
will be inducted at a semi-public in will be special music. The eve
lccal consultant for Sonotone Co., 65C0.
stallation, Jan. 23: Worthy matron, ning service at 7 o'clock will toe
will be at Morrow’s Jewelry store,
Leona
White'nill; worthy patron, devoted to a three-reel film “KaCamden on .Jan. 14. Free hearing
The Knox County Poultrymen
FOUR rooms, complete house fur
Winfield
Chatto; associate matron, gawa the Japanese Leader”. The
nishings for sale, practically new Will tests will be given. See ad. page 3. will hold a meeting at Rockland
sell as is or separately. Reasonable for
|
Katherine
Veazie; associate patron, public is invited to see this ex
-------•
cash. At 354 Broadway, City. CALL be
City hall Wednesday night, Jan. 28. .Roy Jcnes; secretary, Mrs. Clara cellent picture.
The religious
Pvt. Forrest L. Gardner who has
tween 9 a. m.-8 p. m.
school
classes
meet
at 9.45 and at
treasurer, Mrs.
Millie
-4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.41 been stationed in Virginia has been
Winslow Holibrook American Le .Watts;
noon,
and
the
Youth
Fellowship
transferred to the Medical Detach gion Auxiliary wiil meet Monday Thomas; conductress, Golden Mun
ment, Keesler Field, Miss.
night at 7.30, with Mildred '‘Wal I ro; associate conductress, Miss Flora at 6.15. Mid-week service is at 7
cn Tuesday.
lace and Delia Day as hostesses. Savage; finance committee, M. M.
• • • •
Wendell Blackman, son cf Mr. and 1 The sewing circle will meet, in the Griffin. Mrs. Hester Chase and Mrs.
Mrs. Arthur Blackman of Suffolk
“Sacrament" is the subject of the
Belle Frost.
The books of the Town of St. street, has been transferred frem I afternoon at 2 o’clock.
lesson-sermon that will be read in
George close Saturday. Jan. 31, j Indian Gap, Pa., to' an Arqiv base Roast beef supper for the Elks
Tlie trustees of the Conregational all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
jin
Louisiana.
Church
have plans underway for the Jan. 11. The Golden Text is: “Let
1942. All taxes not paid by that
next Tuesday night. Take your ap
modernization
and increase of the us keep the feast, not with old leav
petite and an application
date must appear as unpaid in
MacDonald class will meet Mon
lighting facilities of the vestry to en, neither with tfie leaven of malice
the Annual Town Report.
day night with Mrs Horace Maxey. George Bodman, sen of Mr and permitthe better and more efficient and wickedness; but with the un
8 Birch street.
JOSEPH T. SIMMONS,
Mrs. Charles Bodman of Lawn Ave use cf the room for defense meet leavened bread of sincerity and
Collector.
nue. has enlisted in the Marine ings and work project. The first truth” (I Corinthians 5:8). The ci
3-5
Corps and leaves today for Parris circle supper of the will be served tations from the Bible include the
Island. S. C. where he will enter in the vestry on Wednesday evening following passages: “Simon Peter
saith unto them, I go a fishing. They
lecruit training camp. He is the at 6.15.
say unto him. We go with thee. But
second son of the family to enter
the service in the Marine Corps.
ROSS
More Talk of The Town on Page 2. when the morning was now come,
Jesus stood on the shore: As soon
then as they were come to land, they
saw a fire of coals there, and fish
laid thereon, and bread. Jesus then
cometh, and taketh bread, and
At 216 SOUTH MAIN STREET
Ambulance Service
giveth them, and fish likewise. This
is now the third time that Jesus
•••
showed himself to his disciples, after
that he was risen from the dead"
WITH FULL LINE OF
RUSSELL
(John 21:3, 4, 9, 13, 14).
W. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
FRUIT AND GENERAL GROCERIES
• • • •
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
FUNERAL HOME
Proprietor
George
Stevens
will
welcome
all
bis
old
At 6t. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
fruit customers and new patrons
> CLAREMONT ST,
TEL. Mt
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
Power Equipment for Cemetery
OPEN EVENINGS
Lettering
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ROCKLAND, ME.
2*8*5
44-S-tf
ate for the first Sunday after the

FOR

SALE

NOTICE!

NOW DOING BUSINESS

STEVENS FRUIT & GROCERY STORE

Baptist Church. The “Recessional'’
will be one of the selections by the
choir. The Church School with the
I second lesson from the Life cf Christ
for discussion wilf meet at noon.
| Tlie Young People’s societies will
'meet at 6 o’clock, the Endeavorers
Epiphany: Matins at 7.10, Holy'with Vb«lnla Haske11 as leader’and
Communion at 730. church school the Bereans wlth Mrs’ MacDonald
at 9.30, Holy Eucharist at 10.30.
The as the leader’
Pe°Ple’s eve‘
Right Reverend the Bishop
will nln« servi<* wiU °Pen at 715 with
make his first visitation to
3t. the big sin« Preceded b>’ a ten
Peter’s parish Sunday afternoon and minute or«an. recital 17115 scrvlce
evening. Bishop Loring will meetj18 to
Night With Lowc'.l Ma»
the men of the parish and their son ”
muslc for the recital, the
friends at 5 p. m. At 7.30 the bl* sln«’ and the music-sermon was
Bishop will administer Holy Confir-,wrltten b-v
Mascn- wll0se 150,h
mation and preach There will bt .anniversary Is being observed this
p.n informal reception after the serv week. Dr. Richard Ellsworth Day
ice in the Undercroft at which time will be the speaker at the Bible
the parish family and their friends Conference cn Tuesday evening at
will have an opportunity to meet 7.30. “Blessed is that nation whose
God is the Lord.”
their Bishop.
• • • •
• • • •
THE
GOD
OF MEN
At the Universalist Church at
| For The Courier-Gazette |
10.40 a. m. Dr. Lowe will preach on He is not the God of the hills, of the
“Lighting the Fires of the Spirit.”
mountains and heights afar.
and brooks and the rills,
Church school will meet with the Of theofrivers
the sky and the silent star.
adult congregation for a common Of the forest, the wilderness vales, of
the plains and the silvery sea.
service of worship with a story for Of the meadow and woodland trails
where alone by myself I would
the children. Soloist Miss Lottie
be
McLaughlin. Nursery department But He ls the Ood of mank nd end
alone among men dees He dwell.
for small children. Mrs. Glover’s
Men who live by their mur. e vr mind,
class at her residence after the
on the land or the oecau . well.
who study and sweat and who
morning service. Y.P.CU. meeting Men toll,
of the highest und K we< t
in the vestry at 7 p. m., leader Miss
degree
Of the ruler In peace and turmoil, of
Sylvia ChristofTerson.
the slave as well as the free.
• • ♦ •
He's the God of the men who weep
In their sorrow, bereavement
“Faith and Hope" will be the sub
care,
ject used by the pastor. Rev. C. A. Who are plunged Into angul h deep
the burdens cf poverty bear
Marstaller, at the Littlefield Me Of theandsoldier
In battCe an ay to de
liver the weak and oppressed
morial Baptist Church Sunday at
From the dictators whose slavery 'wiy
10.30. Sunday school follows at 11.45
deprives them of freedom and
rest.
with classes for all ages. Young
God of the men who pray as
People’s meeting at 6, with Miss He’s the
together in worship they meet.
Miriam Dorman as leader. A spe Who in fellowship labor and pray in
a neighborly love replete
cial patriotic service will be carried As I share
In their woe and their wpiI
with my fellow men Heavenward
out at 7.15 with tfie pastor speaking
plod
on “Call To the Colors” and aU Then the thrill of Hl.s presence I feel
for 1 And myself walking with
hymns and music will be in keeping
God.
Allison M Watt;;
with the subject and there will be a
Jamaica, Vt.
special selection by the choir. The
Mildred Bowers Guild will meet at
the parsonage Monday evening at The fire department answered a
7.30. Mid-week praise and prayer jcall at 9.43 a. m. yesterday lor a fire
service Tuesday evening at 7.30. The in a house at Ash Po’nt owned and
Ladies’ Aid will meet in the vestry occupied by Donald Lewis. The lire
Wednesday afternoon at 1 30 to as had, apparently, caught around a
sist in cleaning the kitchen. Those chimney receiver and caused in the
desiring to do so may bring a box vicinity of $200 damage to tlie
lunch and stay for the evening 1 building. The occupants of the
meeting which takes place at 7.30 in hou*e heId the blaze froin jading
the vestry, with Mrs. Josephine until Chief Russell and his men ar
Grover as hostess. Tlie Women’s rived. The booster line and salvage
Missionary Society meets with Mrs. blankets were used. The crew and
Harry Chase, 48 Brewster street at truck returned to the Central sta2 o’clock, Thursday afternoon, with tion at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Chase and Mrs. Maggie Farn
Robert Brooks, son of Mr and
ham as hostesses.
• • • •
Mrs. William Brooks, Park street,
“A Challenge To America” will be lias enlisted in the U. S. Army Air
the subject of the sermon at the Corps and is stationed at Jefferson
10.30 service Sunday at the First , Barracks, Missouri.

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
or ALL

1941 WALLPAPERS’* 12PRICE
BUNDLES, 8 to 10 Rolls...
BORDER TO MATCH.. .. ..

$1 AA per bundle
I.UU r

Sale Starts Monday, Jan. 12
C. M. BLAKE WALLPAPER STORE
662 Main St.,

North-end, Rockland, Tel. 1061

KNOW YOUR MILK MAN
The truth about Round Top Farms:

Because there lias come to our attention some misunder
standing by the citizens of this community about our organiza
tion and products, we arc publishing a series of explanations in
advertisement form in this paper each week.

NO. 2—MILK PLANT
The one and only Milk Room of Round Top Farms, where all
milk and cream and other products are tested, bottled and issued
from, Ls located in one of the main set of buildings In Damari
scotta. No milk, cream or other products are bottled or in any
way changed from their original package at any other place.
The Milk-room, which is an inside room within our milk
plant, has a cement floor, enameled ceiling, white tiled walls with
glass windows separating it from the rest of the plant, and glass
screened windows on the outside wall. Entrance to this room is
by one set of swinging doors.
The equipment consists of three stainless steel pasteurizing
vats, tubular milk cooler which is within a separate glassed and
tiled room, separator and automatic bottling anjl capping ma
chine. Except when the milk is turned into the stainless steel
weigh-can in the outside room, this is the only place where milk
Ls actually handled.

In the outside room of our milk plant, there is the weighcan, automatic ran washer, sanitary pipe wash tank and bottle
washer which Ls connected to the bottling and capping machine
by a conveyor which runs through an opening in the wall to the
milk room.
l
Two refrigerating chests open into this outside room. Re
frigeration is accomplished by use of two ammonia compressors.
In one of these chests is a brine tank from which brine is pumped
through the tubular cooler and back into the tank.
The compressors, steam boiler, fuel storage, babrock tester,
toilet and wash room are in the basement of this building. There
is also located in the basement a washing machine used by em
ployes of the milk plant for washing white uniforms.
A separate room in this building is used for laboratory and
ice cream making. Equipment for checking bacteria, sediment
and butterfat are part of the laboratory.

Water supply is piped directly from the municipal supply.
Adequate and modern equipment, correctly boiLsed. arc
necessary for the sanitation you demand of YOUR MILK MAN.
Next week’s Issue—our Branch Out-let set-up.

EDWARD B. DENNY, JR, Gen. Mgr.
5-It
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torn veils streaked the sky. No
sign of rain. All indications pointed
to a perfect day for tomorrow’s
A « ««
flight.
Dishes were rattling in the Waffle
MRS LOUISE MTiiJB
Shop. That meant that supper prep
Correspondent
arations were going forward She’d
a
better slip into her gown. Miss
Tel. 27
Martha would be sending a tray in
to the living-room shortly. The
Samp sisters would not permit her
to step foot in the Shop when the short vacation from his duties as
men were eating there. She was rural mail carrier.
guarded with nineteenth - century
Jasper Stahl, Registrar at the
standards of propriety. They were
Hill
School, Pottstown, Pa, has
dears. Could she ever repay them
returned to his duties after spend
right to your time.”
, for their kindness?
Kadyama was Alling the wood-box ing a vacation at his home here.
Janice rose. “Thank you, no. I
Supt. A. D. Gray attended an
will type the material at once and in the living-room, she could hear
him shuffling back and forth. Regu Educational Defense meeting Wed
send it for you to look over.”
“Efficient, aren’t you? I’d thought lar as clock-work. One could tell nesday at Cony High School in
of letting the deserted bridegroom the time by his coming and going. Augusta.
Sardonic.
know where you were, but, we need A curious character.
Taciturn.
She
avoided
him
when
Miss Barbara Scott has employ
you here.”
she
could.
ment
in Portland.
She looked steadily back at him as
What was that sound? Coat half
A. D. Gray, Earle Spear and
she snapped the rubber band on her
off, she listened. Something run
note-book.
Lawrence Plummer attended a
“May I suggest that you mind ning round and round like mad. Blot meeting of the Knox Men’s Teach
having a fit?
your own business?”
She thrust her arm back into the ers’ Association Monday at the
The force with which she closed
the door behind her relieved her satin sleeve, dashed through the Hotel Rockland.
Samuel Hooper of Boston is
overcharged spirit. In her dash passage, stopped on the threshold of
the
living-room.
Overturned
chairs
spending
a few days in town.
from the cabin she collided with"
Jimmy Chester. His thin, worn face waved legs in air as though in ex Roland Genthner is confined to
was white, his gloomy dark eyes ercise of their Daily Dozen. Spools his home by illness.
were smoldering coals as he caught rolled on the floor from thg over George Kuhn is guest of his
turned work-basket. A slammed
her by the shoulder.
door
cut a terrified “Meow!” in mother, Mrs. Bessie Kuhn.
“Someone told me that you were
half.
MLss Isabel Rokes of Camden
here. What do you mean by com
Blot! Blot had been kidnaped! By and Richard W. Benner were
ing when Millicent is at the
Kadyama? Hadn't Bruce said that married Saturday night at Rock
Samps’?”
For an Instant Janice stared in the natives feared the cat as they port by the Rev. H. I. Holt. The
credulously. Then she twisted her did the Evil Spirit? It would break bride is a graduate of Camden
self free. She vented the remainder the Samp girls’ heart if anything
happened to their pet. Could she Hospital. Mr. Benner is a gradu
of her fury on him.
ate of Waldoboro High School and
“What business is it of yours why rescue it?
She
jerked
open
the
door,
ran
in
is employed at Snow Shipyard In
I went there?”
“I’ll make it my business,” he pursuit of a bent, scurrying figure Rockland. The couple will reside
answered savagely and pulled open hooded in a brilliant Yakutat blan in Camden.
ket. The tip of a lashing black tail
the cabin door.
Florr.-n Wellman is serving as
Harcourt loomed In the doorway. hung below it. Where was the In
janitor
at the brick school build
“Good morning.” He crossed to his dian taking the cat?
ing.
Janice
’
s
breath
came
unevenly,
desk. Two little lines deepened be
Mrs. Josephine Crosby who has
tween his brows as he opened let the wide, full trousers swished about
ters. Had he even heard her reply her feet, the strap of one parch been guest of her sister Mrs.
to his greeting, Janice wondered. A ment-kid sandal snapped. He had Ralph Dean has employment at
passed the Waffle Shop without be the State Hospital in Augusta.
fell
looked up from his papers. Smiled. ing noticed. To the kennels? They
Gerald W. Hilton who has en
“Good morning, Mrs. Hale. How’s were back of the office. Surely
listed
in the Navy’ has been recent
someone there would see him. What
Joe?”
was
the
kidnaper
’
s
idea?
He
didn
’
t
guest
of his parents Mr. and
Millicent Hale stood in the door
intend
—
he
did!
He
did!
Mrs. W. H. Hilton.
way. Under one arm was her toy
Her shout of protest cracked in
The Third District Council' Aux
Pekinese.
“I know that I’m breaking rules, her dry throat—for all the world as iliary meets Jan. 13 at 7.30 p. m.
your rules, coming to the office, though she were shrieking for help In the Methodist Church at
Bruce, but I’m desperate. I—I—” in a nightmare—as a struggling, Thomaston.
she bit her lips, clenched her frail kicking, spitting black ball was flung
The Lions Club met Wednesday
hands as though with all her being with terrific force into the yard
where
a
dozen
or
more
slant-eyed,
night
at Stahl's Tavern, Rev; Hor
she were holding back a flood of
ruby-tongued
huskies
were
yipping
ace I. Holt of Camden was the
emotion. "Tubby Grant told me
that you and he were to air-trot and yelping and rollicking. They guest speaker. Ladies’ night was
tomorrow, were to scout out a place stiffened to rigidity as they regard observed.
on the river from which to start ed the motionless black heap. A
The Parent-Teacher Association
the road toward the new bridge. trimly built Siberian broke the spell
met
Thursday night at the brick
with
a
joyous
yelp.
He
nosed
the
That after that you would fly to the
stunned
cat,
tossed
it
A
husky
school
building. Principal Earle
city. Take me. I’m fed-up on my
self, on everything in this terrible with baleful yellow eyes caught it, Spear spoke on "’Evolution of Edu
wilderness. I haven’t left our cabin sent it whirling back. Like a shut cation in Waldoboro.’’ Supt. A. D.
for more than an hour since Joe’s tlecock it flew from dog to dog to an Gray spoke on the “Forecast of
break-down, my nerves are on edge. accompaniment of barks and Future for Education in Waldo
If I go I can get some things he growls.
For a split second Janice hesitat boro.” Refreshments were served
needs. Mary Samp promised to look
ed
as imagination projected a pic by the hostesses.
after him. Why not take Miss Trent,
ture
of herself being torn to rib
The Baptist Church will hold1
that is if Argus of the Hundred
bons. The kidnaper had vanished. worship Sunday at 10.45 with ser
Eyes will let her go.”
Her voice, her wistful lips, her Then she fumbled frantically at the mon by the pastor. Men’s class
misty eyes set off fiery pin-wheels of gate. They would kill Blot. Where meets at 9.45 a. m. in the vestry.
anger in Janice’s mind. Harcourt was the trick latch? She had it. She All men and young men are in
smiled indulgently. Men were pulp, dashed into the midst of the excited
mere pulp, in the hands of a soft, tormentors, caught the black cat vited. Church school meets at 12;
purry, "little woman” like that, the in the air, held it high as the dogs Young People at 6; worship with
sprang for her. Gleeful yelps deep sermon by the pastor at 7. The
girl told herself furiously.
ened to menacing growls. She
“Do you realize that we start at backed toward the gate. Two or Damariscotta Baptist Association
sun-up? That we won’t land till we three huskies, she couldn’t tell how prayer meeting will be held Mon
get to the city at breakfast time?” many, sneaked behind her. Her day at 730. Prayer service will be
Hooey! His voice hadn’t been so heart pounded in her throat. She Wednesday at 7.30.
smooth as that when he had spoken didn’t know much about dog psy
to her a moment ago.
chology, but she knew enough not
“All the more fun. You will take to run.
SPRUCE HEAD
me—us, won’t you?”
Capt. and Mrs. Leland R. Morton
Claws ripped at her dahlia jacket,
“If Miss Trent will come. Care at her satin trousers. She lost a announce the coming marriage of
to go air-trotting. Miss Trent?”
parchment sandal. The slim gray
Fly! Janice throttled her imagina Siberian carried it off, worrying it heir daughter Loretta Jeannette to
Robert Wolf of Richmond Hill, N. Y
tion, attested fervently;
as he went. She backed cautious
Philip M. York of Portland Harbor
“I’d love it.”
ly, saying over and over, soothing
“Then it’s a date. Be sure you’re
Base Coast Guard spent 24-hour
ready on time. The plane starts the ly:“Nice boys! Down! Down!”
liberty Wednesday with his parents
minute the sun pokes its rim above
Her lips were too stiff to voice
Lionel Carr, 2d mate on the SS
the horizon, passengers or no pas command. The husky witn the bale
Sylvan
Arrow was overnight guest
sengers.”
ful glare stalked toward her in a
With eager assurance of a prompt sullen wolf-walk, lips lifting in spas Wednesday of his parents, returning
appearance Millicent Hale departed. modic snarls. Suddenly he reared. Thursday to join his ship in New
“And by the way,” said Bruce, His gold-flecked eyes were on a York.
“I'll suggest that you go slow with level with hers, his wrinkled nose
Capt. L. R. Morton of the Tide
Jimmy Chester.”
bared yellowed fangs. Sneering at water Steamship Co. is spending two
A little demon of contrariness took her, was he? Would she ever get out
possession of Janice. She thought side that fence? Miss Martha would weeks with his family.
Donald York and Carl Godfrey
fully nibbled the end of her foun say, “There’s a gate in every wall,
tain pen, as she looked up with in my dear.” There was in this one if were business visitors Friday in
genuous eyes.
she could only make it. The wolf- Portland.
“I’m surprised that you don’t in dog was leaping—
Mrs. Lavon B. Godfrey, teacher
clude Tubby Grant in the taboo.”
“Drop the cat! Good God! Drop of the Spruce Head School who has
“Tubby’s immune. He’s working the cat! At him, Tong!”
been ill the past two weeks, is much
to prove to a girl back home that he
Janice was conscious of a tawny improved after a severe siege with
can make good. Jimmy’s different.” shape flashing by her, of the impact
Janice indulged in a delicatelj’ of bodies, of a yelp of pain, before measles.
regretful sigh. “He is fascinating an arm was flung about her shoul
even if his eyes are tragically old.” ders. She looked up into eyes blaz
FRIENDSHIP
Harcourt left his desk, loomed ing in a face, livid, lined. Bruce!
The
Parent-Teacher
Association
over her. "Attractive! Jimmy’s a Of course. Hadn’t he appeared at
corking engineer, but he’s pulp the exact psychical moment to pick meets at the village schoolhouse
where girls are concerned. The war up her black slipper? She still Monday at 8 o’clock. Supt. F. L. S.
left his eyes old and his tempera clutched the cat as he drew her Morse will be the leader of a panel
ment slightly twisted. You might outside the gate.
discussion on the subject, “Does
as safely play with high explosives.
She looked over her shoulder. Money Make the Man?’’.
He’s the type who would do some Tong, his brush hanging straight,
thing desperate if he got the wrong
fangs bared, beautiful head lowered,
She looked up at Bruce Harcourt
slant.”
Her laughing voice challenged. glared at the dogs cringing away whose Angers bit into her arm.
from him. She controlled a shiver.
“I’m going as fast as I can with
“You wouldn’t, would you?”
“Come on.”
His eyes darkened. “We were
one sandal. This ground isn't a trot
talking about Chester. Watch your
ting-park.”
step.”
She glanced down at her silk• • •
stockinged
foot, regarded incredu
THE CALL TO THE COLORS
Squatted cobbler-fashion on the
lously her shredded pajamas. She
cot bed in her cabin Janice regarded
laughed, sobbed, laughed again.
IS A CALL FOR DOLLARS!
herself in the roughly framed mir
“Stop it! You'll have hysterics in
ror above a dressing-table fashioned
a moment.”
from a packing-box.
Her voice caught treacherously in
She barely breathed as she met
the midst of indignant denial. With
the mirrored eyes. Who was that
out warning, Harcourt picked her up
girl really? What was she? Did
in his arms. She tried to free her
she herself know what lay deep in
self.
her mind? What profundities of pas
“Stop wriggling. You’re heavy
sion and sorrow, love and hate smol
enough as it is.”
dered within her visible body? She
“I can walk. It’s absurd to carry
had come north in quest of a dif
me.”
Dig deep. Strike hard. Our
ferent self, a fearless self. Had she
Breathing hard, he set her on her
boys need the planes, ships, and
found it?
feet in the living-room of the Samp
guns which your money will help
Through the open window drifted
cabin. He closed the door and
to buy.
the notes of a bugle. Retreat! She
backed up against it His face was
jumped from the bed to watch the
darkly red as he demanded:
Go to your bank, post offlce. or
slowly lowered Stars and Stripes
“Don’t you know better than to
savings and loan association.
gathered in by outstretched hands.
run round this camp dressed in
She blinked her long lashes, swal
those things? I saw you from the
Tell them you want to buy De
lowed hard. The sight of the Colors
offlce window. Couldn’t believe my
fense Bonds regularly, starting
in this northern frontier tightened
eyes. Look at yourself.”
now.
her throat
(To be continued)
Lixbt »» day. TWa clouds Uks
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CHAPTER VI
A? Janice removed protecting
shields from the pique cuffs of her
beige jersey frock—Miss Martha
had views as to her tax on laundry
facilities—and picked up her note
book, she wondered what Tubby and
Bruce would say about her going.
She had a sense of breathlessness
as she pushed open the door of the
Hale cabin. Joe Hale was seated
in a wheel-chair near a window. He
would have been good-looking had
he lived decently, Janice told her
self in that first glance. She didn’t
quite care for the little flames which
leaped in his eyes as they met
hers.
“Good of you to come. Miss Trent,
particularly as I now have no
claim on your time. Feel like a
boob not to bring up a chair for
you, but the doctors won’t let me
take a step. Tyrants! Mrs. Hale
ran over to see the Samp girls
fifteen minutes ago. Seized this
chance to get an outline made for
a codicil lo my will. Not that I
have the least intention of passing
out. but, I’ve had a tap on the
shoulder.’*
Curious that his explanation left
her with the same sense of uneasi
ness which had seized her as she
entered the cabin, Janice thought.
Was smoke coming from that pipe
laid on the mantel? Had Mrs. Hale
been gone fifteen minutes? Would
t bacco keep hot that long? If she
were away and Hale himself
couldn’t move, who had put it there?
He selected a paper. “Here is the
memorandum of what I want to dic
tate. You look as though you could
keep a secret, Miss Trent. Beauti
ful women as a rule are dumb; I’ll
bet my gold nuggets you’re an
exception. I kiss your hands—in
spirit.”
She had heard that caressing in
flection before too, she told herself,
with a .bitter little twist of her lips,
if he wanted to impress her with a
sense of friendliness, not in the man
ner of Ned Paxton should he ap
proach her. She responded in her
crispest voice.
"A secretary is supposed to be a
machine, not a person when taking
dictation, Mr. Hale. Ready.”
She tried to remain indifferent to
the meaning of the codicil she was
transcribing, but it was startling.
He interpolated remarks into his
dictation, as to his longing for a
home, his intention to settle down
and become a ^did citizen, his pri
vate fortune. He paid her several
fulsome compliments. She sensed
a chuckle behind the words as
though he were in possession of a
secret.
Plop! Plop! Plop! Plop! Plop!
Plop! The sounds came from be
hind the screen. Small revelatory
crashes that meant but one thing.
A broken string of beads. So, Mrs.
Hale was at home. Listening. What
was the big idea** By a supreme ef
fort of will Janice kept her voice in
different.
“What was that?”
Was it imagination or did Hale
relax?
"Buttons. That nitwit dog of Millicent’s has upset her work-basket
again.”
A brilliant blue bead rolled sound
lessly across the rug and stopped
behind his chair. Janice brought
her teeth sharply into her lip to

Hale said: "So you ran away from
marriage. Kiss and run type, yes?”
keep back an exclamation. Tatima!
Tatima was behind the screen.
Hale's suave voice broke into her
reflections. "So, you ran away from
marriage. Kiss and run type, yes?”
Janice's blood sang in her ears
from fury. She managed to keep
her voice steady.
“Go on with your dictation, Mr.
Hale. I have left important work
at the office.”
“Where were we? I remember.
That’s all." He pulled a thick roll
from his coat pocket. Peeled off a
J$r}-c}o)laf bilk “Like tius. I’ve oo
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“Swan” For Baby
Best Soap Is None Too Good
For His Baths and
Shampoos

NtJtS EMti A WINS! jT. , |
Correspondent

Lodge Work Dresses

40

Eastern Star, Rebekahs, Etc.
$5.95, $6.95, $8.95

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

WANTED

Evcfy-Otlicr-Day

VINALHAVEN
✓XS'* ZXZX, ZX ZX

SENTER * CRANE'S

Of course every mother wants her
new baby to have the very best pcsThe air rai d warden course will sible start in life,
soon be organized, under the chair- years, mothers scrimped their budmanship of Mrs. Sidney -Wyllie, gets to buy expensive imported caswho has appointed Mrs. Clark tile soap for baby's baths and
French, and Mrs. Roland Berry for shampoos, because doctors said that
sub-chairmen. A representative thts type of soap wa.s best for tengroup of 30 Ls wanted. These wo- der skin.
men will in turn instruct the wo- { Nowadays, Imported castile soaps
men of their particular community, are hard to get and very expensive
Those wishing to take this course but fortunately for the family budare asked to get in touch with any get, a new white floating soap
of those listed above.
Icalled Swan has been invented
The third lesson in methods to • which doctors know Ls just as
be given by Sgt. Foster King of and mild as the finest 100 per
the State Highway police, to the olive oil castile.
special war time deputies will take
This velvety-soft, fine-textured
place Tuesday at 7 in' the Junior 'soap makes suds at twice the speed
High School basement.
of old-style floating soaps, so it’s
a
particular joy to mothers who
The Master Mason degree will
know
how hard it Ls to hold a
be conferred Monday at a special
squirming
little baby in his bathtub.
meeting of St. George Lodge. Re
The routine of frequent baths and
freshments will be served' after
shampoos for babies that modern
the work.
Mrs. Ralph Crockett, who has doctors usually prescribe needn’t
strain the budget because Swan is
been ill. is about again.
made with less moisture than ordi
The Pilgrim Club will meet I
Monday night at the Congrega nary floating soaps, and can be
counted on to do more work, al
tional parsonage.
though it costs no more.
A special offering will be taken
This amazing new soap breaks
Sunday morning at the Congrega easily, too, without jagged edges,
New Shipment Just Received
tional Church for the Council of so you can have a special piece just
Sizes 14 to 44
Social Action.
for baby and anctiter for your bath
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody are room.
ni.
For baby’s shampoo, use plenty of
Note to our customers: In view of the tire situ
A public dinner will be served soap suds-and rub very, very gently,
ation
we ask you to take parcels with you whenever
Wednesday by E. A. Starrett Aux taking care not to press against the
iliary, S.U.V. and members not so soft spot on baby’s head where tiie
possible!
licited are asked to furnish sweets. skull hasn’t quite grown together.
The Woman’s Club will present To rinse, tip baby’s head backward
an exchange program Tuesday at into the water and you will avoid
the Woman’s Community Club at getting suds into infant eyes.
Union. A McDowell program will
-------be in charge of Mrs. Herbert A. of Warren were callers Monday
at J. L. Flanders.
Emmons.
Mrs. Harry McIntire visited last
Mrs Ethel Griffin, teacher of the
Saturday
at Mrs. Nellie Reever's at
fifth and sixth grades, has been ill,
the
village.
i
Mrs. Grace Wyllie, substituting.
Miss Lila McLeod, R. N. of Bos
ton spent the week-end at the i
EAST WALDOBORO
home of her brother Russell Mc
Earl Miller killed two nine- Leod.
months-old pigs recently.
One
The Social Club was recently en
tipped the scales at 421 pounds, tertained by Mrs. Edna White of
the other at 351 pounds.
Warren who served dinner to ten
Mrs. Eva Masters, Miss Dorothy members and guests. A Christmas
Masters and Milton Masters of tree was enjoyed. Mrs. James
Round' Pond were guests Sunday Ewing of Warren was admitted to
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted
once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
of Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
membership. Readings were given
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Miller and by Mrs. Ethel Hanna. Mrs. Jose
small words to a line.
son Richard motored to Gorham phine Miller and Mrs. Ewing; and
Sunday as Richard has been a solo by Mrs. Teresa Munro.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
spending two week’s vacation from
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierOorham Normal with his parents.
Gazette offlce for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Burnell' Mank and Miss Helen
Rev. and Mrs. B. F. Springer en
Crockett of Rockland called Fri
tertained
the young people's choir
day at the home of his parents
at
the
parsonage
Tuesday. An
Mr. andi Mrs. L. I. Mank.
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
WAITRESSES wanted. $45 month,
mast
enjoyable
time
was spent room
and board; maids. $5-$15. Write, of deposit book numbered 37517 and
Mrs. Laura Poland of Broad
the
owner of said book asks for du
MRS. HAWLEY. 780 High St..
Cove recently vEsited her mother, playing games and refreshments wire,
Bath, Tel 725._____________________ 5«lt plicate in accordance with the pro
vision of the State Law. ROCKLAND
were served.
The pastor and
Mrs. Dora Whitney.
MAN wanted Direct representative SAVINGS BANK, By Edward J. Hellier,
Mr. and1 Mrs. Josiah Jameson his wife are justly proud of of oi! company. Steady income for Treasurer. Rockland, Me.. Jan. 3. 1942
man with car. Write P T WEBSTER,
2-S-8
attended Knox Pomona Grange young people's interest in the 562 Standard Bldg., Cleveland. Ohio
SMALL
black
/log
found
5*lt
Saturday
church services and music and
last Saturday in Union.
TEL. 972 J.
4*6
STITCHERS
wanted,
experienced,
Mrs. Ethel Hanna has the tele their choir of mixed voices ia active
and careful. Apply at HOTEL
phone. 26-2; Austin G. Miller. 26-3. much appreciated by all who at ROCKLAND Monday from 10 to I 5-lt,
John Jean and Miss Carolyn tend the Sunday evening services.
SMALL pipeless furnace wanted.
3 5
Rev. B. F. Springer will talk TEL 21-12.
Bovey, w’ho were guests of her
CLEMENTS Reds — Rocks. Crosse-,.
SHIP'S lantern wanted, preferably Sex Links, have pep and profit ability.
parents Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey Sunday morning on “The Deser brass.
CALL Rockland 793-W after Malne-U S Puliorum Clean. Custo
ter”. Special music will be sung 4 p. m.______________________________ 3 tf mers are extra enthusiastic. Pullet
have returned to New Jersey.
ohicks in all breeds. There are good
by
the adult choir of mixed voices,
ART square wanted for living room
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mank of
reasons; told In free catalog
Write
TEL.
Rockland
793-W
after
4
p.
m.
3-tf
for it now
CLEMENTS BROTHERS
North Waldoboro called Thurs including- the pastor who sings
OLD fashioned parlor lamps want FARMS, Rt. .33', Winterport, Me
day at L. L. ‘Mank’s. Mrs. Nelson bass. Sunday school follows. In ed, with round colored glass shades. I
need some right away. W. J. FRENCH,
of Union was a caller Wednesday. the evening the pastor’s subject Camden, Tel. 740.________________ 155-tf
The Central Maine Power Co. will be "A Common Mistake,” and
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
was making repairs in this locality the young people’s choir will lead ING.
19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W.
1 tf
THREE Buckeye incubators for sale,
the congregation in singing, they
one all electric, 5 thousand, one kero
Friday. /
sene.
1008. one 350. One parlor wood
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Rines, daugh will also sing a special selection.
stove
ERNFST JOHNSON. Box 83.
R E 11.11.1 Camden. Tel. 11 21 Llncolnter, Madelyne and Miss Marjorie Prayer meeting will be Wednesday
vllle,______ ______________ ___________ 5 7
Turner motored to Oakland re and Friday, the Christian En
7 ROOM house to let. bath and fur
SHOATS for sale. Calf PETER ED
deavor meets. The leader will be nace. Price right if taken at once. WARDS.
cently.
Tel. 805-J.____________
4 6
TEL 914-M. 96 South Main St.
5-7
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. lives, Jr. Charles Coolbroth. Jr.
ACCORDIAN for sale, new Italian

Tel.

I

LOST AND FOUND

EGGS AND CHICKS

the meeting of Mar
Chapter O.E.S. Monday elec
efficers was held. Installat;
be Jan. 19
A. A. Peterson has returnt
Portland and will be in tow
jeniainder of the Winter.
The Red Crass will be in
.cession Wednesday at the I
jjay Saints Church A b \ J
work has been received
The W.R.C met Tut day i .
the home of Mr Grci ie K
Mrr. llilma Wi i ) ter as
Wednesday to I lie "B! (U*e h
fro: hments we rp .«■ erve t i ant
were the feat tire of I he i
These present we i e Tf na C
Mertie Stinscn. Beulah Drew
gmalley, Blairthe Kit t redgc
Petersen and S .ic’if Rcbbins.
Richard Geary l:,c retnrm
spending the h< liday with hit
ent.s M: and M
Fred GSpringfield MaService- at Union Cbm -h S
will be: Sunday Selin-I al lo
ship at 11. The tib.i'et ol 11;
tor’s sermon will be •Makn
Christian Prof< ion v
|
Junior League w ill meet at 1
i ian Endeavor at 6 Eienln|
ship at 7, subject “Some
money canned, buy "
Miss Dorothy I awry or R
will be in town Monri.o ni
a meet in ’, will be held at tl -I
Church ptrloi for ad Red
Committees and all these ind
in taking any of the Re
courses in civilian defense

NORTH HAVEN
PI ■ Ii-’, 11 i Beverage id
trail ife: red from Camp I ■ I
Fla., to Co. K. 1st C. T.,
rhlfiise. Fort Barrancas, F
The wnikei. of the Rei
will meet at the parsonag«
I-’, id iy afternoon fci knltti|
sewing. Ali who are intcre
invited.
Miss Vvlan Strcut of Rj
io guest of Mr. and Mrs
lord Parsons.
Mr. and Mrs. William <
are visiting his parents in
haven.
Mr. and Mrs V. I,. Sever,
tertained Dr. and Mrs
Shields. Mr and Mrs. L. B|
Mr. and Mi.-. Call Bind,
Mts. Foy Brown recently
The Girl
ib met Wei
at the home ol Phyllis Wd
wit h 21 pr< enl Mr In <;]
son gave an interesting
the Red Cross. Games i
joyed and lun h
servel
Miss Lillian Gregory is J
Mrs. J. A Brcwn.
Mrs. Clarence Stone. Mi
Walker. Mrs V II Shield
Emery Wooster Mi
!•<
Mrs. H. Clifford Par: ms a|
Go!den MacDonald are
1ho.se who entertained at
tea.s this week
-Deputy and Mrs. Lloyd
were in Vinalhaven W<
where Deputy Crockett

FOR SALE

TO LET

MONHEGAN

IGHT
OUGHS
YOUR CHILO'S coughing at night
—caused by throat “tickle” or ir
ritation, mouth breathing, or a
cold—can often be prevented by
rubbing throat ana chest with
Vicks VapoRub at bedtime.
VA 00 RUB’S poultice-and-vapor
action loosens phlegm, relieves irri
tation, helps clear upper air pas
las io
iiiuuui
sages, thus tends
to swp
stop mouth
breathing and
invite restful VICKS
sleep. Tty it!
VapoRub

V

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Bockland. in and for the County of Knox,
on the 16th day of December In the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-one and by ad
journment from day to day from the
16th day of said December. The fol
lowing matters having been presen
ted for the action thereupon herein
after indicated It Is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, Wy causing a copy
of this order to be publlsbed three
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
zette a newspaper published at Rock
land in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the 17th day of

February A. D. 1942 at nine o'clock
In the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.
ESTATE HJALMARI AUTIO, late of

Prlendshlp, deceased. Petition praying
that Melvin Lawry of Prlendshlp or
some other suitable person be licensed
to convey certain real estate situated
In Friendship and fully described In
said petition, and distribute the pro
ceeds of sale among the heirs living
In different States. Presented by Wal
ter Autlo of Friendship.

Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR, Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
----------- L. VEAZIE,
Register.

TWO furnished light housekeeping
rooms to let, lights, heat and water
22 LINDSEY ST.____________________ 5-7
FURNISHED kitchenette apt to let
with lights, water; $4 week
V F
STUDLEY. 283 Main St., Tel. 1154 or
77 Park St.. Tel. 330.______________ 4-tf
HOUSE, modern Improvements and
garage to let. MRS ORRIN SMITH
Tel. 396-M, Ocean Ave., Ingraham
Hill.
4 G
LARGE bedroom to let, first floor;
small bedroom, second floor, suitable
for tne or two persons; central location. TEL 1247-M.
3-5
UNFURNISHED 4-room apt. to let.
over Shute's Barber Shop
C
A.
HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St., Tel.
986-J-_______________________________ 4 tf
HOUSE to let in Friendship. 5
rooms, partly furnished, cement cel
lar. furnace, lights, garage
L. F.
TOLMAN. Tel. Rockland 263-13 or Post
Office, Thomaston.
3*5
3-ROOM furnished apt,, to let In
quire at 12 WARREN or 11 JAMES ST
Adults preferred.___________________ 3-tf
GARAGE to let on Water St., by
month. Tel. 1330, F C. LINDSEY, JR
______________________________________3-5
7-ROOM house to let at 28 Elm St.
Inquire at 24 Elm St., TEL 519-J.
_________________________________ I4t>-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St Tel.
579-W. FLORA COLLINS.
1-tf

Mr. and Mrs. William Farrell
have returned to Troy, N. Y.
Miss Barbara Thompson of Port
Clyde w’as recent g-uest of Miss
Charlotte Stanley.
Frank Fillmore of New Harbor
is lobster fishing with Adolph
Steveng this Winter. Mr. Fillmore
is residing with his sister-in-law
Mrs. Emma Field.
Misses Virginia Stanley, “Betty”
Field. “Betsy" Pierce and Lorraine
Richardson have returned to Old
Town High, Lee Academy and
Thomaston High, respectively.
Henry Stanley who left the
Island a week ago is under medical
care. His health is improving.
Miss Charlotte Stanley and
niece. Enid Stanley went recently
to Thomaston.
Capt. Earl Field and iAdo)ph
Stevens went Sunday to Boothbay
with their first trip of lobsters this
Har'oor in the lobster smack Gull,
season. They ran into a heavy
sea before reaching Cheir destina
WHEN EXCESS STOMACH ACID tion. losing a dory. Obliged to stay
in that port until the storm abated,
HELPS CAUSE
they returned to the Island Mon
day. Capt. George Gilbert of New
Harbor arriving in the lobster
WHICH GIVE YOU PAIN
smack Willard & Daggett of Port
Make the Pfunder Test
land, also bought lobsters here last
For Relief of Excess Stomach Acid week.
Mrs. Matilda Strout who has
100 million PFUNDERS Tablets have
been used for soothing relief of excess been visiting her daughter Mrs.
stomach acid accompanying STOM
ACH ULCE31S.
If you suffer from Marie Foss, returned to Milbridge.
conditions associated with hyperacid
“Bill” Ome entertained a group
ity such as indigestion, sour stomach,
gas. bloating, heartburn and gnawing, of young folk at a pre-New Years
burning pains—try PFUNDERS with
Eve party. Present were: "Betty”
out delay.
Field. "Betsy” Pierce, Lorraine
C. W. Sheldon Drug Store Richardson,
Phyllis
Chadwick,
444 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Charlotte Stanley, Virginia 6tan-

STOMACH ULCERS

made, 12 bass piano accordlan and
case, gnjuanteed. $42 50. Tel 1328-M
29 Beech St., CHARLES A LUNDEI I
'.i.
3-tf
LIVE Aalt for sale
M STARK
Rockville
3*5
DRY cordwood for sale, delivered
anywhere. I,. P. TOLMAN. Tel. Rock
land

263,-13

3.5

,
j hou^r Jefferson’'*8?*n -prlces 6"room
5 room home.
Summer’ 3t
2-familv house. Union
st Rocknor
Tel. 1159. L A. THURSi ton
_____________________
3-tf
i
I SECOND hand lumber for sale E
i N SYLVESTER Tel, 914-M_______ ' 3• 5
FARM for sale. 250 acres. good
buildings and cellar, on good road,
plenty water; easy terms, price $1 000
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Teh
1154 or 77 Park St Foss House, Te;
330.
_ ___________ ___ ____________ l^tf
LOBSTER boat. 30 ft . for sale, with
engine and hauler.
L. E. DAVIS
Friendshl p.
156*5
LIVE bait for sale. II H. CRIE. 328
Main St., City.
153-tf
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
$15.50; Pocahontas soft coal $10 25 J B.
PAULSEN & SON. Tel 62. Thomaston.
__________________ _______ _ __________ 1-tf
D & H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$15 50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
• 10 25 ton del M. B <fc C. O PERRY
519 Main St., Tel. 487.
1-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm et. Mall orders
(solicited
H. O. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
______________ ____________ _________ 2-S-tf
DRESSMAKING and alterations at
51 Granite St. MRS E C. NICKER
SON._________ __ _________________ 35
, YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Samples and knitting directions free.
II. A BARTLETT. Harmony. Me
1-11
LIGHT trucking,
waste removal;
sewing machine repairing. TEl. 314-W.

2*7

ley, Leonebel Connaway, Jeannette
Pass. “Buddy” Foss, Sherman
Stanley, Vernon Burton, and Al
fred Stanley. Homemade fudge,
cake, sandwiches and hot choco
late were served.
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a charming narrative and is de-!
lightfully Illustrated.
Two Way Passage, by Louis Adamic.
’The author of ‘From Many lands’- Have Another Fall Taken Out
zarJS EMMA WINSTGW
Of Them—Rumors Of a
an
"Native's return" believes that
Correspondent
the American people have ;t within
Ladies* Night
their power to break Huler in a
, v t.c meeting of Marguerite
Tlw* Giggling Ganders took an
short time, and they can end the
- spier O.E.S. Monday election of
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
war and initiate a new era in the other fall out of the Slipping Skip
i ;tc was held- Installation will
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
United States, in Europe, in the pers last Tuesday evening, thereby
19.
Every week-day: 9 a m. to 8 30 p. m. world. This is the point of a unique making the score of games won 7
• • • •
Peterson has returned from
I idea which occurred to Louis Adamic to 4 in their favor, but in total
A
Victory
Book
Campaign starts
!p.,: t.i;.: • d and will be in town the
recently, an idea packed with ln- pinfall they are so far ahead that
Jan. 12. Works of standard and i sight into the current American the i>oor ol’ Skipmen couldn't catch
.ffifiD der cf the Winter,
j ., Red Cross will be in all-day modern 'fiction, travel, biography, confusion relative to the war and up with them if the Ganders didn't
mi Wednesday at the I.atler plays, poems, essays and science in the future of the United States, tlie bowl again for all Winter.
.• nit.1 Church. A hex of new gc,od condition are desired for sol- old country and the world. A book
The Skippers were only 92 pins
■a- been received
behind this time, which Is quite
d.ers, sailors and marines. Any which should be read by every
, W R.C. met Tuesday night at
an improvement over the 100 and
American.
persons having books which they
ne of Mrs. GfOrgie Kent,
Reading I’ve Liked, by Clifton Fadl- umpty two they were beaten last
week and the 100 and oxty seven
iiiima Webster was hostess wish to donate to this service may
man.
day to l lie -Bridge 8.” Re- leave them at the library.
Primarily an anthology, it is. ac they were trimmed the week be
..c:i;.' were served and cards
A set of Smithsonian Institute cording to Clifton Fadiman, who fore, so according to Gene Hall's
the feature of the evening, books have been added to the refer has been overlooking the literary t reckoning they will be due for a
win in 13 and five-sevenths weeks,
c present were Tena Christie,
ence shelves, the set being the gift scene as editor and book reviewer i if they can cnly keep up the good
j Stinsen. Beulah Drew, Agnes
j for many years: "personal selection
cy. Blanche Kittredge. Cora ; of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, and com drawn from two decades of reading work.
ing from the library of the late Dr. and reviewing, presented with an Th? Skippers were in full force
n and Sadie Robbins,
ard Geary has returned after William Ellingwood.
informal prologue and various com as regards personnel!, with Gene
Have
you
a
phonograph
record
ng the holidays with his parmentaries.” A truly fascinating Halt and Skipper Lane back in
the line-up and Skipper Ambrose
which
is
not
in
use
in
your
home?
\lr. and Mrs. Fred Geary in
collection.
Peterson
back from the oil coun
If so, why not give it to the library,
c, : •iclcl. Mass.
One Red Rose Forever, by Mildred try, all greased up and raring to
. ■ i c at Union Churcli Sunday to help start a phonograph record
Jordan.
go at Cap’n Grimes. While Skip
• Sunday School al, 10' wor- department. Records of symphoni
Tlie life story of Heinrich Stigel. i per Peterson did give Der Captain
works,
operas,
and
finest
types
of
, .it 11. The subject, of the paswho came to America from Ger-?
-ertuon will be “Making the i classical music will be put in this many in 1750 to make his fortune as' a good going over the other two
iian Profession Worthwhile." collection. Music clubs wishing to a violinist and composer. Success did not fare so well, the junior
League will meet at 4; Chrls- donate records in observance of an 1 came to him. however, through a member of the team of Lane &
ndeavor at 6 Evening wor- niversaries or otherwise are urgi'd ( loveless marriage to a wealthv cousin j Libby besting the senior member
, at 7. subject "Some things to add to this collection. The rec owner of iron foundries, and through by a couple of pins, and Gene Hall
ords will be loaned for a period of
being lambasted sumpin’ scanda
uiiey cannot buy."
the manufacture cf the famous Stie- lous by Scotty IJttlefleld. Gene
seven
days.
Who
will
be
the
first
to
Mi Dorothy I.awry of Rcckland
I gel glass. His financial ups and claimed that the Axis of his slewadd a record?
be in town Monday night and
New bocks added the past month i downs, his wholehearted interest in ball was out of line, which mad?
i uiii.ii will be held at the Union
Tapiola’s brave regiment, by Robert his work, and his constant love for it wabble so badly that he had
C urcli parlor for all Red Cross
I a young French girl are recounted no control, and this in addition to
Nathan.
c j.:incs and. all these interested
’ in a pleasantly written ta’p
the fact that his -bounce" ball
Another of Robert Nathan’s
:i l iking any of the Red Cross
American Glass, by Georgp S. and had lost its bounce, left Gene
charming
novelettes
about
Tapiola.
i up c- m civilian defense.
Helen Mckearin.
without another shot in his locker.
the little Yorkshire terrier who lives
A
ccmprehensive book cn glass Link Sanborn and the ol' Goose
with Mrs. Poppel of the publishing
NORTH HAVEN
house. Tapiola wanted to be a hero, and glass makers in America by again carried the flag for the
LaFoi rest Beverage has been and he believed in action, and here, what are probably the foremost au Ganders while Brer Peterson, did
i red from Camp Blanding, together with his old friends. Rich I thorities in the country. A detailed the honors for the Skipmen Due
to Co K. 1st C. T„ Harbor ard the canary, and Jeremiah the history and a clear account of the to the poor shewing the Skippers
Di b ti !■. Fort Barrancas, Fla.
rat, he organized an army to meet methods, mixture, patterns, deco have been making lately there
i ic w uk.fi.'. of the Red Cross some dreaded foe threatening inva rations, color, etc. Every tyj>e Is have been rumors of another big
. a.ci i at the parsonage weekly sion of America’s free shores. It is thoroughly described. There are trade to be made in an effort to
charts and tables of all the known strengthen their team, but there
l .id iv alternoons fcr knitting and
•,,ng. Ali who are interested are the officers of Pleasant River varieties, designs, sizes, makers, seems to be a feeling among the
dates, etc. More than 3000 illustra Skippers that they don't want any
ir. vited.
Grange.
.Miss Vvian Strcut of Rockland
Baptist services will be held tions, including almost 2000 photo more strength. As Gene Hall put
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. Clif Sunday at 11 o’clock by the pastor. graphs. A delightful book for the it "We don't know- cur strength
ford Parsons,
now”. We must have all we ever
The subject of th? sermon wiH be glass collector.
had for we have shown any
Mr end Mrs. William Gregory "Fair As The Moon." At the morn Best Plays of 1940-1941.
This volume contains ten out against the Ganders."
are visiting his parents in Vinal- ing service a special offering will
haven.
be taken for the Red Cross. Sun standing Broadway plays. The plays j One big topic that brought a
Mr. and Mis. V. L. Beverage en- day School convenes at 10; Chris included are “Claudia," "The Corn buzz of gossip was Cap’n Grimes'
b ’..nned Dr. and Mrs. V. H. tian Endeavor at 6.30. The eve Is Green,” "Native Son," "My Sister report that he had been reproached
Sliirlds. Mr and Mrs. L. B. Stone, ning service will be at 7.30. topic Eileen," "Lady In the Dark,” "Flight by some of the members of the
Mr and Mrs. Carl Bunker and to be "Danger! Thin Ice." There , To the West,” “Arsenic and Old j fair sex having connection .with
Mis Fay Brcwn recently.
will be special music by the young Lace,” and "George Washington' the two bowling teams, giving the
Slept Here.”
members of the teams a scorching
Tlie G.rL Club met Wednesday people.
i
. ibe home of Phyllis Waterman
The Pioneer Boys’ Club met Wild Is the R ver, by Louis Brom- I for being the only organization in
town that had so many parties,
v i b 21 present. Mrs. Irven Simp- Wednesday at the Grange hall
field.
New Orleans during the Civil War. suppers, and such good times and
on gave an interesting talk on with 17 present. Plans are being
the Red Cross. Games were en made for remodeling the sheds cn forms the background for this dra -1 never had a ladies night or even
the parsonage property for a club matic romance. In the Army of, an invitation to participate. As
joy'd and lunth w?s served.
Miss Lil.ian Gregory is guest of room and work room for the young Occupation was young Tom Bedloe ; the suggestion seemed to take, Der
and while he amused himself and j Captain is working on the proposi
people.
Mrs. J A. Brcwn.
risked
his life, two indomitable tion and something “-big’’ may be
Mrs. Clarence Stone. Mrs. Victor
Next Wednesday at the church
women,
one
his fiancee, set out from expected to break within the next
Walker. Mrs. V. H. Shields. Mrs. at 7 o'clock Oscar Huse of Kents
Boston
to
accept
an invitation from few weeks. The matter of provid
Lai?ry Wcoster. Mrs. Roy Pierce, Hill will give a talk on “Trees"
the
commanding
general
’s wife, and ing food and entertainment for
M:
Clifford Parsons and Mrs. to the girls and boys clubs. Re
Golden MacDonald are among freshments wil be served' after incidentally to rescue Tcm from the . the ladies did not semi to bother
ibo c who entertained at pyramid which there will be either a skat wiles of New Orleans. These are i Der Captain in the lPast. it was a
Bromfield’s settings and situations., minor affair, what did seem to
ing or sliding party.
l a.- this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Calder- and he dramatizes them with rich- , have him a bit confused was
Depuiv and Mrs. Lloyd Crockett
whether the ladies whose sympa
tre in Vinalhaven Wednesday wood have meved to their new ness and .act on.
1
thies were with the Ganders
Two
Survived,
by
Guy
Jones.
v.H re Deputy Crockett installed house.
The grim story of seven British should be called Gooses or Geeses.
seamen who escaped in an open j while the choice for those in favor
boat when their ship was torpedoed of the Skippers was between Skipby the Germans. After 70 days peress and gkipperette.
One other thing that might have
adrift at sea. four had jumped over
board. one had died, and only two been bothering Der Captain which
half mad and half dead, reached an he did not mention, was the fact
island of the Bahamas. It is a that it might be that some of the
straightforward account of intense men would not show up too good..
suffer ng and almost unbelievable when the ladies bowled, and it
would be very humiliating to one
fortitude.
A Thousand Shall Fall, by Haas who ha& been bowling for years to
have some snip of a lass step tip
Habe.
Tlie personal experience of the and beat the daylights out of him.
author, a young Hungarian newspa Of course Der Captain didn't say
per editor who joined the Foreign as much, but he may have been
volunteer army in France. II? thinking it.
fought the Germans, was taken
We hate to print it. but here is
prisoner in June, 1940, and finally the score:
Ganders — Sanborn, 277; Little
escaped to America. His stirring
well-wr tten account is well worth field. 253; Grimes. 242; Libby. 249;
Goose Arey, 287; total. 1314.
reading.
Skippers—Drew. 248; Hail. 204;
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. Peterson. 264; Lane. 247; Guilford.
$3 00 a year
259; tctal, 1222 Scorer Christie.

“Slipping Skippers”

VINALHAVEN

:olumn
exceed three lines In-

50 cents. Additional
for three times. Five

j called I. e. advertlsesent t<» The C'ourierIdditianjl.

»T AND FOUND
I . hereby given of the Joes

I >ook numbered 37517 and
I f said book aaka for du
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ROCKLAND
HANK. Bv Edward J. Helller
Rockland. Me. Jan. 3. 1943
_______________ 2-S-8
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R JRocka, Crosses,
have p. |) and profit ability.
S Pulloriun Clean. Custo• xtrij enthusiastic.
Pullet

breeds

in tree

Fhere are go< d

catalog

Write

CLEMENTS BROTHERS

33. Winterport, Me.

Rt

FOR SALE
keye Incubators for sate.
'trie. 5 thousand, one keroI
' 150 One parlor wood
|: RNFST JOHNSON. Box SB
•Camden Tel. 1121 Lincoln5 7
rS for sale. Calf PETER EDTel 8OS-J.
4 6
J

B.

aic. new Italian
Ibsss pan., accordlan and
■mall teed $42 1)0
Tel 1328-M

CHARI ES \ 1 UNDO 1

'

3-tf
for

halt

|

'dwaod

e u

M

fur

ale.

F POLMAN

'

r.

1 TARR
3*5
delivered

Rock3*5

sic a’ bargain prices 6-room
jenerson st . 5 room house.
■
2-famlly house. Union
I
1 C
1159 L A. THVHX.
________ 3 tf
pH) baud lumber for sale E
• ' rel 914-M
3*5

f(,r
u<
250 acres, good
and i, liar, on good road.
'•rlT,r<,
,ern’s- Price $1000
’.Ll nl E> 283 Main St.. Tel.
Park St. Boss House. Tel
_____________ _ _________ 1-t f
|1 E'R .) at .ai ft fOr sai<> with
• • • .'iler
I
e
DAVIS.
FUP_____________ __ _______ 156*5
I

' b'

-*

MaB¥
advontoq* ot
opportu"wY‘

TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN

H H. f RIE 328

' -; __ __ _____

133-if

IQC
LiX
$09

coal for sale, stove and nut
Pocahontas -oft coal $10 25. J. B.
3N & SON, Tel 62. Thomaston.
___ ____________ 1-tf
H .bard coal. egg. stove, not
J" '
n '
and run
|e New River soft, not screened
|"n del ,.M R * C. O PERRY.
|rn St., Tel 487
l.tf

ponebnl Connaway, Jeannette
Buddy
Foss. Sherman
?y, Vernon Burton, and AlStanley. Homemade fudge,
__
ondwiches and hot chocoKre served.

$,.«« mown"*

’ u~

Name of Owner
Heal for

Roans,

- »»r
for Baking
for Fryin*

—,.sr u - p"k'nr

Soup
’
Roasting
Biscuits and Case

ISCELLANEOUS
lablS. b®lr K00*!* at Rocklair l?l
h « tSVTr.S.’ MaU orders
H. O RHODES. Tel. 519-J
- _ ____________________ 2-S-tf
l-'aM AK1NO and alterations at
I- • ' b
MRS E. C. NICKER_____________ ___________ 3_5
NS for rugs and hand knitting.
«\wn j£Ut‘ng directions free.
uilfcir Harmony. Me.
Ill
L, ',Tllckln"'
w'aste removal;
machine repairing TEL 314-W
2*7

95c D°WN_ui v

STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of North Haven, In the
County of Knox, for the year 1941.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
Town of North Haven aforesaid, for the year 1941. committed to me for colJect’on for said Town on the ten th day of May 1941. remain unpaid:
and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges are
not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to
pay the amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be sold
without further notice at public auction at ’Grange Hull tn said Town, on
the first Monday in February, 1942. at nine o'clock A. M.

' 00<'’

o home should he «i‘h-

Really. no home
out one’

QUANTITY
LIMITED

CBNnUJWMAIHt
POWt^CVMMMY

Description of Property

Amount of Tax Due

I.EWTS BANKS—Land and bulldtn gs bounded on north by
shore, east land of W R. Dole, south by shore and west by land
of M. O. Bowdltch and C. H. Frazier eat -................... «.................
VIRGINIA CALLARY—Land Bounded ou North by shore. East by
land of F. W Benson, South by shore. West by land of W. R.
Buxton................ -..................................... -...............................................................
C I OATES—Land and buildings bounded on north by land of
J. N Beverage heirs, erst by shore, south by land of J. N.
Beverage heirs, and west by same ..............................................................
W W. Hcwe—Land and buildings bou nded on north by land of
Olive Beveridge, east by land of J. N. Beverage est.. south
and west- by same ............................ ........................................... -.....................
SMITH WHARF TRUST—Wharf and building bounded on north
by land of Etta Noyes and right of way. east, south and west
by waters of North Haven Thorof are
.............................................
CHARLOTTE THOMAS ESTATE—Land. Bounded on North by shore
and Land of Blake Sc Harrower. East by land of R. Washburn.
South by land of Lucy Sc Grace Blake and West by land of
Blake & narrower .............................................................. .
. ..............
jMies y. WOOSTER EST.—Land, bounded on north by land of
Blake Sc Buxton, east and south by shore and west by land
of Mrs. Mary Bullard and P. W. Benaon
............................ ........
NORTH HAVEN GOLF CLUB ASSOCIATION — Land and build
ings bounded on north by land of C E. Waterman east by
shore.-south bv laud of Hope Felton, and west by land of G
Lewis fct. and C. S. Staples ...... . ........................... . ............ ......

H

December 21, 15H1
• Note—In Cities sale must be at the Collector's Office.
the place where the last preceding town meeting gas^

$160 00

»?2 00
30 00
28 00
28 00

60 00
49 00

240 00

In Towns at

Collector oT
Taxee or the Too or North Haven.
152-S-8

10 1Q4?
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beautiful hand and I have samples
which will remain in my family
—always.
Gives Us Some Interesting Speaking of H. A Howard re
Recollections About Days minds me ol the time h_s younger
brother, Pre >ton. went on a sit down
In Rockland
1 strike on account of what most of
(By lree M< iiubt rt
its thought was a foolish and un
AMIIICA4 HOMC MCATIMO CXMXT
When I read about Jce Hamlin necessary law. No one was allowed
bringing a pair of copper-toed boots , to stop and chat on the street—the
to The Black Cat office it took my 1 only way one could be on Main
Drafts and Chimneys
memory back 68 years l.ke a flash. I street was to keep on the move all
4. Flue pipe projecting into chimney
Proper draft is a necessity in
beyond
the
wall
surface
instead
of
;
On second thought it was 69 the time and it was annoying to
*• burning any kind of fuel. A
being flush with the inside of the wall
years ago that I got my first little most of us. “Bill Bill" Landers was
nearest the rhimn-y opening.
draft is commonly defined as air
in motion. This action goes on
; copper-toed boots. I loved those a mighty good patrolman and he
twenty-four hours a day and its
I boots. I have several little trinkets used to scatter us all over town if we
.
Lome
Thsa
proper control is most impor
SufTflaalim Ohjseis
j that were among my childish trea stopped walking—he shooed me
tant if you want to heat your
tp OtaUnets
sures—have kept them all through around more than once. 1 didn't
home economically and effi
ciently.
MortsrCe
ithe years, even though they have like it, but it was City law and I
All draft is controlled by
i been carried to several other States "shooed" when told to. Preston
Brisfcwork
means of dampers. When we
j they have never been last. but. my didn't like it any more than the rest
want heat upstairs, we close
Joart Protruding Into
* first pair of copper-toed boots of its and felt as a taxpayer and
the check damper and open the
Ctumnry Jtstthcte Ara
ashpit damper, making the air
were all worn out belore I got an an upright, well behaved citizen,
leakage Betesse Tiise
pass through the fuel bed. .When
Chusuey Too Short
other pair—not enough left of he had a right to step walking on
we have sufficient heat, we close
the ashpit damper and open the
Wedged in Chimney them to keep, otherwise I believe Main street if h s feet ached or he
check damper, tne draft then by
I should have kept them.
wanted to pass tlie time of day for
Draft Lore
passing the fuel bed, entering
For
several
years
I
got
a
pair
—
a
moment with a friend and he
Soot
Lodged
the chimney directly.
Corner
my
brother
Al
and
I
got
one
pair
started
the movement which caused
Many faulty drafts are caused
Around Pipe
of
boots,
or
shoes,
and
one
pair
the
unpleasant,
unpopular law to
by* chimney troubles. Here are
Pipe Projects Into
a few of the more common
Chimney
only, each year and there wasn’t be repealed.
variety:
much left of them after a year's
NotCtoend
He rebelled, quietly, like the
1. Chimney too narrow or too low
t Door Lem
Wear, believe me.
gentleman he always was. but firm
tn height. At time* a decorative arch
u< ros« the chimney prevents the fire
Although I did not know W A ly nevertheless. Lock him up? Allfrom Retting the proi>er draft.
5. I^eky flue pipe sometimes canned
2. Dirt accumulation, broken bricks,
Hill at the youthful age when the right, go ahead. They thought he
by rust or careless joining of the flue
tile, or pieces of inortar in the chim
photo was taken I believe the "Who would back down rather than lx*
pipe sections. Also caused by having
ney will cut down the draft.
two Hue pipe connections without
3. Cracks in chimney will reduce draft
is this man” photo in The Courier- locked up but Preston had iron in
proper dampers in each.
action.
Gazette issue of Dec. 20 is that of his blood iand didn’t back down, not
the W. A. Hill who was associated an inch! He moved into the hoosPoor Heal — Cellar Complaint
with Col. F. C. Knight in the cus gow with his head high and his
UST about this time during the
It can be readily seen, there tom clothing bitsineon Main and spirit unbroken. He had committed
just south of Tilson avenue. Re no crime and was standing on his
fore, that if the ashpit is al
hearing season, the fire ap
lowed to fill up and the accumu member when “wholefall" pants rights as a free Amer can whose
pears to be sluggish with re
lated ash remain there for any were jn vogue? Knight and Hill only misdeed was to rebel against a
sultant poor iieat in the living
length of time, that the purpose
quarters. As a rule, tfie coal is
of the ashpit as a distributor of made me several pair of them and very unjust and silly law which de
blamed for this condition. Yet it
air is defeated. This results in
may be the same coal that gave
I felt pretty well dres.sed when I prived every person in Rockland of
the fire burning poorly and un strutted my stuff, garbed (from the his right to stand on the street
good heat in the earlier part of
evenly. Many times the grates be
the heating season. The fire has
come overheated, become warped waist downi in a pair of those of their own home town.
l»een going for quite some time
Preston started something! Every
or even break. So keep the ash pantaloons.
now. Every time the grates were
pit clean at all times.
shaken, quite an amount of fly
E. H. Rose was another tailor person I talked with stood solid with
ash was carried upward through
whem
I patronized, and from whom Preston and solid against the “move
Don
’
t
“
strangle
”
the
fire.
Many
the fuel bed by the draft action.
cellars are too well sealed’in the 1 I always got what I paid for. Nice on" nuisance. I don't know just
Large amounts of this fly ash
winter time. Provide some means goods, nice workmanship. Honest how long Preston staid in durance
may have been trapped in the
to permit fresh air to enter so
fuel bed itself. This condition is
treatment, quality goods, fair prices, vile before they let him out but I
the fire can “breathe.”
known as a “dirty fire” and re
'
courteous
.service I- what customers don't think it was many days an 1
sults in sluggish fuel bed condi
And last but not least, do not ! get when they trade with Rockland it wasn't long before the much ha’ed
tions.
forget the dampers. Many pool
Burn that fire out and slowly
heat complaints are registered I merchants. I speak from experi law was a thing of tlie pa t and w?
build it up again with fresh coal.
because of a lack of the turn ence.
all walked, or stood, on the street
You’ll be surprised at the im
dumper. Many times, even if a
of
our beloved home tewn without
Remember
when
Everett
L.
Spear
proved results.
turn damper is installed it is
having
a cop drive us from p l'a**
jumped
into
the
picture
as
a
con

Then too, there may be quite
opened too wide causing the
to
post.
No one blamed cur patrol
tractor
and
builder?
He
put
in
a
same type of complaint. If one
an accumulation of dirt in the
flue passes. Take the little hoe
or both of the conditions above
men.
It
was their duty to see that
bid cn the fine brick block which
that came with the heater and
exist, make sure you have means was to be built on School street all laws were enforced and they
scrape that accumulation away.
for controlling the draft that
and was awarded the contract. did just that.
Better still, contact your local
flows through the heater. If too
ftiel merchant and have him
Three cheers for Preston! if he
much air passes through the fuel
Iree Member that there was con
bed, an excess air condition ex siderable doubt expressed about hadn't put up the fight he did the
vacuum the furnace.
ists. The heat, instead of being
Tap the smobepipe that leads
young Spear being able to swing law might still be on the books and
used to give one a comfortable
into the chimney. If it sounds
such
a big building contract. Some "move on" would be the order of th®
temperature
upstairs
is
used
in

solid, there may be an accumula
stead to heat this extra cold air.
tion of fly ash in it. As a last
said he hadn’t the necessary ex day—and night.
This is wasted up the chimney.
resort—and many troubles are
perience, while others doubted that
Make sure the turn damper is
found here—pull the smokepipc
ASSIMILATION
used correctly. It is the “throt he could finance it. Well. Everett
away from the chimney. Right
The
United
States has been at th •
tle
”
of
the
heating
plant.
If
one
came
through
with
banners
flying
at this point the accumulation of
wishes to bum coal faster, open
Hy. ash may have nearly filled
task
of
assimilation
for several genand erected one of the finest build
this damper slightly. If there is
the end of the pipe.
eratiens
and
we
have
met cur prob
ings ever built in Rcckland. Everett
no necessity, because of weather
And don’t forget the ashpit.
lems
with
a
marvelous
fortitude and
did a lot of repair work, chimney
conditions, to burn the coal as
It serves two very definite pur
fast,
close
down
on
the
position
a
generous
spirit
of
Liberty,
Loyal.y
building, etc. for Iree and I always
poses :
of this damper. Correct opera found him courteous, dependable, and Justice for all. We English stock
1. It is a space provided under
tion of this throttle will give
the grates to receive the
more “useful” heat upstairs. honest and a fa r-priced man. His Americans have naturally resent?.!
ashes.
You will find by observing these
brother, the late Eugene Spear was it when those foreign bom come to
simple rules that your furnace
2. It receives the air from the
a telephone expert and after many our great country and swear allegi
will do a much better job di
cellar and helps to distribute
years service in Rockland he was ance, then talk aba it the fatherit uniformly to all parts of
rectly resulting in more com
transferred to Belfast as manager land and try to make us over into
‘ the fuel bed.
fortable heat.
(18)
in that section. Besides being pop the ways they have left for our bet
ular in social and telephone circles ter land. We have found that of all
CUSHING
he became noted as the father of peoples who come to our shores,
Harry Young has shot six foxes
THE LYRIC MUSE
a very large and talented family Germans are the most difficult to
thus far this Winter.
—I believe Mr. and Mrs. Spear amalgamate into settled, satisfied
Mildred Marshall is recovering raised ten children!
citizens, good workers, thrifty, but
from an abscess of the stomach.
I believe that Thornd ke&Hix not satisfactory in loyalty to Ameri
F. I. Geyer is cutting wood for occupied the ground floor of the can ideals and ways.
And since that Hitler Nazi move
S. H. Olson, as are Charles Mank of! school street block which Everett
Thomaston and Rufus Huff of Well built and the Rcckland Commercial ment these Germans, many of them
ington.
College occupied one of the upper at least, have separated themselves
Publication Limited to Brief
Edith Stevens returned to South floors. H. A. Howard and E. L. from our ways and are agents and
Poems
Berwick where she Is an assistant Brown were the proprietors and had workers to arouse discontent In all
of Original Composition
teacher of the High School, after a staff of most excellent teachers. foreign bom, urging all these to
By Subscribers
spending the holiday recess with her Several of my family enrolled and seek destruction of our ways and
parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Stevem. studied in this fine institution. My seek to nourish the Nazi spirit. It
A QUESTION
The river is new frozen white,'I; sister Maud and my brother. Rrar.k. is our task as loyal citizens to try to
(For The Courier-Gazette]
between here and St. George.
my brother (by marriage) W. C. Luf put them into better ways and broad
Ah. trees that live so valiantly
(Miss Fannie Crate has returned kin and my present wife and my son. er understanding of the good prin
Swayed by the breezes gay.
Do you dream dreams so placidly
to Winsted, Conn, after passing the Ben. were all students. My brether ciples of religious training and G<.d
All through hour-long day?
holidays at her home here. Miss Frank <now deceased), my sister fearing life that is highest and best
Do you commune with God on high
Crate is an assistant in the Winsted Maud and W. C. Lufkin became, and must be mn.ntained if civiliza
While silent moments pass.
Or do you stand and wonder why
K. S F.
High School.
under the expert guidance of How tion is to live.
The world's complex and crass?
Maynard
McCartney
went
to
ard
and
Brown,
expert
p?nmen.
Birds knew the comfort of your limbs
Sheltered by leafy boughs.
Portland this week to help bring Will Lulkin, the only one of this COURIER-GAZETTE WANT Al»l»
Nestling snugly, free from alarms
WORK WnVDFRU
the S. S. Sophia to her home port, trio now living, still writes a mest
Singing their praise In psalms.
Rockland. Mr. McCartney’s sen
Life ha*, its moments sad. abstruse
All nature feels the prick
Alton
is recovering from severe
Of reproach with love's scarcity
When war's let loose so quick.
burns caused by hot coffee.
Ah, trees that live full valiantly
Grave fears are expressed for the
Each sentinel's apart
safety of Clarence Rivers of Brigh
Do you dream dreams endurlngly
With sorrow at your heart?
ton, Mass., formerly of this town,
K. S. F.
who was at Pearl Harbor, electrician
Rockland.
on a submarine, at the time of the i
attack there by the Japanese. Mrs.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Rivers and daughter are in Brigh
Knox Lodge FA.M. will hold its ton, also his father, mother of the
annual meeting Monday. Work on former Olive (Davis) Rivers, as well
the Fellowcraft degree will be as his brother Thomas and family
given Tuesday on two candidates. and his two sisters, all of whom,
except his wife, formerly were resi
dents of this town.
Miss Fannie Crate has returned
to Winsted- Conn., after spending
VINALHAVEN
a vacation at home.
AND ROCKLAND
Miss Carrie E. Wallace is at the
STEAMBOAT CO.
home of Nelson Fogerty this
ROCKLAND, ME.
Winter.
Service to:
J. C. Bedell has had the tele
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston phone installed, 169-5.
ington, Isle au Rant, Swans*
On account of unavoidable cir
Island and Frenchboro
cumstances the “Aunt Carrie
Effective Sept. 1«, 1941
Memorial" Christmas tree was
Eastern Standard Time
postponed until Tuesday when it
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE was held at home of Miss Mina
Subject to change without notice Woodcock as in years past. The
tree was well filled with gifts and
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up brought much pleasure to 17 chil
Read Down
PJH. dren.
A.M.
5.3® Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
The following students of Long
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
fellow
school were not absent for
730 Lv. North Haven, tAr. 330
the
first
term: Nance Lunt. Fran
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv.
1J0
ces
hunt.
Otis Robinson. Maynard
9.45 Ar. Rockland,
111-tY Montgomery. Robert Montgomery
and Gerald Smith.

How to cut the cost of
Hooting Your Homo

J

The Memory Man
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Grace Chapter, O.EjS. will meet
Wednesday night in the new Ma
sonic hall. Officers are requested
to wear white and a ceremony and
refreshments will follow the busicess. At this time the belated
Christmas party will be held and
members are asked to take money
gifts for kitchen utensils instead of
the utensils themselves. This is
to avoid duplicates.
Friendly Circle met Wednesday
at the home of Miss Harriet Wil
liams. The business meeting was
conducted by Mrs. H. F. Leach in
the absence of the regular officers
and a committee of Mrs. Ora
Wocdcock, Mrs. Mary Fales and
Miss Williams was appointed to
take charge of the public sapper
Jan. 27. The next meeting will be
Tuesday afternoon at Mrs. Leach’s
home.
Orient Lodge, F.A.M., at its an
nual meeting Tuesday elected
these officers: Worshipful master,
Albert Anderson; senior warden,
John Paulsen; junior warden, Eivand R. Moss; secretary, Aaron
Clark; treasurer, Alfred’ ©trout.
The appointive officers have not
been named.
Installation will
take place Jan. 27 and will be
semi-public.
Miss Jessie Stewart, chairman,
with Mrs. Minnie Newbert, Mrs.
Blanche Lermond and Mrs. Shir
ley Williams of the Registration
Committee connected with Red
Cress Disaster 'Relief, attended a
meeting cf these committees Wed
nesday in Rockland.
Beta Alpha will meet Monday
at 7 o’clock at the Baptist vestry.
The Christmas party will 'be held
at this meeting and each member
,s asked to take a gift for the tree
and a box lunch.
The Parent-Teacher Association
met Thursday at the High School
and despite the cold weather there
was an attendance of 34. The
banner for attendance went to the

'
!
■

eighth grade. Mrs. Blanche Ler- i
mond gave a report on the maga
zine committee’s work. It was
voted to contribute $10 to the Red
Cross War Fund and also decided
to have a supper preceding the
next meeting. Kenneth Smith,
State Secretary cf the Y.M.C.A.
was the speaker and gave an in
teresting talk on character build
ing. The executive board served
refreshments.
Afternoon and evening classes
in the Red Cross Home Nursing
Course will beg.n Tuesday, the )
former at 2 o’clock and the latter ;
at 7.
Russell Young, who ha.s been
employed at Portsmouth, is spend
ing several days at his home nere,
having recently passed the phys—
cal examination for military serv
ice.

TO TRAIN IN FLORIDA

In the Churches
St. James’ Catholic Church. Mass
at 9 a. m.
St. John’s Church. At 9 a. m.
Holy Eucharist.
St. George's
Church. Long Cove, at 2 30 p. m.,
Evensong.
Federated Church. Sunday School
meets at 9.45. Worship will be at
11. The sermon is entitled “An Eve
ning Visitor’’ and the anthem fcr
the morning is “God Is Love,” by
Ruebush. The Sacrament of the
Lord’s Supper will be observed at
the conclusion of this service. Ep
worth League meets at 6 o’clock
and the Women's Mission Society
is in charge of the service at 7
o'clock.
Baptist Church. Sunday School
meets tomorrow at 9.45. During
worship at 11 o’clock, the subject
of the sermon is "Hold Fast” and
the choir will, sing the anthem,
“Sing Unto God,” with incidental
duet by Mrs. Katherine Veazie and
Raymond K. Greene, also the an
them “The Larger Prayer,” by
George A. Burdett. Audrey Sim
mons is leader of the Christian En
deavor meeting at 6 o'clock and the
topic is “Temptations come to the
Christian Worker.” At 7 o’clock is
the evening service with the topic

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
1

J

L

r

Have A Doctor Now

Continued from Page One)
Ch ef Engineer Allen F Payson of
Camden.
Chief Payson, who has been a

And That’s One Reason St.
George Folks Are Happy
This Winter

Tel. 713

Mr. and Mrs. William Kanava
of Long Island, N. Y. are guests cf
Mrs. Kanava's mother cn Rawoon
avenue for a few weeks.

struction Course, and holds a li
cense as instructor, as well as a
commercial license. Hq is a grad
uate of Thomaston High School
and Cclby College, and a son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur P. Strong of
Thomaston.

W. *J. Strong cf Thomaston
leaves today for Miami. Fla., where
after a period of special training
he will enter the employ cf the
Pan-American Airways. Mr. Strong
is 24, a graduate of the CPT. In

ROCKPORT
z-s XV zs z-\
zx zx
zs,

LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
X. zx z-< z^
Z*x Z-X Z\

Tel. 2229
All citizens of the Town are
urged to attend the Civilian De
fense meeting to be held Wednes
day at 7 o’clock at Town Hall. Air
wardens who attended the schocl
of instruction at Augusta recently
will give demonstrations and ex
plain what is necessary to be done
in case of air raids. Several from
Camden who have made a study
of this type of defense work will
address the group. There should
be a large attendance as this sub
ject is cf common interest and
one with which everyone should
become familiar.
Mrs. Orra Burns, Mrs. Maud
Walker, Mrs. Margaret Gregory,
Mrs. Amy Miller, Mrs. Nina Car-

Pleasure for Readers
These bocks have just been added
to the shelves of the Public Library:
Ken Lundy. Frankie Darro and Billy Benedict in a scene from the
new picture, “Tuxedo Junction,” with the Weaver Brothers and Elviry. Windswept, Mary Ellen Chase;
At this theatre every Monday night “Country Store," all kinds of gifts Botany Bay. Ncrahoff and Hall;
given away.
Saratoga Trunk, Edna Ferber, The
Strange Woman, Ben Ames Wil
liams; The Fighting Littles, Booth
Tarkington; All That Glitters,
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
Francee P Keyes; Mrs. Applcyard’s
Year, Leuise A. Kent.
3
1
1
1 9 1 5 (o 7
The Timeless Land, Eleanor Dark;
J
IO II
it 13
9
Wakefield's Course, Mazo De La
8
1
Roche; The Well of the Star, Eliza
17
lb
beth Goudge; A Leaf in the Storm,
Lin Yutang; Pray fcr a Tomorrow,
20
It
21
19
Anne Parish; Emily Post Etiquette;
Reading I Have Liked, Clifton Fadii.4
*
man; Big Family, Bellamy Part
ik 17 ii
36
31 32
29
ridge; Country Schoolmarm, Della
Lutz.
35
35
Tomorrow Will Come, E. M. Almedingen;
That Day Alone, Pierre
37
3b
O 30
Van Passen; Now Voyager. Olive H.
Sw
Prcuty; Evil Under the Sun, Agatha
3?
40
4L
41
Christie; Stars in Your Eyes, Emilie
Hi
45
Loring; October Fires, Margaret
44
4(>
Flint; Nine Lives, Alice Grant Ros
4b
1
49
man; Astra. Grace Livingston Hill.
Beyond Tomcrrow’. Lida Larri11 51
52
54 55 1
53
more; With This Ring. Mignor.
Eberhart; The Heart Remembers.
bo
57 58
bl
59
1 t,
Faith Baldwin; Orphan Ann. H. C.
b4
i Bailey; Subtreasury of American
bb
1
' Humor, edited by the Whites; Win
1
hb
1
ter in Vermont, Charles E. Crane;
Four Years In Paradise Osa John
son;
No Life For a Lady. Agnes Mor
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
ley Cleaveland; Vengeance Trail.
1-Silent
47-One who values
13-Glrl’s name
4- Applaud
highly
16—Italian river
Max Brand; Gambler’s Chance.
8-Metric land measure 51- Part of verb “To be” 18-Part of a stairway
James P Hendrvx; Powder Valley
5- Cubic meter
52- Conjunction
20-Talks idly
Pay Off, Peter Field; Guns from
14- Sooner than
53- Reddish coloring
24- Spread outward
Powder Valley. Peter Field.
15- Break suddenly
matter
from the center
17-Titled
57-Weight measure (pi.) 25- Tale bearers
Pcwder Smoke Fence, Bennett
18- Have a certain
26- Father (Latin)
59-Fog-horn
Foster:
Who Is This Girl, Helen
standing
27- Up
61-Rescue
Topping
Miller; And New Stars
19- Drunkard
28- Prefix. Backward
63-An insect
21- Battalion (abbr.)
31- A snake
64- Cauterizes
Burn. Faith Baldwin; Chuckling
22- W i thin
32- Assizes
65- Small rug
Fingers. Mabel Seeley.
23- Withdraws from
34- Distress signal
66- Stagger
A Christmas Carol, Charles Dick
action
35- Pronoun
67- lndites
26-Kind of rubber
4O-Entries in an account ens; Head Wind. Hawthern Daniel;
29- Salt (Latin)
42-Debtor (abbr.)
Schcol Keeps Tcday, Margaret AshVERTICAL
30- Combining form. Air
44- Weird
33-Assists
45- Mohammedan prince mun; All Over Town. Card Brink;
Citadel of a Hundred Stairways,
35- To wander off
1- Start suddenly
48- Pitch
36- Toward
2- Vase-like vessel
49- Eternities
Alida Sims; The Talisman. Sir Wal
37- This night
3- Flesh of an animal
50- Chief actor
ter
Scott; A Bend in the Road, Mar
5- Thin
38- Church of England
51- Stake in cards
garet
T. Raymond; Lucy of Lowry.
(abbr.)
6- Aptitude
54- Exists
39- Sins
7- Nob!er-.an
55- Title
Josephine Daskam Baccn; Kathy,
41-Senior
9-Dirk (Scot.)
56- Moistens
Josephine Dasctun Bacon; Moon
43- Network (Latin)
Id-Small pastries
bS-Onlt
shine in Candle Street, Constance
44- Creek letter
11- Type measure
»O-Egyptian god
12- Resist authority
46 Makes a mistake
62-Large truck
Saver}’.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Camden Firemen

|
|
j
i

roll and Mrs. Loana Shibles comprise the committee in charge of
the benefit supper to be given by
the local Red Cross at Masonic
banquet hall tonight from 5 to 7 30
o’clock.
Carroll Richards returned Mon
day to University of Maine to re
sume his studies after spending
the vacation with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick IRichards.
The Rockport Farm Bureau will
hold an all day meeting Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Lizzie Smith
in Rockland; subject, “Table Seiz
ing and Meal Planning.”
The Fred A. Norwood W. R. C.
w’ill hold its installation of officers
Jan. 23 with Past President Effie
Salisbury as installing officer. The
public is invited.
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman is
confined to his home this week by
illness.
Mr and Mrs. Richard Welch
(Cora Whitney) and son who have
been residing in Camden moved
this week to Rockland where Mr.
Welch has employment at the
Strand Theatre.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. William Whitney.
Mrs. Thelma Cooper and son
Cary of Camden were guests Tues
day of Mrs. Charles F. Ingraham.

Carl B. Oxton. son of Mr and
Mrs. Edmund V. Oxton of Warren
and Margaret L. Nutter, daughter
cf Mr. and Mrs. Herbert R Nutter
of Warren were married in this
town, Jan. 7 by Gilbert Harmon,
Notary Public. The couple was at
tended by Mr. and Mrs. David
Oxton.
At the Methodist Church wor
ship Sunday will be at 1030 o'clock
with preaching by the pastor,
subject “The Cynic.” Music will
be under the direction of Mrs. Al
fred Wilman. Bible classes and
church schcol meet at 11.45; Young
People's Forum at 5; Happy
House service at 7; praise service
with talk by pastor, subject ”No
Knowledge.” Soloist will be Miss
Minetta Johnson. Church Night
service will be held in the vestry,
Thursday at 7 o’clock. Choir re
hearsal will be Friday night.
These desiring Cottage Prayer
Meetings in their homes will con
sult their pastor.
Mrs. George Hurd of Ash Point
is visiting her sister and brotherin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Charles At
kins.
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets today with Penobscot View
Grange. The installing officer will
be Past State Deputy James Dor
nan of Knox Pomona.
Arthur L. Hawes, 72, died Jan.
9 at Malden, Mass. !He was a Sum
mer resident of Simontcn Corner
for many years. He is survived by
two daughters, Miss Miriam Hawes
and Mrs. 'Moliie Batchelder of
Melrose, Mass. Funeral services will
be from Good funeral home, hour
to be announced.

J. Herbert Annis
J. Herbert Annis died in Rock
land, Jan. 9, at the age of 84. He
was born in Rockport, son of John
Annis and Mahitable Brier, and
had always been empoyed at the
Standard Oil Co.
He is survived by a brother. Os
car Annis, two nephews, Cecil and
Guy, both of Rockport, a niece.
Mrs. Lawrence Miller, Simontons
Corner.
Funeral services will be held at
the residence of Oscar Annis, 10
Willow street Sunday at 2 o'clock
Rev. Weston P. Holman officiating.
Burial will be in Mountain ceme
tery.

MONHEGAN
The Old Year was ushered out
and the New Year celebrated at
the home of Leonebel Connaway.
The young folk who attended
“Bill’s party were also present at
Leonebel’s, with the addition of
“Tom” Orne. “Weenies," cakes and
hot chocolate were served.

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

STRAND THEATRE

.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

n□

Probate Notices

Chief Engineer Van E. Russell, who
ably represented Rockland

member of the Camden Fire De
partment since 1917 and chief engi
neer since 1930, was given a re
markable demonstration after he
had been introduced, the audience
standing, and applauding vigorously
for several moments. At the con
clusion of h's excellent talk he pre
sented Charles C. Wood with a fire
men’s medal in recognition of his
unfailing support cf the department
and his recent gift to it of a fire am
bulance.
Mr. Wood blushed a rosy red as
Chief Payson attached the emblem
to the lapel of his coat, and re
sponded fittingly.
Joseph A. P. Flynn, chief investi
gator of the State Insurance Office's
arson squad, was to have been guest
of honor, but was unable to keep She
date, and in his place appeared
Henry Hanson with several reels of
pictures vividly portraying the Ger
man air raids in London.
The occasion broke up in season
fcr the boys to go home and listen
to the one-round Lou s-Baer fight.
The banquet proved to be a scallop
supper flanked with custard pie,
and prepared as usual by the mem
bers of the Department. It went to
the right spot with all except one
guest, to whom the word scallop is
an anathema, but who did a vali
ant chore with the doughnuts,
cheese, pie and other fixings.
Seated side bv side in the ban
quet hall were Perry Luce, the larg
est man <n the Camden Depart
ment; and Everett Blethen, the
largest Rockland representative. The
pair declined to give actual sta
tistics, but cld admit that they
weighed considerably better than a
quarter of a ton.
And as the funny papers have it,
"a good time was had by all.’’

ROCKVILLE
George Hall went Thursday to
Fort Devens. He has enlisted for any
service in which he can be of the
greatest help to his country.
Miss Olive Tolman spent last
week-end with Miss Marcia Farwell in Rockland.
Mrs. F J. Hunter is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Arnold Nelson in
Rockland.
Mrs. Edgar Hallowell (Jane
Bronkie) is a surgical patient at
Knox Hospital.
Vestina Fiske is confined to the
house with a cold and throat in
fection.
Miss Martha Sides ljas been
spending a few days this week with
her brother Maik Sid'ey in Camden.
Miss Helen O'Jala has been ill
this week with a bad cold
The Finnish people cf Rockport
responded well in their aid to the
Red Cross in giving $52. Mr. and
Mrs. William O’Jala were the
committee among their people.
Vesper Grover is working in
South Portland.

GRANGE CORNER
>

ft ft ft ft

Hew* items from all of the Fa>
irons of Husbandry are
boro.

F. L. S. Morse of Thomaston, as
sisted by Mrs Ada Morse, and Mrs
Hazel Pease, installed the officerselect Wednesday at Highlands
Grange, East Warren
Weymouth Grange of Thomaston
will confer the third and fourth de
grees on three candidates Monday.
A supper will follow the business
meeting. Officers were installed
jointly with those of Megunticook
Grange at Camden Wednesday, My
ron Young of Limerock Valley
Grange the installing officer. The
new officers are: Master Earl
Maxey; overseer, Foster Fales; lec
turer, Miss Lois O’Neil; chaplain.
Miss Betty Fales; assistant steward.
Miss Barbara Carney; lady assistant
steward. Miss Dorothy Barton; gate
keeper, George Green; steward,
Joseph Richards; Pomona, Mrs.
Effie Richards; Ceres, Mrs. Ella
Flye; Flora, Miss Virginia Roes;
secretary, Mrs. Minnie Newbert;
treasurer, Mrs. Mary Fales; execu
tive board for three years, Carl
Gray. Others attending from Wey
mouth Grange were; Mrs. Earl
Maxey, Mrs Maud Gray, Mrs. Ruby
Allen, Mrs. Dorothy Jameson, Mrs.
NeUie Orff, Mrs. Ella Reed, Miss
Eleanor Gregory, Miss Mary Luce,
Miss Phyllis Kalloch, Philip Kalloch,
Nathan Hunt, Foster Fales, Mrs.
Allen and Miss Fales contributed to
the program. Supper preceded tlie
meeting.

UNION
Worship will be at 10 o'clock
Sunday at the Nazarene Church;
theme, “The Second Ccming of
Christ.” Sunday School meets at
11.45, topic “The Infancy and
Boyhood' of Jesus". Young People's
service will be at 6 and evangelis
tic service at 7, topic “Judas and
His Lot.”

“CAMDEN” SUNDAY AND MONDAY

□

Gene Tierney and Bruce Cabot are I are superb—must go to Miss Ternev
the romantic duo in Walter Wan- ' She is all that she is meant to be in
ger's “Sundown," the African ad- j the film—beautiful, alluring and
venture romance.
j mysterious. Bruce Cabot, as the
Taken from the Barrie Lyndon ) hard-headed colonial administrator
novel, which was serialized in the i who is more at home with action
Saturday Evening Post, the film ) than with words, fills his part to
tells the story of six white men and perfection.
George
Sanders.
one beautiful girl isolated in a lone Joseph Calleia. Cedric Hardwicke
ly military outpost In East Africa. and Reginald Gardiner, in import
Surrounded by rebellious natives ant featured roles, manifest high
armed with smuggled guns, they degrees of competence. This is truly
werk out their destiny. The story an all-star cast.
But more important than this Is
is flashed on the screen at a breath
taking pace, full of action and high- the fact that “Sundown" is a rous
pitched suspense.
For Henry ing good story—exciting, advertturHathaway “Sundown” stands as a ous and romantic. That, more than
ntting successor to his long line ol' anything else, is the mark of a good
picture, and for tht»t reason “Sun
hit adventure films.
Top credit for the cast—and ad down” is a "must” for movie-goers

John David Spillane, 11-y
yen of Mrs. Ernct Adelm returned to Brooklyn after
ing a few days with his gr:i
ents. Mr. and Mrs J n. Sh
John David made the trip in
York to Canada, alone to v
mother during the Christina
tion, and continued his tri
Rockland to flrw York, lik

The people of St. George are en To all persons Interested In either
during the changeable Winter ol the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
weather with a much more compla land. In and for the County of Knox,
the 16th day of December In the
cent air than they have fcr the past on
year of our Lord one thousand nine
year, because of the fact that Dr. hundred and forty-one and by ad
journment from day to day from the
Ralph W. Dennen of Waltham, 16th day of said December The fol
matters having been presen
Mass., has settled In the town to lowing
ted for the action thereupon herein
after Indicated lt ls hereby ORDERED
care for their ills.
That notice thereof be given to all
Last January Dr. Leach, the resi persons Interested, by cursing a copy
this order to be published three
dent physician left the town to ac of
weeks successively In The CourierGazette
a newspaper published at
cept a position at the State InstituRockland In said County, that they
ticn at Pownal. At the annual town may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at »3td Rockland on the 20th dav
meeting in March a Committee was of
January A. D. 1942 at nine o'clock
appointed to try to procure a doctor. in the forenoon, and be heard thereon
If they see cause.
While this Committee worked dili
LESLIE E. LAMPSON, late of Rock
gently, and, interviewed several port. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, a-klng that the same
applicants fate always intervened may be proved and allowed and that
Testamentary Issue to Gratia
just when they thought their pur Letters
Gratia I, I
L. Lampson, otherwi
pose had been accomplished until son. of Jersey City New Jersey.
being the Executrii named in
Dr. Dennen arrived.
Will, without bond.
CLIMENA BILLS LUCE. late of
Dr. Dennen was born in Mechanic
Will anti
Thomaston, deceased,
Falls where he lived until 1895 when tltlon for Probate thereof, asking that,
same may be proved and allowed
he moved with his family to Wal the
and that Letters Testamentar\ i>. •...
tham and where he has resided ever to Hattie M Robinson of Warren.
Charles M. Starrett of Thomaston,
since. Dr. Dennen is a graduate of and Albert F. Robinson of Cincin
Ohio, they being the Executor
Harvard College and Harvard Medi nati.
named In said Will, without bond
cal School. He served his intern
ROY E ESTES, late of Rockland,
Will and Petition for Pro
ship in the Massachusetts General deceased.
bate thereof, asking that the same
Hospital and the Boston Lying-In may be proved and allowed und that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Glady
Hospital. He was for a number of C. Estes of Rockland, she being the
Executrix named In said Will, with
years cn the surgical staff of the out
bond
Waltham Hospital as well as serving
ESTATE CHARLES F INGRAHAM
late of Rockport, deceased. Petition
the city of Waltham during the en for
Administration, asking that Jen
nie M. Ingraham, of Rockport, or
tire time of his practice there as some
other suitable person, be ap
school physician. He has served the pointed Admx.. without bond.
ESTATE MABEL W WILEY, late of
182d Infantry, Mass.. National Rockland,
deceased. Petition for Ad
Guards as regimental surgeon for ministration, asking that Gilford B
Butler of. South Thomaston, cr some
fifteen years. He was called into the other
suitable person, be appointed
service in January 1941 but was re Admr.. with bond.
ESTATE ADELLA N TOWNSEND, of
cently discharged because of a minor Union. Petition for License to Sell
certain
rights and Interests by de
physical disability.
scent In the real estate of her hus
The townspeople feel quite happy band. Ellery V Townsend, situated In
Union, and fully described In
in securing the services of such a said
said Petition, presented by Adella 'I
competent man who has established Kirkpatrick of Thomaston Odn.
ESTATE ORRIN AUGUSTUS WEI,I,
his home and cffice in the Albert J. MAN. late of Rockport, deceased First
and final account presented for al
Rawley house at Tenant’s Harbor.
lowance by Jerome iC. Burrows, Admr.

Manufacture of women's pocket- I Over 7500 parts are employed in
bocks, handbags and purses gives ; assembling a modern steam-driven
employment annually to 15.0C0.
j locomotive.

n

9

England was invaded this Sum
mer from the continent—by an
unusual flight of clouded yellow
butterflies.

STATE OF MAINE

“Great Little Things” and a special
song service.

n

ft ft ft ft
NAOMA MAYHEW
Correspondent

The Baptist Ladies’ Circle meets
Wednesday at the vestry with Mrs.
Nellie Ifemey chairman of house
keepers.

PARK THEATRE

15

CAMDEN

Every-Other-Day

Pvery-Other-Da?

Mr. and Mrs. James A Mo
toeing visited at their new n
in Glen Cove, bv Mr Moon
ents. Mr. and Mr*. Edwin A
of Portland. Edwin Moore
editor cf the Pre s Herald
an iri the handling ef Main
matters, and hi.s paternal ai
torial pen handles daily hi
contributions to tlie Portion

Mrs. F. C Howe of Norl,
street has returned after tw
visit in B:ston and Andovi
Chapin Class will hold it
ly supper Tuesday at ti or
the vestry, with Mrs. Faiti
chairman
Spencer individually d
posture corrective garmcn
surgical supports. Mrs. M<
Intosh, 235 Broadway. Ti
—adv.
visit Lucien K. Green <
second floor, 16 School stre)
Fellows Block, City, for Ft)
Coats and Cloth Coats, at m
prices.

ESTATE LENA S. SIMMONS, late of
South Thomaston, deceased.
Fir-,'
and final acoount presented for al
lowance by Ava L. MacDonald. Admx.

C.t.a.

ESTATE CHARLES S
BOWMAN
late of Washington, deceased. Plwt
account presented for allowance by
John A. Babb, Exr.
ESTATE ANDREW DARROW ISOHERMERHORN, late of Union, deceased.
First and final account presented for
allcfcvancc by Eda F. Law, Admx.
ESTATE EARLE McINTOSH. late of
Rockland, deceased.
First and final
account presented for allowance by
Mona McIntosh. Exx.
ESTATE ELLIS G COPELAND, late
of Thomaston, deceased
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Leila W. Smalley. Admx.
ESTATE ABBIE F RICE, late of
Thomaston, deceased
First and final
account presented for allowance by
The Thomaston National Bank and
Frank W. Robinson, Co-executors
FRANK M. VAUGHN, late of Rock
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Hat
tie E. Vaughn of Rockland, she be
ing the Executrix named In said Will,
without bond.
ISAAC G. CALDERWOOD, late of
Vinalhaven. deceased
Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary Issue
to Amy Swann Calderwood of Vinal
haven, she being the Executrix named
in said Will, without bond.
ESTATE CLARA M WILLIAMS, late
of Thomaston, deceased
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Harriet R. Williams, Exx.
ESTATE
WILLIAM
A
ELLING
WOOD. late of Rockland, deceased
First and final account presented for
allowance by Ruth A. Ellingwood.
Exx.
ESTATE FRANCES PEASE, of Appleton. First and final account presen
ted for allowance by Grace H. John
son, Gdn.
ESTATE C MESERVEY F. AMES,
late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition
for Administration, asking that Carl
L. Ames of Vinalhaven, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admr .
without bond.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR, Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland, Maine
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
Register.
2-8-8
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These campus styles real
something” for you
everyone’s wearing thcr

Ga vt e
RUBBER FOOTW
IS SCARCE
Priced—

$2.50 Io $3.9!
“Due to cur tremendmi>
buying, we are still able
our customers with all klni
ber footwear. Our sleek
and we advise al once bu
need of waterproof fool we

kind.”

Notices of Appointment

Haskell & Coi

I, CharlPs I. Veazie, Register of
Probate for the County of Knox. In
the State of Maine, hereby certify
that In the following estates the per
sons were appointed Administrator-.
Executors, Guardians and Conserva
tors and on the dates hereinafter
named:
LULU GRACE EWEN. late of Thom
aston, deceased George Potter Ewen
of Forestdale. Rhode Island was ap
pointed Exr, Nov 26. 1941, without
bond
Alfred M Strout of Thomas
ton was appointed Agent In Maine.
SIDNEY A THOMPSON, late of Ht
Oeorge, deceased
Leslie Thompson
of St. George was appointed Admr ,
Nov. 24. 1941. and qualified by filing
bond Nov. 25. 1941.
OLIVER D
MATHEWS. late of
Thomaston.
deceased
Alfred
W
Mathews of Thomaston was appointed
Admr., Nov. 19. 1941. and qualified by
filing bond Dec. 6. 1941.
WINIFRED L. CLINTON, late of
Rockport, deceased. Ralph A Galla
gher of Damariscotta was appointed
Exr.. Dec. 16. 1941, and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
CLARA
M
WILLIAMS.
late or
Thomaston, deceased. Harriet R Wil
liams of Thomaston was appointed
Exx.. Dec 16. 1941, and qualified by
filing bond on -same date.
INA WOOSTER, late of Rockport,
deceased
Benjamin P Wooster of
Rockport was appointed Exr, Dec 16,
1941. without bond
MARY ALICE AMES, late of War
ren, deceased
Justin M Ames of
Warren was appointed Exr . Dec 16.
1941. without bond.
JAMBS H
LAWRENCE. late of
Rockland, deceased
Sarah E Law
rence of Rockland was appointed Exx.,
Dec. 16. 1941. without bond.
FRANK A MOORE, late of Union,
deceased. Harold L Moore of South
Union was appointed Admr , Dec. 16,
1941. without bond.
WALTER L. DUDLEY, late of Rock
land. deceased. Emma E. Dudley of
Rockland was appointed Admx.. Dec.
16. 1941. without bond.
WESLEY E. SPEAR late of Warren,
deceased. Forrest E Spear of War
ren was appointed Admr . Dec. 16.
1941. and qualified by filing bond on
same date.
ROSETTA ROSS, late of Rockland,
deceased. Blanche E Arnold of Water
ville was appointed Admx.. Dec. 16.

MEN’S A WOMEN’S Ol I

CAMDEN. MAI1

IF YOU
COME

Ei.lks who I ke
quickly and c<
( afe. Here. Ini
find food to v

Serving
dining eoom

1941. and qualified by filing bond Dec.
17, 1941

WUliam Powell doesn't seem so luppy when stopped by anotneerand
toiccJ to show his driver’s license m Shadow ot the Thin Man.

\i,ir.*‘ii iif Time. “Main Street, U. S> A,

MARY E P TALBOT, late of Cam
den, deceased. Z M. Dwlnal of Cam
den was appointed Admr., Dec. 16.
1941. and qualified by filing bond Dec.
19. 1941.
Attest:
CIIARLRh I. VBAZIE,
Register.
——2-3-8
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Fverv-Other-Day" i

[very-Other-Day

pas invaded thi® Sum*
| the continent—by ai$
kht of clouded yellow

fam OF MAINE
john David Spillane, 11-year-old
boils Interested In either
Ps hereinafter named:
of Mrs. Ernest Adelman, has
kte Court held at Rocki> | returned to Brooklyn after spendJ for the County of Knox,
Idav i,: December in th<- r ulg a few days with his grandpar[Lord one thousand nin®
forty-one and by ariM | pRtf. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Shepherd.
loin day to day from the
■said December The foiaffi jchn David made the trip from New
prs having been pi esen
yerk ta Canada, alone to visit his
lactlon thereupon herein-!.
Id it Is hereby ORDERED; I mother during the Christmas vacale thereof lie given to ali
| non. and continued his trip frcr.i
■rated, by causing a copj
Ir to be published three I gockland to iQew York, likewise.
Issively in The Courier--,
■newspaper published a®
said County, that theyfeMr and Mrs. James A. Moore a a
|it a Probate Court to be
ockland on the 20th day I being visited at their new residen-, e
D 1042 at nine o'clock *
Ion and be heard thereon ‘ jn Glen Cove, by Mr. MGore’s par
BUse.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Moore
JlaMPSON. late of Rock
II
Will and Petition fo
I of Portland. Edwin Moore is State
lof. asking that the sane
editor cf the Press Herald—a veterled ami allowed and tha
Imentary issue to Oratii- ! an m the handling of Maine news
,
< Sratla L. Lam A,
ly Citv, New Jersey, she ! matters, and his paternal and ediIxecutiix named in saicB
’ tcrial pen handles daily his sons’s
1 bond.
[ BILLS LUCE, late of
contributions to the Portland daily
[deceased
Will and Pe-

I

1

I
jEI

I

R
r

Ibate

thereof, asking

■tters Testamentary iss.«
| RObinson of Warren
I
I Thomaston’
Ip Robinson of Clncln-H
lliev being the Executor
|d Will, without bond.
3TES. late of Rockland

Jfc

and Petition for ProI asking that the same
I’d and allowed and that Imentary issue to Gladys
Rockland. -he being the (
med In said Will, withIII

1

INGRAHAM

■port, deceased. Petition
1 i on, asking that Jennbam. of Rockport, or
uit ible person, be apwithout bond.

ABEL W WILEY, late of
| e ed Petition for Ad-

a king that Gilford B
li’ii Thomaston, cr some
■e person, be appointed
I bond.
M3 LA N. TOWNSEND, of
|i n for License to Sell
and Interests by dereal estate of her husTownsend. situated tn
and fully described In
J presented by Adella T
If I'homaston. Odn
ltRIN AUGUSTUS WELLI Rockport, deceased First
[count presented for alyrome C Burrows, Admr.
IA 8 SIMMONS, late of
|ast,on, deceased.
First
nunt presented for alIva L MacDonald. Adinx.
hlARI.ES S
BOWMAN,
Tilngton. deceased.
First
tmted for allowance by
“ Exr
(DREW DARROW SOHERlate of Union, deceased.
|ii) account presented for
Eda F I.aw, Adinx.
Lri.e mcintosh. late of
d
First and final
anted for allowance by
|sh Exx.
|.H f G COPELAND, late
deceased.
First and
presented for allowance
Smalley. Admx.
liBIE F RICE, late of
leceased
First and llnal
rnted for allowance by
(on National Bank and
sinson. Co-executors.
| VAUGHN, late of Rockr Will and Petition for
pf. asking that the same
Id and allowed and that
Imentary issue to HatIn of Rockland, she beItrlx named In said Will,

I•

| CALDERWOOD, late of
leceased
Will and Petl|ate thereof, asking that
be proved and allowed
|lters Testamentary issue
in Calderwood of Vinalllng the Execti’.rlx named
[without bond.
lARA M WILLIAMS, late
In deceased
First and
presented for allowance
Williams, Exx.
(WILLIAM
A
ELLINGof Rockland, deceased.
|
count pre-ented for
Ruth A
Ellingwood.

IaNCES PEASE, of Applefid final account presenfance bv Grace H. JohnMESERVEY F

Tonlan Circle was entertained
Wednesday night by Mrs. Sadie
Stimpson at the home of Mrs
Pauline MacWilliams.

AMES,

■haven, deceased. Petition
■ration, asking that Carl
Jinalhaven, or eonra other
in. be appointed Admr..

IaRRY E

WILBUR. Esof Probate Court for
Rockland. Maine

Mrs. Elmer Decrow of Bar Har
bor was a recent visitor of her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Cook
of Beech street.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Adelman, and
sons Jan and John David, motored
from Montreal, to spend two weeks
with Mrs. Adelman’s parents Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Shepherd.

CHARLES L VEAZIE.
Register.
2-S-8

of Appointment
Vcazle. Register of
inty of Knox, in
|t
Maine, hereby certify
illowlng estates the perIppolnted Ad in m i - t, a tors,
luiitdiaiis and Conserva■'
the
dates
hereinafter

I.

Miss Ebba Kalloch was honor
Mis. F. C. Howe of North Main
.treet has returned after two weeks’ guest at a miscellaneous shower
visit in Bcston and Andover, Mass. Monday night at the home cf Mr.
and Mrs. Stanton Sleeper, Pleasant
Chapin Class will hold its inonth- street. Many useful gifts were re
v supper Tuesday at 6 o'clock in ceived. Luncheon was served and
the vestry, with Mrs. Faith B«jrry guests were Miss Naomi Rackiiff.
Miss Marguerite Mahoney, Perry
chairman
Margeson, Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
Spencer individually designed Morey and Mr. and Mrs. Ccrliss
posture corrective garments and Tabbutt.
surgical supports. Mrs. Mona Mc
The Willing Workers group of tlie
Intosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. 22-M.
Universalist
Church will be enter
-adv.
2*5
tained Monday afternoon, Jan. 12
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s at the home cf Mrs. Lloyd Daniels,
second floor, 16 School street, Odd Talbot avenue, with Mrs. Levi Flint
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur as assisting hostess.
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
Mrs. Chauncey Lowell and Miss
prices.
8-tI
Sylvia Hayes were co-hostesses
Tuesday evening at a miscellaneous
shower at the former’s home on
Old County road for Ethel Hayes,
Katherine Jordan and Vera Thomp
son, whose engagements have re
cently been announced. The guests
included Mrs. Georgianna Cameron,
Mrs. Virginia Kunesfe. Mrs. Marion
Jchnson. Mrs. Marguerite Gilmore,
Mrs. Helen Mazzeo. Mrs. Josephine
Harper, Misses Martha Whitehill,
Priscilla Staples, Gloria Lundell,
Shirley Johnson, Harriet Wooster,
Victoria Anastasio, Evelyn Bartlett,
Helen Coltart and Josephine Pellicane.
Mrs. Augusta Moon and family
Elma and Herbert Jr. cf Warren
were guests for several days of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank C. Bridges, Rankin
street.

Opportunity Class met at the
home of Mrs. Bertha Greenlaw
Thursday night with 21 members
present. It was reported that 24
Christmas cheer baskets were given
These campus styles really "do
out, eight to the Heme for Aged
something’’ for you — and * Women. A generous collection was
taken for the Red Cross. The class
everyone’s wearing them.
will meet Jan. 15, at the church
parlor afternoon and evening to do
white cross work and tack on a
•z
U. 8 Pnl. Of/.
quilt Be prepared. Catherine Col
lins had charge of the piogiam
which consisted cf singing end Bible
questions.
Refreshments
were
RUBBER FOOTWEAR
served by the hostess, assisted by
IS SCARCE
^Irs. Marion Lindsey and Mrs. Ada
Priced—
Prescott.

Gaytee s
$2,50 to $3.95

‘‘hue to cur tremendous advance
buying, we are still able to supply
<»ur customers with all kinds of rub
ber footwear. Our stock is limited
and we advise at once buying if in
need of waterproof footwear of any
kind.”

Haskell & Cortkell
MEN’S A WOMEN’S OUTFITTERS

CAMDEN. MAINE

The Shakespeare Scciety will meet
Monday night with Mrs. Katherine
Derry, Mrs. Josephine Rice will be
the leader for the evening and will
ocnduct a discussion on anedern
drama. Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin will
also participate in the prgram.
Mr. and Mrs.. Alan L. Bird have
been visiting in Portland for the
week.

< B EWEN. late "I Thotnbed George Potter Ewen

Rhode Island wi apNov 2B. 1941. without
M Strout of Thnmaailnted Agent in Maine.
THOMPSON, late of St
lui »'<l
Leslie Thompson
|te was appointed Admr..
and qualified by tiling

p. 1941

MATHEWS
late Of
deceased
Alfred
W.
Thomaston was appointed
|19 1941. and qualified by
per 6. 1941
L CLINTON late of
I a sed. Ralph A. Gallaharlscotta wa- appointed
f 1941. and qualified by
(n same date
WILLIAMS
late of
leceased Harriet R WII"lomaston was appointed
1941, and qualified by
fn same date
ITER late ol Rockport.
penjamtn P Wooster of
appointed Exr. Dec. 16.
bond
ICE AMES, late of Warki
Justin M Ames of
appointed Exr Dec 16.
|t bond
LAWRENCE, late of
deceased Sarah E
Law[kland was appointed Exx.,
without bond.

MOORE late of Union,
Moore of South

(arold L

appointed Admr . Dec. 16.

|t bond
DUDLEY, late of Rockled
Emma E Dudley of
ps appointed Admx.. Dec.
fhout bond.
S. SPEAR, late of Warren.
Forrest E Spear of Warppointed Admr, Dec. 16.
panned by filing bond on
ROSS, late of Rockland,
anche E Arnold of Waternpolnted Admx . Dec 16.
lalified by filing bond Dec.

IP TALBOT,

late of CamId
Z M Dwlnal of Cam^pointed Admr.. Dec. 16.
Lalified by filing bond Dec.
C-IIARLBB I. VEAZIE.
Register.

2-3-8

IF YOU LIKE GOOD FOOD
COME TO THE MID-TOWN

ig.*^

patriot c organizations

First Aid Rescue Squads for t any su.ptplles they will need from
Emergency service* have been or- the Red Cross, such as First Aid
ganized «nd many members are ^its. etc.
already enrolled in First Aid class
Every Rescue Squad member is
es, while ethers are necessarily
asked to remember that he should
awaiting other later classes. There
is still room in the class held at not register in any ether capacity
the Community Building every i Abj3 t0 cnro11 in a First Aid couriiC
Wednesday night with James as soon as poss.'ble and in a
Rogers as instructor fcr about 14 Chemical Warfare course, which
more members. Air Raid wardens completes his training,
will be given first preference, memFor further information caJ
bers Rescue Squads second, in join- 239-RK, Harold Whiteh.ll, Chair
—Bv S’aff Photographer.
ing the class. Squad leaders and man First Aid Rescue Squads,
Above is shown a group of little ladies who are doing their bit for the
second leaders are urgently reThe Red Cross and Civilian De- Red Cross and are dcing a goed job of it. Front row: Janet Stone, the
quested to enroll in the First Aid ; fense> Kay \eaz:e. Tel. 951 or 22-W. hostess; Caroline Senter. Bark row: Barbara Daniels, Jacquelyn Snow,
class being held at the High School . Mlss Dorothy Lcrwry, Miss Pa- Nancy Leach and Grccta Lundin.
auditorium every Monday night tricia Thcmpscn and Mrs. Natha
A greup of children ranging in or sandwich is given them. This
with Allen Payscn, Instructor in lie Snow of Rockland and Mrs. age frem 7 to 9 have formed a j they will tell' ycu is “to work on.”
charge assisted by other registered Doris Lankton, Mrs. Elizabeth knitting club and are knitting . They knit for about one hour
i and a hal^ talking of school event?
instructors. This course i& to train Plaisted and Mrs. Dora Packard squares for an afghan.
Two months ago Mis. J. W. Lun- I! and reluctantly put) away their
for instructors and enrollment is of Camden, members of the Knox
limited to those interested in as County Motor Corps attended the I din £Uggestcd to the five neighbor- ’ werk at 5.30 to dash to their
sisting in that service. Following recent course in Map Reading hood girLs, who are playmates, that neighborhood homes.
A spirit of good fellowship pre
is a list of the squads with their given at Bcwdoin College by Prof. | tbey start knitting for -Bundles
B
W.
Bartlett.
These
members
vails
and they are all anxious to
for
Britain.
”
The
children
wel

leaders and assembly points. Others
will
in
turn
instruct
the
other
help
each
other and to admire and
comed the idea joyously.
They
will be added t9 these lists as fast
members
of
the
Knox
County
meet
each
Friday
after
school
at
I
praise
the
ethers work. They are
as names come in.
Corps
in
this
most
important
duty
very
proud
cf their accomplish
the home of Mrs. Lundin except
Squad I from Wards 1 and 2:
of
the
corps
members.
ment.
when cne cf the ether mothers
Squad leader, Horace P. Maxey;
Capt. Keryn ap Rice, chairman requested their daughter to act as
The club pin is a “home-made”
second leader, Arnold Nelson; C.
cf
the
Knox
County
Red
Cress
one.
It is a miniature ball of
hostess to the club at her heme.
Leroy Brann, Adelbert French,
chapter
was
called
to
Portland
yarn
through
which are stuck two
Last week little Jacquelyn Snow
David Hodgkins, Jr., Millard Hart,
Wednesday
to
talk
with
a
Red
tiny knitting needles, made from
Lawrence Lord, Clifton Cress,
joined the group.
Since the club started this coun tooth picks.
Frank Hallowell, Sherman Lord. Cross official from Washington as
The club members are Carolyn
Roger Conant and Thomas Flem to the reason why Knox Ccunty try has entered the war so the af
ing. Assemble at Lord's Garage. had not completed its Red Cress ghan, when completed will new be Senter. aged 7; Janet Stcne, who
given to cur own local Red Cross, celebrated her eighth birthday by
Squad 2 from Ward 3: Squad War Relief quota.
A plea is being made for blood Each child has furnished the yarn entertaining the club;
Nancy
leader, James Flanagan; second
donors
in
connection
with
the
Leach,
aged
8;
Baibara
Daniels,
for
her
ewn
knitting.
leader, John MdLoon; John Post.
When they come from school a aged 9; Jacquelyn Snow .aged 9;
Rudolph Gilley, Raymond Bowden, Civilian Defense program. Only
in
caso
of
an
emergency
would
glass
of milk and a cake or cookie. I and Greeta Lundin. aged 9.
Oliver B. Lovejoy, Edwin Post,
denors
be
asked
to
give
their
blood
Fred C Elack and Edwin Scarlott.
mend; assistant guide, Mrs. Gladys
Squad 3 from Ward 3: Squad as no blood bank is to be started
leader, Richard Marsh; second in this vicinity. The only thing
Thomas; color Guard No. 1, Mrs.
leader, A. Alan Grossman; Harold that is being asked1 at the present
Frances Morse; color guard No. 2
Karl, William Cross, Frank M. time is for interested persons to Sons of Union Veterans and
Mrs. Allie Blackingtcn; pianist, Mrs.
Tibbetts, Alton LaChance, Stuart present themselve# for a physical
Auxiliary Have a Most Ida Huntley.
examination
and
blood
bcunt
in
C. Burgess, Lloyd Richardson,
Successful Night ,
These officers wefr duly installed;
Owen Johnston, Sigmund Gold order that their blood may be
typed
and
placed
on
file
for
future
berg. Squads 2 and 3 assemble at
Anderson Camp, Sens of Union president, Mrs. Mae Cross; vice
reference. No one who is not Veterans, and Andersen Auxiliary President, Mrs. Gladys Murphy;
the Community Building.
Squad 4 from Wards 4 and 6: physically qualified will be called held a joint installation Wednesday i trustees, Mrs. Bernice Hatch, Mrs.
Squad leader, Alden Johnston; upon to donate blood even in case night. Many braved the extreme Ellie Knowlton, Mrs. Velma Marsh;
second leader, Harold Kaler, Ar of an emergency. Persons inter cold to attend.
treasurer, Mrs. Nellie Achorn; chapthur Blackman, Ernest Jones, ested in Rcckland should register
The Auxiliary was called to order lain. Mrs. Carrie Winchenbaugh;
Robert McCarty, Ardrey Orff, at the Placement Bureau or con by the president. Mrs . Bernice patriotic instructor , Mrs. Helen
Keith Goldsmith, Charles Carr, tact Charles Berry, the Rockland Hatch, with the openng exercises, Paladino; past president. Mrs. BerMerle Hutchinson and Anthony chairman, in Thomaston see Mrs. after which the Sons were invited to ( nice Hatch; guide Mrs. Velma
Arthur E. MacDonald and in have their installation.
Anastasio.
-Marsh; assistant guide, absent;
Squad 5 from Ward 5: Squad Camden. Mrs. J. Riker Proctor.
Edward Mullen as installing offi-! Cclor Guard No. 1, Mrs. Mary DinsThe Nutrition chairman of the cer, inducted the following into more; press correspondent, Mrs.
leader, Lucien Green, Jr.; second
Red
Cross has announced that the office: Commander, Vernon Giles; Murphy; counselor, I. Leslie Cross;
leader, Arthur Doherty; Sanford
Delano, Sr.. Donald Haskell, Wil Red Cross is net prepared to give secretary Bert Thomas; treasurer, I. i guard .Mrs. Ellie Knowlton.
liam Kester, Augustus Delmonico, courses in nutrition as yet. The Leslie Cross; patriotic instructor, I Because cf illness several were unClarence Dubey, Andrew Boynton, textbooks are not available and Herbert Higgins; guide. Rev. Her- able to attend.
outlines of the course are not man Winchenbaugh.
and Alfred L. Benner.
i Mrs. McRae presented Mrs. Hatch
ready
and any course which the
Squads 4 and 5 assemble at
Mr. Mullen presented Herbert with a past president’s badge, after
Doyle’s Garage, 128 South Main Red Cross might give now wculd Higgins with the past commander’s ! which she was escorted by the color
not be properly planned.
An
street.
badge, and Mr. Higgins thanked the guards to the past president’s stanouncement
will
be
made
when
Squad 6 from Ward 7: Squad
Camp and Auxiliary for their sup-jticn. Mrs. Cress presented Mrs. Mcleader, Oliver W. Holden; second the Red Cross is ready to give a port during his term of office. Com- Rac and Mrs. Hatch each with a
leader, Harry Levensaler; Robert proper well thought cut course. In mander Giles thanked Mr. Mullen gift from the Auxiliary.
Mrs.
Burns, Lucien Dean, Rodney Mur the meantime any person who for installing the Camp in behalf of Hatch extended her thanks to her
phy, John Mazzeo. Leon White, H. wishes to take the course should the officers and members.
officers and members for their most
register at the Placement Bureau.
J. Smith and Theodore Lewis.
Mrs. Stella McRae installed the loyal support during her two-year
Mrs. Beulah Allen has offered
Squad 6 assemble at Leforcst
officers of the Auxiliary, her de term of office. Mrs. Cr ss installed
the
use • cf the lounge room at
Thurston’s residence
on
Old
partment officers being department Mrs. McRae as color guard No. 2,
County road. All the above who the Copper Kettle for any women chaplain Mrs. Nellie McKay; dc- assisted by Mrs. Nellie McKay. The
have not yet filled out Placement or group of women who wish to partment guide, Mrs. Clara Ler- meeting closed with the new officers
Bureau cards stating their assign meet a.ternoons for Red Crcisis
retiring march.
ment are urged to do so at once. sewing.
Mrs. Ellura Hamlin was chairman
At the emergency signal all squad
cf the delicious refreshments, assistMiss Laura Pomercy left. Tuesday I
members will report at their as
SUNDAY, MONDAY
pd by Mrs. Catherine Libby, Mrs.
night
for Washington, D. C., where j
sembly points immediately even
Ida Huntley and Mrs. Hatch.
AM) TUESDAY
though they have not yet com she will resume her studies at Fair-1
mont Junior College after having,
pleted their First Aid training.
Mrs. Edgar Hallowell cf Rockville
spent
the Christmas holidays with
Oliver W. Holden has been ap
is a surgical patient at Kncx Hospi
pointed Chairman of Supplies and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
tal.
First Aid equipment. Chairmen Pcmeroy, Broadway
of other Rcckland Disaster Com
There will be a Circle Supper at
the Congregational Vestry Wednes
mittees are requested to submit- to
Mr. Holden their requisition for
day night at 6.15. Tlie committee
Jin charge will be comprised cf Mrs.
Seymour Cameron and Mrs. Earl
jGowell as co-chairmen; Mrs. Cleve
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
land Sleeper Jr., Mrs. H. Ernest
T^hree Shows Daily, 2-7-9
Keywood, Mrs. Earle Perry. Mrs. Ed
Saturday Evg. 6J 5. Sun. Mat. 3
win Scarlott, Mrs. Theodore Bird,
Mrs. Leland Drinkwater, Mrs. Mau
NOW CASH NIGHT $105
JUDY CANOVA in
rice Harvey, Mrs. Charles Lowe, Mrs.
“PUDDIN’ HEAD’’
Stafford Congdon, Mrs. Roland
Pius
Ware, Mrs. Frederic Bird, Mrs.
A ACRJILIC riCTUAE
“ELLERY QUEEN AND
Robert Allen, Mrs. Wesley Wasgatt,
MURDER RING"
Miss Marion Ginn, Miss Virginia
NOW PLAYING
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Connon and Mrs. William Rrast.

Jointly Installed

CAMDEN

POWELL

“Secrets of Wasteland”
with
HOPALONG CASSIDY

New Serial

“King of Texas Rangers”
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

COUNTRY STORE
Folks hIio I ke delicious food, cooked just right, served
quickly and correctly, will love the New Mid-Town
Cafe. Here, in an atmosphere of friendliness, you will

March of Time, “Main-St. U.S.A.”
Coming: "Sun Down”

All Kinds of Gifts Given Away
Groceries to Useful Things

DINING EOOM OPEN* 6 A. M. UNTIL MIDNIGHT

IS, MID-TOWN CAFE
Under New Management

ROCKLAND. ME.

SlINDOWI
starring

GENE TIERNEY

BRUCE CABOT • GEORGE SANDERS
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE

BEWARE OF THE COLD DAMP WEATHER

Serving Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner

WALTER WANGER'S
Great Adventuromonce of Today I

Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY
Released thru United Artists

find food to your satisfaction at moderate prices.

It is very harmful to Rheumatic Neuralgia and all pain sufferers.
Get a box of TEL-MAR CAPSULES now. Ycu can then ignore
the damp cold temperature. .
These capsules will eliminate the pain and combat the cause. A
special neutralizer in these capsules will take care of any
stomach distresses.
TEL-MAR CAPSULES for sale at

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
PARK A MAIN STREETS

CORNER DRUG STORE
422 MAIN STREET
5*S*8

! f.u.» n, ireM
Rockland League of
Women Voters

A department deveted to news items concerning these

WUUAM

368 MAIN STREET.

WORKING FOR THE RED CROSS

By K. S. F.
The Diligent Dames were enter
tained Wednesday night by Mrs.
Doris Fogg and Mrs. Elsie Munsey
at Mrs. Fogg’s home on Summer
street.

that

|.v he proved and allowed^

JlfARI.ES p

THE RED CROSS
AND CIVIUAN DEFENSE

1
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Plus LATEST NEWS
DONALD DUCK CARTOON
TODAY
HUMPHREY BOGART in

“The Maltese Falcon”
BOiKLAND

Tel.
802

B uce Barton was a goed prophet
when he said some time since. "We
are going to experience seme tough
times in the near future.”
• • • •
Lilies Mentioned in Bible
Lilies have been known since
time immemorial. The Bible men
tions lilies on several occasions.
One of the legends pertaining to
lilies is that Christ, while walking
through the garden of Gethsemane.
saw many flowers which drooped
their heads in humility as He
passed. One cf the lilies, however
kept its head aloft and upon see
ing the visage of Christ immedi
ately dropped its head. To this day
many varieties of lilies still hold
their heads in apparent humilia
tion. The lily signifies purity.
The early Greeks and Romans
crowned the bride and bridegroom
with lilies and wheat. In Spain
lilies were supposed to restore hu
man form to those wha were be
witched.
• • • •
The United States imports an
nually $14 000 039 worth of edible
nuts. This country has many
bushels of nuts that are not gath
ered and it’s high time more
thought was taken cf this excel
lent food that comes for the find
ing and gathering and1 it would be
easy to grow many more kind's
and quantities.
• • • •
It is thrilling reading these days
the work of the many “Florence
Nightingales’’ who are up and at
it with a vigor that stirs the blood
and warms the heart. Modern
nurses of this war hold their own
with even the brutal forces that
rule with the Nazis.
• • • •
The Berkshire Music Center is
rather a new name to the great
world of music, but its fame has
spread like the proverbial wild fire
and music lovers of this countrylock for great things to come from
it. America can stand first in all
the wci.ld if citizens accept easy
destiny with seriousness and bring
out latent powers in this great op
portunity.
* • • •
Rather a pretty decoration to be
hung near a w ndow is a swag cf
ivy-filled jugs one under the other
with just green and1 perfect leaves
that give a bit of green to the room
• • • •
Make your skirts as full as con
science will allow for your dinner
and evening dresses. They will
also stand a let of trim.
• • • •
It wasn’t so many years since
the handy condiment, papr ka, wa
first used. To some it takes the
blacc of pepper. It has that quality
of color that uplifts almost any disii
with a dash of beauty. In 1941
Spain marketed 13,000,COO pounds
of paprika wh'eh means a very tidyprofit fcr this expert. America
should use these truths as a gu de
to more effort in gardening paprixa
and thus extending earnings at
home.
• • • •
Tlie works done by the human
heart in one day is equal to lift ng
124 tons a foot high.
I
• • • •
A signature X has not always
been a symbol of illiteracy. In an
cient times it was required on all
signatures as a profession of good
faith.
* • • •
Lady of the lieu e (to departing
plumber): “I must .say lhat you’ve
done very well and d sproved the
old adage cf a plumber always
forgetting.”
Plumber: “Thank you, ma’am
If you saw the number of bills I
send out at the end of the month
you’d know it wasn’t only plumbers
who forgot.”
• • • •
What is generally noted as the
oldest bird sanctuary in the world
Mrs. Donald Haskell of Orange is located, or was. at lovely Abbotsstreet is a patient at Knox Hospital bury. England. The last I knew
i about this charming spot it was in
There will be a meeting cf the habited by hundreds of swans
Arts and Crafts S ciety Tuesday When one tries to refleet on what
evening at 7 in the What-Not Shop. this German-construeted war has
dene to the gentle things of life
The ship Recovery of the Re all over the world, is lt any wonder
bekah fleet will have its first get- the very name German is worthy to
together at the home of the cap be spewed cut of the dictionary and
tain. Jennie Feyler, Park street the thoughts of real human beings
next Wednesday night. If stormy, Glorious England so full up with
the following night.
mellowing antiquity, inspiring pride
and reverence in past efforts, re
Miriam Refcekah Ledge Tuesday
splendent cathedrals built by the
night conferred the degree on
noble thoughts and planning cf men
Edith Jackson. A committee was
of God, now crushed by bombs
appointed to confer with a com
• • • •
mittee from Knox Lodge to raise
Someone has made this state
money for the Red Cross A vote ment: A $5,000,030 fortune in semi
was taken to purchase a defense precious stones is embedded in fos
bond. Past noble grands’ and silized wood in Arizona’s petrified
charter members’ night will be ob forests. Now there is a chance for
served in our next meeting and some wise ones to try this state
Ruth Benner will be chairman ol ment out and see if it's true and
jthen go after it.
committee on arrangements,

A two-day emergency meeting of
the general Council of the National
League of Women Voters wiH con
vene at 10 a. m. today at the In
dianapolis Athletic club to blue
print plans fcr carrying informaion and understanding about
government in war time to every
circle 'League members enter A
series of "little suppers” at which
organization technique will be dis
cussed is scheduled for tonight
The 14-member National board
>f directors in a preliminary ses
sion here yesterday, canvassed tlx*
League’s shift in emphasis front
amassing knowledge about govern
ment to "reporting and interpret
ing what government is doing and
how it is doing it to 500 times as
many citizens as it has in the
past.”
Mass distribution of material
simplifying important current is
sues such as price control and in
flation. taxation and civilian de
fense activities, is among methods
suggested for sharing League ex
perience with more people.
Miss Marguerite M. Wells, Na
tional president, commenting on
the League's adjustment to war
time, said:
"The League is preparing to
sacrifice some of its own study in
srder to share mere widely what it
nas learned By reporting and in
terpreting to a wider public what
government is doing and how it is
doing it, we are trying to bring
government and the people closer
together.
“The League purpose has always
oeen to break the habit of passivity
about government to which Ameri
cans are prone too for safety in a
democracy. The habit becomes
more dangerous in war time be
cause even a democratic govern
ment in war time must greatly
enlarge its scope, and because peo
ple are likely in war time to be
In a mood of passive submission.
But a democratic people need to
give some intelligent attention to
government in war time—especial
ly in war time.
“The demands the government
makes upon citizen understanding
is greater in war time than in
normal times.
The League is
therefore even more responsible
for pursuing its avowed purpose,”
she added.

EXPERT EFFORT
We have in cur city many ex
perts who are able and do double
work when the need is urgent. A
recent case was the delayed) floral
orders to our cities flower shops.
We are a long way d:wn the line
m the Winter time in- train serv
ice and when a train is missed it’s
many hours before another one
comes all the way to Rockland
from city markets, with vital or
ders. When the late morning
train brought the delayed orders,
it took expert hands and heads to
manage adjusting those lovely
floral sprays, baskets, blankets
and all sorts of floral artistic ar
rangements to perfection. Then
pack in boxes with card adjust
ment and delivery. Literally hun
dreds of these orders and so little
time. Another angle was the ar
rangement at the funeral parlor
and now cnly one third the time.
I feel that a word of sincere praise
is due not cnly Mrs. Emily Ste
vens whose artistic discernment
and srnsll'ive skill with quick
thinking, and npeedy movements
made a picture of beauty in the
beautiful adjustment of all the
masses of glorirus blcsscms that
kept arriving after the hour of 2
o'clock, but all who worked to ar
range and have those flowers in
place.—KS.F..
Miss Etlcn Cochran entertained
her Mite Club at her heme Thursday
with cards.

Mrs. Helen H. Carlscn who has
been spending a fortnight's vaca
tion in South Portland with Mr. and
Mis. Edward H. Carlson, returned
heme Wednesday.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps in
stalled officers Thursday night at
the Grand Army Hall with Mrs.
Elizabeth Vinal as the installing
officer, assisted by Mrs Bessie
Harraden as conductor. Other
past officers filled the remaining
chairs for the ceremony. Those
inducted were; president, Mrs.
Margaiet Rackiiff; vice president,
Mrs. Catherine Libby; secretary,
Mrs. Velma Marsh; treasurer?Mrs.
Mae Cross; chaplain, Mrs. Maud
Cables; conductor, Airs. Lena Rol
lins; guard, Mrs. Beulah Larra
bee; past president, Mrs. Gladys
Murphy; Eaternity. Mrs. Ada Payson; charity, Mrs. Mabel' Richard
son; loyalty, Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal;
flag bearers, Miss Veronia Murphy,
Mrs. Florence Rogers, Miss Jennie
Guplill and Miss Charlotte Murphy;
pianist, Mrs. Alta Dimick; patriotic
instructor, Mrs. Lizzie French. Re
freshments were served by Mrs.
Doris Arnes, Mrs. Adeima Mullen
and Mrs Ellie Knowlton.

Realm of
Music
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
y/lzn. Everett L. Littlefield, of
Kennebunk, president of the Maine
Federation of Music Clubs, an*
ounces the appointment of Mrs.
Marion Haskell Brosseau cf Port
land. as chairman of the Defense
Committee for the State Federa
tion. ThLs committee will combine
the activities of the defense prog;am for the music clubs of the
State, which has been in two di
visions, that of Civilian Defense
rnd Music in Defense.
Mrs Brosseau is a violinist and
plays in the Portland Symphony
Orchestra. She studied with Fe
lix Winternitz in Boston where
she also attended the Longy School
ar.d wa.s a member of the MacDowell Club and Orchestra in
Bosltn, having made her home
there for about 10 years. In 1929
and 1930 she was a member of
Ethel ‘Leginaka’s Boston Woman's
Symphony, touring in 28 states and
parts of Canada where the or
chestra gave 71 concerts. Since
r< turning to Maine she has taught
viclin, played the organ in several
churches, and in addition to mem
bership in tiie Portland Symphony,
L, also a member of the Portland
Music Teacher.'.' Association.
M:s. Brosseau Ls organizing her
committee, which will represent
all parts of the State, and will im
mediately begin work on the "All
out fcr Defense” program, advo
cated by Mrs. Ouy P. Gannett,
president of tiie National Federa
tion of Music Clubs.
• • • •
Thos“ of its who recall Maine
Music Festival Days of many years
ago
wiil
remember Margaret
Matz? nauer. contralto, who was a
featured artist at least once if not
more. I had idly wondered what
had become of her in these times—
if she were teaching perhaps, or
simply living the quiet life of re
tirement, So it was rather inter
esting to note from Musical Ameri
ca in a recent issue that Matzenruer gave a Town Hall iNew York)
recital on Ncv. 32. The review
pointed out there was no doubt of
Mine. Matzr nauer'.s place in the
affections of New York concertgoers. The audience stood to wel
come her and applauded enthusias
tically throughout the entire prog am. “even when the actual sing
ing was not such as to commend
itself to the impersonally-minded
listener.” From her American debut
on the epening night of the Met
ropolitan Opera in 1911, Matzenauer was for 20 seasons one of the
"great ladies” of that institution.
The review commented that “In
Mme. Matzenauer’s rendition there
was a tendency toward faulty in
tonation and an unnecessary effort
for a larger tone than the organ
is now capable of producing. An
other conspicuous failing was lack
of repose. Over-exaggerated ges
tures of body, hands and head do
nothing to cover up vocal deficien
cies and frequently accentuate
them. However. Mme. Matzenauer will remain in the memories
of o]>era-goer.s of the past genera
tion as cne of the greatest singers
of her day. She still remains an
artistic personality to be admired.”
• • • •
The New England Conservatory
of Music announces three concerts
;->r the month of January, which
are free, and all' are open to the
public on application to the Con
servatory for tickets. In addition
to the music loving public, all wo
men and men in uniform are in

The “Northwest Passage” Now A Reality
tne shadow ot war lengthens
over the Pacific, a new inland,
ASfog-free,
airway to Alaska, rushed

to completion by Canada, places the
military might of the United States
and Dominion forces within five
hoars of this continental outpost
Within twenty-four hours men
and aircraft could be mustered from
all over the United States and
Canada for concentration in Alaska.
In November of 1940 the United
States-Canada Joint Board on De
fense recommended construction of
a chain of air basea linking Alaska
with air fields close to the Ameri
can border. Today, little more than
a year later, U. S. and Canadian
... "X'>'
• ...Avtransport planes are winging their
A stern wheeler briskly putts along
way over the new skyway. Built by
Dease Like, transporting construction
Canada at a cost of $6,000,000, the
equipment by barge to the Watson
airline will serve in the days of
Lake airport. In shallow waters of the
Stikine River boat crews had to rt.
peace as the foundation for a com
move rocks to make passageway for
mercial air route to the Orient
these crafts.
Much erredit for this achievement
should go to the Air Services Branch
of Canada’s Department of Trans
port. But the men who made the
forests blossom forth as airports
were the tobacco-chewing, tractorcussing, frost-bitten sons of the
wilderness who tackled the job
with typical,Canadian gusto.
The plans called for main ports
to be established at Grand Prairie,
Fort St. John, White Horse, Fort Where, a few months ago, trer tops
Nelson and Watson Lake. The first
filled the sky, wireless towers stand to
guide planes on the new Alaska **r
three were near enough railways
to eliminate transportation prob route.
.. .. ...f.
.
lems, but Fort Nelson was 300 miles
north of the end of steel and Wat
son Lake was just a dot on the map
surrounded by wilderness.
t’.-- ,
Bound for Fort Nelson, Tractor
L /
''“‘• J
Train No. 1 started out from Daw
son Creek in two sections on Feb
ruary 9 last. Mile by mile the caraWell equipped work shops were cet up
van bunted and battled through the
,
for repair work Ss well as centers for
brush. Sometimes It moved ten
•
extensive construction at the airports.
miles In 24 hours, but more often
only three or four miles. A week
s 4 Even as tractors put finishing
after its departure it had covered
•
.;iv.J .
' touches on landing fields (left)
35 miles.
ian*,,, transport planes opened the air. ways. Administration building
Tractor Train No. 1, leaving a
(right) construction goes ahead
trail which others might follow, ar
to rapid completion.
rived at Fort Nelson on Match 31,
1941. Thus ended the first skirmish
with nature, forty-six days after it
left Dawson Creek.
Next came the summer campaign.
To hew a road Into Watson Lake in
the summer over rocks and muskeg Dease and Stikiue rivers were so; tirely isolated from the outside
bogs was out of the question. But, shallow that the barge crews had to j world, cut their lumber and built
why couldn’t men and equipment be wade into the icy waters and roll ' their houses, boats and roads,
floated In from Wrangel, Alaska, via rocks out of the way to clear a pas- j A vast section of North America
the Stiklne and Dease rivers? This sage for the little fleet.
i may now be considered by military
4s,
involved 350 miles of river travel
At the end of this stretch there! strategists in terms of hours of
and a 75-mile portage.
was a portage and then the last travel rather than days. Within the
' -; z's,
<
As soon as the river was open, water trip across Watson Lake to < brief space of less than a year the
barges were loaded with trucks, the airport site. On the shores continenfs Pacific barriers have >
tractors, " grading machinery and of Watson Lake a saw mill was been knitted into a defense pattern '
equipment for two saw mills. The built. By such means these men. en- of formidable proportions.

vited to attend these concerts. The
Conservatory offers these fine pro
grams as its contribution to the
national morale at this time, and
heartily welcomes one and’ all in
its audiences. It is a well-known
fact that in England concerts have
been attended in far greater num
bers since the war began. The
concerts:
Jan. 20: Recital by Marjorie
Nesbitt, pianist, in Recital Hall at
the Conservatory, at 8.15 p. m.
Jan. 21: Concert by fhe Conser
vatory Orchestra, a symphony or
chestra of 85 student musicians,
conducted by Quincy Porter, in
Jordan Hall, at 8 15 p. m. The
program will include three pieces
by American composers: Douglass
Moore's, "P. T. Bamum"; Carl Mc
Kinley’s "Chorale, Variations and
Fugue”; Ross Lee Finney’s "Over
ture to a Drama," Ernst Levy, pi
anist, of the faculty, will play the
Lizst "Todtentanz”.
Jan. 20: Fourth Advanced Stu
dents Concert, a program of selec
tions for voice, piano and violin.
Jordan Hall, 8.15 p. m.
,
It might be well for any local
music lovers if in Boston on any of
these dates to take ad.antag'e of
this opportunity.
From Worcester, Mass., cemes a
calendar from the First Universa
list Church, published monthly
from September to June. Among
the many interesting announce
ments of the varied activities of
this church is noted this:
“The Junior Music Club Counsel
ors of the Worcester District of the
Massachusetts Federation cf Mu
sic Clubs, will hold a series of
monthly concerts in the Pari'h
House. This Ls an effort at “De
fense Through Music.” It will be
a program cf Community Singing
under the direction of J. Edward
Bouvier. together with one of the
High School Orchestras. A cor
dial invitation Ls extended to all
members of the churc'h by itis
Some News Items Culled
chairman, Mrs. Phyllis Laticns
From Old Papers By
Hanson.”
Spruce Head Woman
The first of the series took place
on Saturday evening. Dec. 6.
It has been a great pleasure to
• • • •
One of the major undertakings me to read a collection of old time
of the Maine Federation of Music newspapers.
Clubs for the year will be the or
The Portland Transcript, pub
ganization cf the Junior Federa lished: in 1852-'53 and ‘54, by Gould
tion Orchestra, under the direc and Elw’ell publishers, with Edward
tion of John C. Gatchell of East H. Elwell as editor. These papers
Parsonfield, chairman of the Ju are the treasured property of Fred
nior Orchestra. This will be the Batty of Two Bush Light Station,
first time that such a group has kindly loaned to me by him, and
been organized on a state-wide I am passing along some extracts
-basis, and according to Mr. from them I have copied hoping
GatcheM’s announcement, is to be someone will be interested in them.
made up of the best musicians of
As they are a weekly paper my
high school age (younger, if quali extracts arc between the dates to
fied!, available in the State of be exact.
Maine, chosen on an audition
June 22. 1853: Bangor was light
basis. The name Junior Orchestra ed for the first time with gas.
Ls to be used to distinguish it from
Jan. 8, 1853: The weather has
the adult or senior department* of been so warm in New York that
the federation.
the mosquitoes were cut.
This group when organized will
Jan. 15, 1853: There were eight
be a balanced orchestra of sym ships building at Richmond. Me.
phonic proportions and is designed
June 25, 1853: A new steamer to
to give the best school musicians run between 'Rockland and Machias
of Maine a chance to play with is now receiving new engines in
the best, under circumstances New York. She Ls expected! to be
where financial conditions should ready- about July 5, commanded by
not prohibit participation. It is Capt. E. S. Blaisdell.
planned to have the Junior Or
April 9, 1853: During the past
chestra make its initial appear two years, two million casks cf
ance on Junior Day at the May, lime have been sent from the kilns
1942, convention of the State Fed of Rockland.
eration at Bangor.
Oct. 9. 1852: Several American
Applications for auditions will ships have been rigidly searched
be received through Feb. 1st. Ap at Havana.
plicants will then be informed of
Jan. 22. 1853: Shipbuilding is a
time and place for audition and

Delightful, Charming Alaska
Held also dangers for Janice in

LIGHTED WINDOWS
by EMILIE LORING
—She masqueraded as a boy
—She ran away from one wedding

—She married another man
—But wasn't sure of love
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—Till after a strange death
—And a volcanic eruption

IN THIS NEWSPAPER
TODAY ON PAGE FOUR

Echoes Of The Past

those w-hose papers show present
insufficient advancement, will be
asked to defer an audition until
one which may be held in later
years. From the auditions the
personnel will be chosen with
enough alternates to insure a com
plete orchestra in case of any
necessary’ absences. Each appli
cant is asked to name his or her
instrument to list some studies
and solos on which he is working
at present, and each will sign an
agreement to attend1 the audi
tion designated, and if ohosen to
practice at home and to partici
pate with the Junior Federation
Orchestra at Bangor, unless pre
vented by some urtforseen misfor
tune. While it does not say defi
nitely, we presume applications
should be sent direct to John C.
Gatchell, East Parsonfield. Me. It
is hoped that several applications
will be made from local school or
chestras. Do not delay, however,
as the closing date is Feb. 1.
• • • •
In harmony with the times, wo1 men have entered another field—
piano tuning. There is a shortage
of tuners and a scarcity of young
inen to train for the work. Experts
claim that women have natural
ab-'lity for the vocation, through
delicate sense of sound, patience,
and adaptability fox small detail.

great business just now. In every
yard in Maine can be heard the
sound of saw and hammer.
Oct. 16, 1852: Potatoes were 25
cents a bushel.
Oct. 30. 1852: The cabin of the
schooner Avenger was burned out
on a trip between Boston and Ban
gor, Capt. Lane lost a large sum
of money.
Sept. 11, 1852: Rufus Porter has
a flying ship nearly completed in
which he plans to fly soon.
Ncv. 12, 1853: Launched1 at Rock
land last week was the Red Jacket,
a splendid ship of 2400 tons—the
largest ship built in Maine. Rock
land is a smart place.
Nov. 12, 1853: In 'Camden the
stores and stocks of Mrs. L. G. H.
Rauson. J. C. Coombs, G. L. Follanbee, E. C. Dapiels and R. Mc
Farlan were destroyed by fire.
Dec. 17. 1853: Launched at
Rockland, a barque cf 462 tons
called the William T. Sayward.
It was built in 75 woiking days.
Dec. 18. 1852: Lady Franklin is
fitting out another expedition in
search of her husband.
Feb. 4, 1854: Launched at
Thomaston, built by Oliver and
Williams, a brig of 250 tens called
th? Morris Bliss, to te commanded
by Capt. Simon M. Long. (This
item does not state where this man
belonged. I wonder if it was Ten
ants Harbor, I heard my father
speak of several Captain Longs.)
Feb. 25, 1854: The remarkable
passage of the ship Red Jacket has
put another feather in the cap of
Rockland.
This sh.p built at
Rockland, made the trip from New
York to Liverpool in 13 days. 1
hcur, 25 minutes.
Oct. 16, 1852: Mrs. Polly Hemmingway died in Northbridge Sept.
30, at the age of 83. She had never
been but 15 miles from the home
of her birth, a sigular fact in these
days of locomotion. (I presume
the ways of traveling were by stage
coach in these days.)
Jan. 28. 1854: Butter was 22 cents
a pound and eggs were from 20 to
30 cents a dozen and scarce.
Deaths were: July 15, 1853. Capt.
Joshua Spaulding, aged 85 years;
Aug. 9, 1853. Capt. Joseph Piece
of the brig Swan, aged 53. of Rock
land; Oct 25. 1853, at Rockland,
Ella Augusta, infant daughter of
Edward' H. and Sarah C. Elwell.
March 4. 1854: Statistics showed
that in the United States there
had been built in the year 1853 269
ships. 95 brigs and 681 schooners.
Sloops and clippers, 394; steamers,
272. total 1711; tonnage 425.572. Of
the ships 132 were built in Maine
and 73 in Massachusetts.
June 5, 1852: Echoes from over
the sea—Louis Napoleon is not yet
Emperor. May 10 passed without
his acclamation. The day how
ever came off with great eclat with
60000 troops in the field. The
Eagles were blessed by the clergy
and restored to the National
Guard.
Margaret Elweli
Spruce Head.

Fools The Driver
Light Snow Likened to Crafty
Footpad Sneaking Up
Behind One
A heavy blizzard, hurling tons of
snow upon the highways is like an
opponent who stands fairly in front
of you, swapping blow for blow in a
knock-down, drag -out Winter battle
i
I according to Lucius D. Barrows,
Chief Highway Engineer.
A light snow, such as has fallen
recently in several parts of the State,
may be likened, on the other hand,
to a crafty footpad who sneaks up
beh'nd you, dealing his lethal blow
w-ithout the victim aware of his
presence.
This snowfall, the curtain-raiser
of the bit shows to come in Janu
ary and February’, is a more insidi
ous and possibly more dangerous
enemy to the motorist than the
out-and-out blizzard, declared Barrows today.
“The driver may have been bark
ing in the false assurance that he
is still enjoying good, crisp Autumn
weather,” continued Engineer Barrows, “without a thought to the haz
ards to come. His chains for trac
tion may be still in his garage; his
windshield defroster and wiper ma?
be out of order since last Spring ’’
"Co-operation between drivers of
automobiles and trucks with the
highway departments is absolutely
essential with the com’na of Win
ter,” he emphasized.
“Highway crews will keep roads

epen and safe as possible.” hp con
cluded, “but they are not magicians.
Fcr their own safety, as well as for
that of others, drivers should be
prepared with vital and necessary
Winter equipment for self-help. We
cannct afford traffic tieups and skid
ding accident* at any time, but with
the National Defense effort reach
ing a high point this Winter, it be
comes a patriotic duty to quit your
s-kidding, conserve cars, and avoid
blockading vital traffic.”
CLARK ISLAND

Misses Selma Blomberg and Vera
Blomberg returned last Saturdny
from a week’s visit in Quincy and
Hingham, Mass?
Gust Johnson is visiting in Mass
achusetts.
Miss Blanche Chaples of Tenants
Harbor was overnight guest last Sat
urday of Miss Harriett Johnson.
Miss Fiances Caven, a student-at
Rockland High Schocl passed the
holiday recess with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William J. Caven.
Mrs. Maurice Jones has been con
fined to the house the past week
with a severe cold.

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. Tiie day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.
IlWIlilUIUIUItlillliiilUllihiidl^i! 1

Williams recently called cn the
family.
O. Hilt accompanied by Mrs.
and Mrs. Sterling made a birthFar out there, at sea!
anniversary call Tuesday on
Their constant beating, beating.
•
Mrs.
W.
C. Dow cf Portland Mrs.
Roll out a tale of woe.
Perhaps a ship is slowly sinking.
S G. Robinson decided it was too
What do we mortals know?
cold for her to go She sent her
The waves are slowly beating
greetings.
Their story out to me.
Yet how can I foretell the fates.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr.
Far out there, at sea?
Kay Yale and daughter Ann Walker me
Washington.
spending a few days at tiie station
• * • •
as guests of the Sterlings.
PORTLAND HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow cf Port Arthur Harlow cf South Portland
land were guests of the Sterlings was guest last Saturday of R 1’.
New Years evening.
J Sterling.
Mrs. Clyde Grant and Mrs. E. E. j The storm Jan. 2 could well he
Kinney called last Saturday on the termed "a rip snorter" all along the
Hilt family
' coast. We got rain, fog, thunder.
Miss Marion Sterling of Torring- lightning and what seas! They came
ton Point, Peaks Island was recent quickly and abated just as quickly
overnight guest of the Sterlings.
At present it Ls tiie coldest spell for
Lieut, and Mrs. Philip Newbert of the Winter.
OUT AT SEA
[For The Courier Gazette]
The breakers slowly beating
Upon the sands near me.
Are telling Just what's going on

Girl Scout Trails
Some Timely News Which
Pertains To the Local
Organizations
Brownie Troop

Beverly' Burgess is a new proba
tioner.
Tiie Brownies are busily engaged
at the task of making books, which
contain tiie £>cout Promise. Laws,
etc.
Morning Glory Troop
Miss Margaret MacMillan, who
teaches at the Camden street :cho 1
is a new leader.
Mrs. Huntley’s patrol was divided
into two patrols. There are now
four patrols. Patrol names, colors
and leaders were chosen at the
meeting this week.
Patrol 1. Helen Fisher, adult
leader. Name, Pine Tree. Colors,
brown and green. Leader, Carolyn
Chisholm. Assistant leader, Barbara
Fuller. Other members of the patrol
are: Constance Barton, Diane Cam
eron, Earlenp Perry, Elizabeth Brew
ster, Marilyn Cates, Margaret Pack
ard and Carol Ann Wolcott.
Patrol 2. Annie Rhodes, adult
leader. Name, Green Clover. Colors,
green and white. Leader, Jean
Young. Assistant leader, Kathleen
Paul. Other members are: Cynthia
Knowlton, Anna Bullard. Joan
Proctor, Gloria Studley, Marilyn
Spear, Grace Thompson, Evelvn
Perry and Dorothy Curtis.
Patrol 3. Margaret MacMillan,

.PVirt
Hilt
F.
i Hilt
{day

adult leader. Name: Blue Bird.
Colors, red and blue; l eader, G; i!
Clark. Assistant Leader. Barbara
Woodward. Otiier members ar?:
Lena Hayes, Alice May Fuller, Rcsalie Young, Nancy Gregory and
Elaine Christofferson.
Patrol 4. Patrica Huntley, adult
leader. Name: Busy Bep.s. Colors,
black and gold; leader, Madeline
Rubenstein; assistant leader. Verna
Waldron. Other members: Arlen >
Cross. Arlene EdWaHls, Arlene Rol
lins, Marjorie Leeinan, Virginia
Manning and Pauline Heath.
The Pine Tree Patrol worked cn
badge work.

The Green Clover Patrol decided
to work on the weaving badge and
to finish the required activities
necessary to become second class
scouts.
The Blue Bird and Busy Bee
Patrols are going to start work on
second class activities.
• a • •

The next Scout Committee meet
ing will bp Feb. 4 at the home ol
Mrs. Seymour Cameron.
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Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
$3 00 a year

A ROYAL
AWAITS YOU

a.

z'SPL&Jfi
^^^Ov«r ALL 65,000 MHe&

of Greyhound Routes

Save by

All over the mao of America the whole
Greyhound fleet is in action—transporting
soldiers on dutv and on furlough alike,
shifting workers wherever they re called,
keeping business travelers on the move.
Even? «ingle Super-Coach is ready for
service—ready to offer vou a super-saving
—I°r Greyhound fares are far less than
the cost of any other ttansoortation!
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Rockland to—
One-Way Kd.-Trip
BOSTON
.............................................. $3.40
$6.15
NEW YORK
................................... 6.40
11.55

ST. PETERSBURG, fla........................21.00
WASHINGTON, D. C......................... 9.40
WEST PALM BEACH, fla.................21.30
Plus Federal Tax of 5%

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
Telephone 646-W

444 Main St.,

€1 COMODORO

131 S. E. First Street
MIAMI. FLORIDA
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37.80
16.93
3S.35

Rockland, Me.
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